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RECE\VED 
September 30, 1991 


MEMO TO: Members, Urban Counties Caucus 


FROM: 


RE: 


Jane Uitti, Executive Director 


Proposition 13 Public 
october 9, sacramento 


Hearing, 


Attached is an announcement from the Assembly 
Revenue and Taxation Committee, on an upcoming 


, interim hearing it will hold on October 9 on 
Proposition 13 to review several legal 
challenges to its constitutionality. This 
will be an informational hearing; thus, 
testimony is not being solicited. 


This hearing will be of considerable interest 
to counties, since many fiscal problems facing 
counties are a direct result of the passage of 
Proposition 13. I will attend the hearing, 
and will send UCC members summaries and copies 
of the staff briefing publication referenced 
in the attached committee announcement. 


A reminder: The Senate Commission on Property 
Tax Equity and Revenue prepared a 65-page 
evaluation of Proposition 13, which is 
available to the public. Copies and a summary 
were sent to ucc Board members last month. 
The purpose of the Commission, established per 
1990 statute, was to "recommend new 
intergovernmental relationships which will 
more effectively allocate local and state 
financing po<t1er and authority. " The report is 
available for $4 from: Senate Publications, 
Publication #581-S, 1100 J St., B-10, 
Sacramento, CA 95814. This price includes 
sales tax, shipping, and handling. 


encl. 


(916) 444 -5454 
FAX: (916) 552-6790 
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September 25, 1991 


MEMORANDUM 


TO: Interested Parties 


FROM: Johan Klehs, Member of the Assembly 
Chair, Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee 


SUBJECT: Interim Hearing - Proposition 13 


The Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee will hold an 
interim hearing in October on the topic "Proposition 13: A 
Briefing on the Legal Challenges Before the U.S. Supreme 
Court". 


ANDREW MEYERS 
CHIEF CONSULT ANT 


IRENE FRAUSTO 


COMMITIEE SECRETARY 


The purpose of this hearing is to update members of the 
Legislature and the public on the status of several lawsuits 
that were initiated in California in 1989 challenging the 
constitutionality of Proposition 13. Two of these 
challenges are now pending before the United States Supreme 
Court. 


The hearing will feature the challengers and deferjers of 
Proposition 13, who will review their legal arguments, as 
well as independent analysts who will evaluate the cases and 
discuss the implications of potential court rulings. 


The particulars of the hearing are as follows: 


DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: 


Wednesday, October 9, 1991 
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 
State Capitol, Room 437, Sacramento 


Those planning to attend the hearing should confirm the 
date, time and location by contacting the Committee office 
on October 7th. The phone number is (916) 322-3730. 


A staff briefing book will be available for purchase from 
the Assembly Publications Office, 1100 J Street Room 601, 
the day prior to the hearing. The Assembly Publications 
Office can be contacted by telephone at (916) 445-4874, or 
by mail at P.O. Box 942849, Sacramento, CA 94249-0001. 


~ 
Printed on Recycled Paper 
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September 30, 1991 


MEMO TO: Members, Urban Counties Caucus 
CAO's and Lobbyists 


FROM: Jane Uitti, Executive Director 


RE: Public hearing transcripts on Growth 
Management available 


Transcripts from any of the 13 public hearings 
recently completed on growth management issues 
are available for $8.00 each, from the 
Governor's Office of Planning and Research. 
UCC counties in which public hearings were 
held include Orange, Riverside, Los Angeles, 
Santa Clara, and San Diego. Summaries are 
available without charge. 


Enclosed is 
transcripts. 


encl. 


an order sheet for these 


(916) 444-5454 
FAX: (916) 552-6790 
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Ms. DeAnn Baker 


~tate of ~alifornia 
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH 


1400 TENTH STREET 
_SACRAMENTO 95814 


(916)322-2318 


September 19, 1991 


County Supervisors Association of California 
1100 K Street, Suite 101 
Sacramento, California 95814 


Dear Ms. Baker: 


Because of your interest in growth management and the many 
challenges it presents, I am writing to update you on the progress 
of Governor Pete Wilson's interagency Council on Growth Management. 


You may recall that the Council, which it is my responsibility 
to chair, was established on January 22, 1991 when Governor Wilson 
issued Executive Order W-2-91. Under the order, the Council, which 
is comprised of Cabinet Secretaries and department heads whose areas 
of responsibility are implicated in growth management issues, is 
directed to formulate and present to the Governor by the end of the 
calendar year recommendations on managing California's rapid growth. 


The Council recently completed a series of thirteen public 
hearings designed to involve local governments, interest groups, and 
individuals in this process. The response was overwhelming, with 
over 500 witnesses having participated and thousands of pages of 
testimony submitted for the Council's review. A complete record of 
the hearings is available to the public as are individual hearing 
summaries written by my staff at the Governor's Office of Planning 
and Research (OPR) . 


In addition, a series of research and issue papers has been 
prepared on various growth-related topics. Beginning this month, 
individual papers in this pre ~ iminary draft series will be released 
and made available for public review and comment. As noted, these 
documents are drafts, and are intended to elicit comment and 
discussion. They do not necessarily reflect forthcoming final 
recommendations prepared by the Growth Management Council. 







Page Two 
September 19, 1991 


The work of the council has enabled OPR to compile an 
extensive mailing list. Unfortunately, the current fiscal 
environment prevents the Office of Planning and Research from 
offering free of charge publications of this size and detail to 
those on our list. However, we wish to make available the materials 
I have described at a nominal charge -- based on our cost -- to 
those interested. If you are interested in any of ·these 
publications, please use the attached order form. 


The council's task is a formidable one. However, I can 
assure you that the Council sees this challenge as an opportunity to 
help make a difference in better managing California's growth into 
the 21st Century. The Council continues to meet regularly to 
discuss growth management issues and would welcome additional 
comments on the publications, hearings, or any other aspect of the 
Council's work. 


On behalf of Governor Wilsvn and the Council on Growth 
Management, I appreciate your continuing interest in this area. 


Enclosure 


Sincerely, 


RICHARD SYBERT 
Director 
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~tatr of <California 
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH 


1400 TENTH STREET 
SACRAMENTO 9581t. 


(916}322-2318 


September 1991 


PUBLICATIONS ORDIR FOBN 


Publication Price Quantity 


Hearing Record (Each ) $8.00 


(1} Riverside # (8} Los Angeles --
(2) Santa Rosa (9) San Jose 


( 3) Modesto (10) Sacramento 


( 4) Fresno (11} Redding 


(5) Santa Barbara (12) San Diego 


(6) santa Ana (13} San Francisco 


( 7) Bakersfield 


(Full Set of 13) $100.00 


NOTE: Record of hearings includes summaries 


II. Hearing Summaries NC 


(1) Riverside # (8) Los Angeles --
(2) Santa Rosa (9) San Jose 


(3) Modesto (10) Sacramento 


(4) Fresno (11) Redding 


(5) Santa Barbara (12} San Diego 


(6} Santa Ana (13) San Francisco 


(7} Bakersfield 


-- MORE --


Total 
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Publication Price Quantity Total 


1. LOCAL AND ·RBGIONAL $5.00 $ 
PERSPECTIVES ON 
GROWTH MANAGEMENT 


2. 19 91 LOCAL GOVBR.HXBNT $5.00 $ 
GROWTH MANAGEMENT SURVBY 


3. OTHER STATES' GROWTH $5.00 $ 
MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCES 


4. MODELS OP REGIONAL $5.00 $ 
GOVERNMENT 


TOTAL $ ______ __ (Includes __ Postage and Handling) 


Make checks payable to: 


Governor's Office of Planninq ' Research 
Growth Management Publications 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 


Send all materials to: 


(Name) 


(Organizat~on) 


(Street Address) 


(City, State, Zip) 


J 


Week 
Available 


9/23 


9/30 


10/7 


10/14 








COUNTY OF SAN DI~GO 


INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE 


October 9, 1991 


TO: Board Executive Assistants 


FROM: John R. Sweeten, Director 
Office of Intergovernmental Affairs 


SUBJ: SENATE REPORT ON PROPERTY TAX 


REC£\'JEO 


on ogo/ 
~ns'd .•.. J~0.': ' 


This past summer we distributed to Board offices a copy of the "Report of the 
Senate Commission on Property Tax Equity and Revenue." That report is of renewed 
interest given the U.S. Supreme Court's recent granting of certiorari to the 
Proposition 13 case. 


Because a couple of you report not having a copy of the report, attached please 
find a back-up copy. 


SWEETEN 


STO C K "'75- 33 4 4 I 
=--=====---------..11 


,' 
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SENATE COMMISSION ON 


PROPERTY TAX EQUITY 


AND REVENUE 


.· to the 


California State Senate 


(Pursuant to Senate Resolutions 42 and 8) 


581-







COMMISSIONERS 


Robyn Phillips, Chair 
Kirk West. Vice Chair 
David E. Anderson 
Irene Angelo 
Senator Ruben Ayala 
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Gerald Cochran 
Maureen G. DiMarco 
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Chief Consultant 


Kimberly D. Miller 
Research Associate 


CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE 


STATE SENATE COMMISSION ON PROPERTY TAX 
EQUITY AND REVENUE 


1211 H STREET, SUITE E 


SACRAMENTO, CAUFORNI.A 95814 


(916) 552-2912 


' 


ADDENDUM 


This report references the status of the 
Macy's case. 


On June 7, 1991, Macy's withdrew its case 
which the U.S. Supreme Court had decided to 
hear. The Nordlinger ·case is still on appeal 
and it is expected that the Court will decide 
to hear it. 


:, 
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PREFACE 


In this period of disillusion with government's ability to anticipate important policy problems, 
the creation of the Commission demonstrates that the legislative process can foresee policy 
issues of widespread importance and impact to the people of California, address those issues 
in a timely and deliberative manner and involve a diverse group of Californians in the govem-
mental process. · 


A full thirteen years after its .passage, the Commission recognizes the intense public 
sentiment which continues to su~ound Proposition 13. One of the most frequently heard 
refrains from Commission observers was an amazement that the Senate, a body of elected 
officials, would even put a study of Proposition 13 on the public agenda. The Senate's 
willingness to reexamine the property tax system establish~d by Proposition 13 is a measure 
of its public policy eoinmitment. 
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S enate Commission on Property Tax Equ ity and Reven ue 


INTRODUCTION 


The Coi\lffiissiqn on Property Tax Equity and Revenue was established by Senate Resolution 
42 (authored by State Senator Gary K Hart), enacted by the Senate <?n March 15, 1990. Ap
pointm~nt of the Commission membership was completed by the Senate Rules Committee on 
June 13, 1990. On J~n.uary 18, 1991, the Senate enacted Semite Resolution 8 (Hart), extend
ing the Commission's tenure until JUile 30, 1991. 


Appendix A contains copies ofSe_nat~ Resolutions 42 and 8. Appendix B contains a roster of 
Commissioners and their respective affiliations at the time of Senate Rules Committee ap
pointment. 


The Commission adop~d a monthly meeting schedule. Commission meeting were structured . 
as roundtable priefings at ·which tax experts, state officials, legislative staff, academic 
scholars, local. government representatives arid citizen organiz~tions were invited to make 
presentations to the Commission and spend the day in active dialogue with Commissioners 
and other presenters. Prior to each meeting, Commissioners were supplied with extensive 
background readings~ · · 


. . . . 


Appendix C contains a ;;chedule of Commission Illeetings and topi~s. Appendix D contains a 
roster of individuals ·who made presentations· to the Commission. 
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Senate Commi..-;sion on Property Tax Equity and Revenue 


CHAPTER I: 


COMMISSION RECOMMENDA'I'IONS 
·-- -·- - - -----------------------------------------


-· 


The Commission finds that the way property is assessed 
under Article XIIIA of the California Constitution has 
generated substantial inequities for property taxpayers. 


Under Article XIIIA. property in California is reassessed to fair 
market .value only upon sale (or in the event of new construction) . 


. During the intervening years between sales, the property can be 
· reassessed upwards by a maximum of two percent each year. 
Assessing property on the basis of acquisition value rather than 
market value produces side,..by-side inequities such that taxpayers 
with identical properties may pay different property taxes due 
solely to the date the property was purchased. 


The Commission fuith.er notes that over time the property. tax as~ 
sessment system does_ ii~t self~~rrecfor equalize_ tlie tax burden 


.. among taxp?yers.in aQ.y:o.rd~~ly~ systematic way. In fact. dispari
-- ties haye_ ~4eneQ. ?V~I)iriieJm(f\Vill continue to ~de~ s<?'loni. as 


_,., .: ,propercy values rise .faster._t,ban the ."two percent annual reap-
- 1 : praisal cap. _. · . · · . ,: ; ~- ~ ;1 . ·· · ·. · 


.· . · ......... . ·-. ~ . !-1 . . . 


The Commission does recognize that the two percent reassess
ment cap has two beneficial, _and noteworthy, outcomes. One, 


j . owners of property are-atforded a measure of certainty in antici-
1 pating future propertY tax bills . .Every property owner knows that 
·· his or her property tax bill cannot rise more than two percent per 


year for as lo~g as he or she owns the property. 


The second important benefit is that the property tax systemdoes 
not tax unrealized capital gains (beyond the limitation of the two 
percent cap). In effect, the property tax system has been disen
gaged, for the most part, from the volatility of Califomia's real 
estate market. Property owners enjoy a stable tax levy over the 
course of property ownership. 


The policy issue is whether these two taxpayer benefits justify the 
inequities resulting from the present property tax system. Rea
sonable people disagree on this question. 


1 







Senate CorrunL'>sion on Properly Tax Equity a nd Revenue 
' '(.. 


The Commission concludes that, on ba lance, a market valu
ation system is more reasonable than an acquisition sys
tem provided sufficient safeguards are in place to assure 
that homeownership is protected. 


The Commission recognizes that market valuation is not a perfect 
ability-to-pay system of taxation. However, market valuation is a · 
closer approximation of the taxpayer's current economic capacity 
to pay taxes relative to his or her neighbors than the acquisition 
method of assessment which artificially taxes on the basis of a 
formula. 


Property tax equity, like beauty, is in the eyes of the beholder, that 
is, the beholder ofhis·or her tax bilL Generally speaking, property :, 
taxpayers in Califomia think Article XIIIA of the Califomia~ i, 
Constitution {Proposition 13) with its constitutionally guaranteed . 
low tax. rate and capped annual reassessment is lovely indeed, ~_{:. 
albeit unfair. . :··;:_ 


-::./-,: 


· The Commission appreciates the political inertia which the cur~~f~:_ 
rent proVisions of Article XTIIA intrin5ically create in the body~~~ 
politic. The new property owner may wince at learning. that he~~~ 


·neighbor in an identical house· pays significantly less propertYfii 
taxes but the tax rate is one_p~fcent of assessed value, much les~~ 


. . . ~~ 


than pre-Proposition 13 levels, and, thanks to the reassessment~ 
cap, she soon wiU be paying: relatively less taxes as .time · pas.se~:~~~ 
For this reason many · taxPayers are lulled into accepting rur~~-
inequitable tax ·stru.cture. .· · >tH 


. . ·. ·,~~ 
But public content,.even happiness, with a law does not make that :-:,:_' 
law necessarily fair, equitable, effective-or reasonable. The Com
mission finds three compelling reasons to reexamine the state's 
property-tax structure and to recommend changes to it. 


First, legal challenges to the assessment section of Article XIIIA 
are being appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court. The Commission 
finds no legal consensus exists on the probability of the Court 
ruling the reassessment section of Article XIIIA of the California 
Constitution unconstitutional. The U.S. Supreme Court has 
agreed to hear one challenge and may decide on hearing another 
later this year. A decision on constitutionality will be rendered 
by June, 1992. Given the possibility the Court will strike down 
California's current property tax assessment methodology, it is 
prudent for the Legislature to formulate and develop a contin
gency plan. 
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Second, the size of state budget deficit (es tima ted a t $14 billion for 
1991/92) and the financi a l difficulty confronting local government 
invite a review of the property tax system. Article XIIIA constitu
tionally caps property tax rates at one percent of market value, but 
under current assessment practices, most property in the state 
pays less than the one percent statutory rate. This erosion of the 
property tax base contributes to the fiscal strain experienced by 
local govemment and its citizens. The Commission's major recom
mendations are revenue neutral, but could easily be converted to 
revenue additions for local government. Other Commission ree-


l ommendations, while advanced for reasons of equity and fairness, 
1 are revenue positive. 


! 
Third. 'equity in taxation is a goal in itself. The very existence of 
a $1 Tbillion tax system in Califomia that operates unfairly is 
reason enough to offer improvementS to it. 


Public opinion poll data show an qv~rwhelming 70percent ofCali
fornians disapprove of current assessment practices once they are 


· explained in detaiL 1 Informed by its own experience and percep- . 
tion. the Commission concludes · that the provisions of Article 
XIIIA. including the reassessment section, are popular with the 
general p~blic both symbolically and as a matter of economic self-


. "interest~:' The Commission ~concludes that people do not necessar
. . ,. , ilywant an ~air systeiri~ but they dislike the property tax enough 


·to oppose pa)'ing inore .ofit-fu egualize the tax burden among prop:
erty taxPayers. 


I 


I The CorPmission recognizes that virtually every. improvement in 
i the tax system .• every firmly defended tax tradition, began as an in
.; novation. Proposition 13 itself was such an innovation. Tlie Com-


. mission believes these recommendations can lead to a better tax 
· structure for California taxpayers. 


The Commission considered a wide range of proposals for restor
ing equity to the property tax system and for strengthening the 
fiscal solvency oflocal government while protecting homeowners 
from unpredictable tax increases. One class of options achieve 
property tax equity by further reducing governmental reliance on 
the properly taX by extending the favored tax status of pre-1978 
property owners to all property owners (or at least homeowners) 
and replacing the lost governmental revenue with other taxes. 
The Commission rejected this approach because it concluded that 
the local property tax is an appropriate revenue source for financ
ing local services and maintaining a measure of lo<4l controL 
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Senate Commission on Property Tax Equity and Reven ue 
. <. 


TRANSITION 
RECOMMENDATIONS 


TO PROTECT 
HOMEOWNERS 


RecommendatiOn 
··:: . One~ 


. Phaseinto 
Market Value 


The Commission recognizes the inequitable nature of California's 
assessment cap for property taxpayers and recommends that the 


, Senate consider alternative property tax systems if the U.S. Su
preme Court invalidates the assessment portion of Article XIIIA 
of the California Constitution. The Commission's assignment 
does not entail theorizing on constitutional law or prophesying 
U.S. Supreme Court decisions, but rather advising the Senate on 
a fair property tax structure. Thus, the Commission offers its 
primary three recommendations based on the assumption the 
Court does rule the reassessment provision of Article XIIIA to be 
unconstitutional. 


If the Supreme Court does strike down the reassessment portion · 
of Article XIIIA, and the Legislature and the electorate do not . 
adopt an alternative, then at soine point the state's assessment·:. · 
methodology will revert to market valuation (~th a one percent .· 
tax rate cap), causing over an $11 billion property tax increase{ ' 
$5.3 billion. of which woUld be home by homeowners. In this J' 
instance, ·the. Commission offers .three alternative property taX ::: 


. structureS, all of which will significantly ease the transition · .. ~ ';:T 


to a market valuation system. ' ' 
.:1:"" ·~·. ;:·: 


The Commi~sion recommends, in the event the· U.S. Supremi~E 
· · CoUI.t invalidates the assessment provision 'Of Article XIIIA of the".l;;~:
. Californi~ Constitution, the Sena~ consider legislation to phas~~t 
.in a market valuation system, and to: . -· :~~~::~;~ 
. . .. :1):/i· 


a) Retum to market value aSsessments immediately for ail~~,: 
new and ~ent property taxpayers, excepting curre~t .<.· 


homeowners who may elect to phase-in to market value; . 


b) Increase for homeowners who elect to phase-in to market 
valuetheannualreassessmentcapbytwopercentayear · 


· until the property is assessed at full market value (e.g., 
four percent cap in year one, six percent in year two, 
eight percent in year three, and so on); 


c) Maintain revenue neutrality by lowering (in the first and 
each subsequent year) the countywide tax rate (exclu
sive oflocal bond service) on a county-by-county basis to 
a level which will generate an amount of revenue equal 
to the prior year's revenue, adjusted annually for growth 
in population and an appropriate inflation index; 


d) Provide that no home~wner who elects to phase-in to 
market value ·will pay less property taxes than would 
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have occurred under the acquisition method of assess
ment as a consequence of the interaction of(b) and (c); 


e) Provide that local voters may change local tax rate caps 
by a majority vote. 


To protect current homeowners from sudden and large property 
tax increases, the Commission recommends that the assessment 
cap be gradually increased by two percent per year. In the first 
year following enactment of this plan, existing homeowners' as-


. sessments could not be increased by more than four percent; 
second year six percent; third year eight percent and so on or until 
the· homeowner's property is ass~ssed at full market value. 


The Commission does not beli~ve that a return to market valu:- · 
·ation must necessarily result in an overall increase in the property 
tax bUrden .and, accordingly, recomniends that local govemmEmt . 
tax rates be lower~d by. an amount approXimately equal to the in
creased ·revenue derived from returning to market ~alue assess-
. ments. A reasonable index to ilecountfor popUlati~n-cP:anges and 
-inflation should be employect<·Afi illusb·ation of how_ this.' rate· 
:. adjustntimt:-:would~ be made ·fqr ~a· hypotheti~ 'Co~tY is . sho~n 


'.~,bel()w:~ -:~ ·· 1. ~ - •.·. : __ .. :·. :. :..~ i"' ~ · ~ ~ ,., .<::{<J,;. · ·· ·· ··>·. · :-:-· ·-.. ~ ·. -·- '= ·' ~ •. 
. . . ·. 


- : ~: . ,>.: t~·r 


... .... >·· .·.:. .. . --:,: _;- :~~ .. ~ -=- ·=-· . ., . 
. ... Assessed Val~e : Asse·ssed Value 


Year o -·Base Year ··- · . owiier Occupied Homes Other 


Assessed Value 
Tax Rate 
Tax Lery . 


Year '1 - New System 


Base Assessed Value 
Ownership Changes 
AV Adjustment - 4% 
AV Adjustment to Market 
New Construction 
Total Assessed Value 


: $4,000,000 


$4,000,000 
200,000 
152,000 


400,000 
$4,752,000 


$6,000,000 


$6,000,000 


4,000,000 
. 600.000 


$10,600,000 


Tax Levy= Base Year Levy adjusted for population+ inflation, 
(assumed to be 2% + 5%):$100,000 x 1.07 = 


Tax Rate= Total Tax Levy Divided by Total Assessed Value= 


Assessed Value 
Total 


$10,000,000 
LOO% 


$100,000 


$10,000,000 


152,000 
4,000,000 
1,000,000 


$15.352,000 


$107,000 


0.7% 


~oLe..: T~ lC"UI.I l<Vy could be adjuctod in th< follo•inc yca.r by the additional amountA lev'ied on hom~ncn wh04C laKcc would othc~i s.c be lo-cred by this cy.tcm. q 
L~~====================================================================~ 
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Recommendation· 
Two. ~ 


_Preservation of . 
H.o"liufow_nership ·· 


_, --


Since a tax rate reduction could cause some homeowners' property 
tax bills to decrease, ·shifting some portion of the property tax 
burden to their neighbors, the Commission recommends that 
during the phase-in period all taxpayers be required to pay at least 
the same amount of property taxes they would have paid under the_ 


. acquisition method of assessment and one percent tax rate cap. 


This phase-in approach eases the transition to market value as
sessment for homeowners while the tax revenue cap ensures that · 
tax rates will be lowered if housing price increases exceed the rate : · 
of inflation. These safeguards afford homeowners greater pro tee~ :: 
tion than existed prior to 1978. . -


The. Commission believes that local voters should have the right t{:( · 
adjust local property tax rates and, therefore, adds to this recom::~~::,: 
mendation a provision allowing changes in· local tax rates by. a·§;; 
majority vote of the electorate. See recommendation number five~_~;~ 


- . - : ~-:f; -~I1~:. 
The Commission recommends, in the event the U.S. Su:·-~,~~ 
· preme Court invalidates the assessment section of ArticlE~#:!~ 
XIDA of the C~ornia. Constitution, the Senate consider'~ 
legislation to exempt basic shelter-from all propertY taxest~ 
and to: . -.- . . _-.. _·_ · __ . · :::· ...... -.- :· .. ;_ .· .:~-· ._.· ·- . =Jrr'···-"'·= 


, . -
·. . . . . - . . - ·: . '!·- ~\:;-J~~#_;:-t:-~~-


. ·.a) .· Return to marketvalue assessments immediately for all~-
·. new and'euh-ent property taxpayers; ,_ ·· . . . ··:. ·,·_:~~:t~i 


.. --~: ' . .. - . . ~: :'..l~~~ 


b) Increase the homeowners' property tax exemption to :::::} 
$50,000 per· home, index the exemption for iD.flat,ion and·,~:·,'' . 
convert the exemption to a locally administered pro~ ::' 
gram; : 


c) Maintain revenue neutrality by lowering (in the first . · 
and each subsequent year) the countywide tax rate (ex- ·
cl usive oflocal bond service) on a county-by-county basis 
to a level which will generate an amount of revenue 
equal to the prior year's revenue, adjusted annually for 
growth in population and an appropriate inflation in-
dex; · 


d) Provide that local voters may change local tax rate caps . 
by a majority vote. 
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Recommendation 
· Three


Split Tax Rates 


Senate Commission on Property Tax Equity and Revenue 


To protect basic shelter from property taxation, the Commission 
recommends that the current homeowners' property tax exemp
tion be increased to $50,000 and, thereafter, be adjusted annually 
based on an appropri~te housing inflation index. Homeowners 
would not be taxed on the first $50,000 (or the basic shelter 
portion) of their homes; homes valued under $50,000 would be 
property tax-free. The policy objective of this recommendation is 
to establish a property tax haven for all homeowners for a neces
sity of life without regard to household income. 


a) Return to market value assessments immediately 
for all new and current property taxpayers; 


b) Lower the property tax rate for homeowners by 
an amount sufficient to make the homeowner por
tion of the tax roll revenue neutral for local gov
ernment, and thereafter automatically lower the 
tax rate each year. by an amount equal to the 
revenue generated by the increased valuation 
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from owner-occupied residences a llowing for new 
home construction and an appropriate inflation 
index; 


c) Maintain for the business portion of the tax roll 
(apartments, agriculture, commercial and indus
trial properties) the current one percent tax rate 
cap; 


d) Limit prospective voter-approved tax rate over
rides to the homeowner portion of the tax roll. 


The Commission recognize·s and differentiates between two cate
gories of property . taxpayers: homeowners and the owners of 
income-producing properties. And, the Commission notes the 
importance homeownerslllp plays in California society. 


The Commission devoted extensive discussion to a variety of split 
roll or split rate proposals. Proponents and opponents of the split :··::_: 
roll concept are found across the ideological spectrum. The Coni- · ~.-· 
mission, like the testimony it heard, is more divided on this issue·::-. 


· than any other. . , ;·'.: T~,;: 
~# •• 4 • • :'~>:t 


Under thls recomniendation, commercial and rental residential . ·.: .~,;.:. 
p~perty~ taxpayers . ~ experi~n~ a ·$5.9 billion property kx·~;J; . 


. increase over current p~operty tax obligations. These monies wilH~~1f 
~-·· r. 


primarily benefit local goveninient~ The Commission judged this.:/f 
amountreasonable in light.ofthe c~rrent $14 billion fiscal "short-:.:·~~-. 
fall; considenng that the ·original ·intent of Proposition 13 was· ·· 
aimed mrunly at reducing homeowner property tax burdens; 
recognizing that any Supreme Court action will cause this magni
tude of property tax increase for business unless the Legislature 
elects to simply return all new tax proceeds; and, noting that 
business will still enjoy the one percent tax rate cap guaranteed in 
the California Constitution. 


A primary argument against a split tax rate system is the poten
tial for future abuse. Critics worry that once a uniform tax roll is 
breached, divisions in the tax roll will proliferate. Other states, 
particularly Minnesota with numerous divisions ranging from five 
percent to fifty-five percent of market value, are cited. The 
Commission recognizes this danger, but, on balance, thinks the 
need for additional local government revenues, the desirability of 
maintaining low homeowner property taxes and the simplicity of 
this particular split roll proposal outweigh this concern. 
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A major concern of the business community, which opposes any 
split roll proposal, is the prospect that it will find itself politically 
isolated in each community. The specific fear is that voters will 
approve tax overrides more readily, lmowing that a preponder
ance of the tax increase will be paid by business. The Commission 
addresses this concern by restricting future voter-approved over
rides to the homeowner portion of the roll only. However, this so
lution, while protecting income-producing property, leaves owner
occupied residential property vulnerable to tax increases enacted 
by homeowner-voters and non-homeowner-voters alike. 


The Commission also notes that business taxpayers will be able to 
deduct any increased property tax payments from federal income 
tax payments. Thus, business property taxpayers will not be hit 
with-the. full impact of this tax increase and California will recap
ture some of the federal tax windfall which occurred in the wake 


. ofProposition 13. 


, GENERAL 
RECOMMENDATIO~S 


'IJ!e following recommendations are_ offered as specific reforms 
. which the Commission believes worthy of consideration regard-
less. of Court action. RecorrinH~ndations. four through eight 


.. : .... : . ~ 


; . -,. ·.; -:· . :. add.ress specific problems· w~ch'are a direct ~esult of Article XIIIA 
. · . , . ::' :_ o(ti}~ California Constitution and which wocl.d be automatically _ 


:·~ · :=-- ~--- ::_,,._-,~::3 , ;··-,'~.;." ·-: :. :,r~~s9lyed :by:-a Court decision .and a retum to .market valuation of 
... - ~-:; · . .: !i";f-.-·-~ _··.-:- _,;..~1~~"- < ; ~ .. pro~rty,~ but: "that should ibe ;addressed by the Senate· notwith- : 


, :-:·';:.:::--,. · ... · ;.::_~_.; ; : - :- . . = , f;_~di.ng-~Court decision. ··.Finally, recommendation number nine · · 


-.:.-. 


ron<;erns the requirement for -corripr~hensive tax data and infor-
. :- . ; . ·_mation in the-legislative process. -


Recommendation 
Four


Generational Equity 


The Commjssion recommends that the constitutional pro
. vision exempting real property inherited by a child from 
reappraisal to market value be abolished 


Article XIIIA (Section TWo) of the California Constitution exempts 
from reappraisal a property owner's horne and up to $1 million of 
other real property when that property is transferred to a child. 
This exemption can be used repeatedly and indefinitely, forestall
ing a market reassessment forever. 


The inequity is clear. One young family buys a new home and is 
assessed at full market value . . Another young family inherits its 
home, but pays taxes based on their parents' date of acquisition 
even though both homes are of identical value. Not only does this 
constitutional provision offend a policy of equal tax treatment for 
taxpayers in similar situations, it appears to favor the housing 
needs of children with homeowner-parents over children with non-
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Recommendation 
. Five


Local-Finance.& 
. . Locctl Control 


.· .. · 


homeowner-parents. With the repeal of the sta te's gift and 
inheritance tax in 1982, the rationale for this exemption is negli
gible. 


The Commission notes that this remarkable disparity of treat
ment perverts even the strongest arguments in behalf of the 
acquisition method of assessment and, understandably, was not 
advanced in 1978 by the proponents of Proposition 13. A U.S. 
Supreme Court decision invalidating the assessment section of 
Article XIIIA, and a retum to market valuation, would automati
cally correct this inequity. 


Absent a Court decision, the Commission recommends that the · 
~ns~tution be amended to provide that all real property trans
ferred to ~hildren be reappraised at the time of transfer. 


The Commission recommends that · the California , . 
Constitution be amended to grant local voters in each · ... 
jurisdiction the right to modify loc31 property tax rate_~ by '-_ 
. a majority vote. · · · .. 


The Commission heard local government officials present the ca5e: · · 
for both . more local dollars . ana: greater local . control over those }_._ 
dollars. :'l'he Commission also heard testiniony urging local expen~~, 


:diture ·reductions, that is to say;:elimination or reduction of ~ec~}~: 
l essary or lower -priority gov:rnmental expenses. · -, ;-· : ~ ~!(p.: 
t ... ; . ·.. .. .·. '.' :.·:..o ,· .. : .. · ... · ·!~' •. ~·. 


I The Commissiori~ ·representmg a cross section of comm,;m_typer~ : 
spectives and experiences, is persuaded that local government is 
fiscally strained and that, as a result, governmental services· in·· 
California have suffered. More important than the Commission's 
views is what a majority of.local citizens think about the level of 
service and spending by their local government. A democracy 
vests in the people the right to up size or downsize the government, 
to evaluate governmental efficiency and priorities, and to elect 
governmental policymakers. The people traditionally have exer
cised these rights by a majority vote. 


The Commission is cognizant of the argument that vote thresholds 
higher than the standard majority vote protect the people from·ex
cessive taxation. This may be so, but it is not the way business is 
conducted in a free society. Majority rule is the established vote 
requirement for electing leaders and governing the country. Two
thirds vote requirements permit the minori ty to obstruct the will 
of the majority. 
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The level of taxation in California is roughly comparable to other 
states. Expressed in terms of state and local taxes paid per $1,000 
of personal income, California is slightly below the national 
average ($112 per $1000 of personal income in California versus 
$116 per$1000 nationally).2 Under these circumstances, the Com
mission believes that it is reasonable and wise to give local voters 
the opportunity to set local levels of taxation if for no other reason 
than different communities in a state the size of California will 
most certainly have different, and changing, requirements for gov
ernmental service. 


Constraints on the free exercise of the people's will frustrates the 
democratic process. The current constitutional requirement pro
hibiti~g local voters from increasing local property tax rates for lo
cal purposes undercuts the ability oflocal citizens to monitor and · 
manage their local government. 


The Commission notes that wider the clirrent acquisition prop- · 
ertytaxassessmentsystem voter overrides will ~den side-by-side 
disparities. Recent propertY: buyers will undergo-larger dollar tax I increases than longer term owners of similar propertY if· voters 


I apprOVe _tax rate increases. . 
' . j . .. 


- . .• . •• .... 1 - . - - . -


Recom~endation .~ J ::The Commissionreeomm.e.nds that property owned by cor-
- _ ,~-,, ,·;:.·Six~- _,. ,-_p()rationsand·partnershipsbetreatedthesalneasallother 


V euriatron !()f:·: ·:·property for purposes of property tax reasseSsment. To tin:. 
Corporate ·Property ;_..,: · · plemeri.t.this recommendation,_the "change ofownershlp" 


. ,; _-·. statute.requires r:eview"and moderniz~tion. . . 


:Article XIIIA of the California Constitution gives the Legislature 
responsibility for defining "change of ownership" for property tax 
assessment purposes, that is, determining the point at which a 
property ·must be reassessed to full market value. The current 
statutory definition of "change of -ownership" treats homes and 
corporate-properties differently, ·and invites tax avoidance. 


i Under the current definition of" change of ownership", residences 


I 
are reassessed to market value upon sale. For properties owned 
by tenants-in-common, each share of the property is reassessed to 


i market value when that share is sold. 
I 
• 1 


·i By contrast, property owned by publicly traded corporations-and 
·1· property owned by partnerships are not reappraised to market 
I value unless over fifty percent of the corp.orate shares or partner
' ship is sold to one buyer. For instance, to use an extreme example, 
l if lOOpercent of a corporation's stock is sold, but no one person 
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purchases more than fifty percent of the compa ny, California la w 
pretends that the property owned by the corporation ha s not been 
sold. 


The inequity created among property owners is manifest . Home
owners, as a class, are treated differently from corporate owners; 
sole proprietors who buy a business property are taxed differently 
from partnerships; and so on. 


Moreover, current Ia w encourages taxpayers to structure property 
ownership and property sales to escape reassessment to full 
market value. As the difference between a property's true value 
and its assessed value widens, the incentive to avoid reassessment · 
to market value increases. 


A partnership formed to acquire real property can sell its property·. 
in stages to . escape · reassessment. For example, a real estate · .' . 
partnership owned by three individuals can arrange to sell one,:._: ·. 
third ofits ownership at different points in time, eventually selling· . ·. 
the entire property, without triggering a reassessment. This ar->: 
tifice can be repeated indefinitely . .. 


. . . · 
·-r.. 


A U.S. Supreme CoUrt decision inv::J.lidating the assessment ·se6~~/~: 


·. :·· 


· ;tion of Article XIIIA; ·and .a .. return · to .market valuation:, . would fi~: · 
_ - ·automatically correct this problem. Absent a Coui-t decision, the·;~A: 


. ·. · ·· Commission recomni.ends that the statutory definition of"chang~ "·,~i . 
· of oWnership" for property .tax purooses be amended ~ .provide 7~\: 


that all property be reass.essed to full market value upon a sub- :> 
stantive sale. The current statutory definition is inconsistent with . 
the orderly operation· of Article XIIIA's acquisition method ··of · · 
assessment. 


Recommendation 
Seven


State/Local Fiscal 
Accountability 


The Commission notes that the increase in future revenues accru- . 
I ing to local government from redefining "change of ownership" can 
~ - be used for either reducing property tax rates, augmenting local 
1 government revenues or a combination of both. The Commission . 
I 


recommends that the funds be used to increase governmental 
resources since in the Commission's opinion the current statutory 
definition causes the under taxation of some properties beyond the 


I. ·constitutional expectation of Article XIIIA. 


The Commission recommends that health and welfare pro
grams for which a need for state intervention exists be 
funded and administered as state programs. The Commis
sion recommends the state begin by assuming responsibil
ity for three specified welfare prpgrams. 
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A sensible and cost-effective sys tem for the provis ion of govern
mental services should divide responsibilities clea rly among dif
ferent agencies and various levels of government to promote 
efficient management and a ccountable public policy. Citizen-tax
payers have a right to know tha t a pa rticular governmental agency 
or official can be held accountable for the delivery of services. 


A persistent complaint from local government officials is the pro
liferatio-n of unfunded state mandates imposed on local govern
ment. The too-often heard "my hands are tied, go to Sacramento" 
from local officials is symptomatic of this problem. This refrain is 
troubling because it illustrates the murky disquiet in which 
citizens find themselves when sorting out precisely which serv
ices, what kind of decisions and whose tax dollars are locally 
controlled. 


Among,the programs considered prime for state assumption are .· 
judicial expenses, corrections, county health service, mental health · 
programs, AFDC, In-home Supportive Services, food stamps, and 
General Assistance. . Because these social services programs 
should.be the responsibility of the state's taxpayers and are expen-


. -d:itures 4civen by factors. beyond th~ control oflocal decision mak.,. 
_ >: c~- - _ .}~Z:S. fun9:illg should not depend on local prop~rty .tax wealth . 


-._; .. 7: ~ !.:: .~. -' ,--j' _{: ~ ~; -·: --.r~ £":: - " ?_ :.:.-?.~ ... : •: . ;::.~..:t· ·~-- :.: .· ·- _; :-~ ;- _. . 
. :,.< !"-,_. ,_. ; _· ,_ :: :: -~·;: ~-;- . 1'JleG9.nmnssi~I1~ecolllil:leJ?.d_s tha_tthe state begina_process of dis:-.· r .- ~ _. · ...... 


... · ~ :~ - :; -~ 


·- -~-


., _.erigaging health and welfare programs from the property tax. The 
· -Cmnmf~;si~ri id.~ntified tli~ee iricome distribution programs ~hich 


_· _:_,shouid be transferred 4trmediately to t~e. ~t.?te, both fi~cally and 
.... ·adinifiist~tively. · The .three .progr~_.~are·: ·. Aid, ~ :Fa:rrrilies and 
· Depefl:de~t Children (AFDC), fo<;>d ~tam_ps_arid. general ~sistaP-ce. 


_The increased state cqst for th,ese three programs 'Y-o!Jld have been 
$698 million _in fiscal_year 1990-_91. Tllis' cost can be rw;_ded from 
.state savings resulting from shifting the homeowners' exemption 
to local government, which will be $360 million plus repealing, in 
whole or in part, selected state tax expenditures. 


The Commission reviewed numerous state tax expenditures relat
ing to property and housing. The Commission recommends that 
the expenditures for these tax programs be evaluated against 
other, possibly more pressing state program needs, including the 
Commission's recommendation to "buy out" local health and 
welfare programs. While state tax policy falls outside the Commis
sion's purview, a partial listing of property and housing tax expen
ditures are identified as possible candida tes: 
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·-. . ~-. 


a) Capital Gains Exclusion for Inherited Property. Ex
empts permanently from capital gains taxa tion the ap
preciated value of inherited property. S tate cost: $240 
million in 1991-92. 


b) Capital Gains Exclusion on the Sale of a Residence for 
Taxpayers over Age 55. Excludes $125,000 of home 
value from capital gains taxation for taxpayers over 55 
years of age. State cost: $150 million in 1991-92.' 


c) Deferral of Capital Gains on Sale ofPrincipal Residence. 
Taxpayers may defer all capital gains taxes upon sale of 
a home if they purchase a home of equal or greater value 
within 2 years. State cost: $460 million in 1991-92. 


d) Deduction for Mortgage Interest for Vacation and Sec
ond Homes. Tax.J>ay.ers are. permitted to deduct froin 
state income taxes the mortgage interest for multiple 
residences, including vacation homes. State cost: $65_ 
million in 1991-92. 


e) Deduction for Property Taxes Pai~ for Vacation and 
- SecondHop:~.es. Taxpayers are permitted to deduct from 


· -· · state income taxes the-paid property taxes for multiple 
. :. -· - ·. ·-residences; ·inciU:ding vacation homes. State cost: Un- _ ·-- - -; -: · .. 


. .. - ; -. ·_.- : -:...:· : ..... ; ' : .. . , ~: : (:; . - . _.- - knoWn, but substanti31,.3 . •' -"3!:<- . 


· Recom:mendation· 
Eight- -


Local Government 
Revenue 


Apportionment' 


The Com.niission reco~ends that the current statutOry -
-allocation of property tax revenues among local govern
ment jurisdictions (the so-called AB 8 formula) be re
viewed and -amended to accommodate changing local 
conditions. The Commission further recommends · the 
Special _District Augmentation Fund be redesigned to af
ford special districts a measure of independence from 
county government. 


Thirteen years ago, the Legislature enacted on an emergency and 
. temporary basis a formula for the distribution of property tax reve· 
nues to local governmental jurisdictions, a formula which was sub-


l
i sequently permanently fixed into law by Assembly Bill 8. Since 
_ that time, AB 8 has remained essentially unchanged. 


The AB 8 formula is based on the relative share of property tax 
revenue each local governmental jurisdiction received in the three 
years prior to Proposition 13. Whatever the \vi.sdom of using this 
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approach back in 1978, the formula and the data upon which it was 
based are now obsolete. 


The AB 8 formula inadequately accommodates changing local 
needs, priorities and circumstances. While accounting for new 
construction within jurisdictions, it fails to account for population 
shifts among localities, service and caseload increases and de
creases (e.g., the number of school age children; the number of 
individuals living at or below the poverty level, etc.) or other 
conditions. 


Under the AB 8 formula, some citizens are penalized inperpetu
ity because they reside in jurisdictions that maintained low levels 


' of property taxation in the pre-Proposition 13 period. The arbi-


1


1. tracy ~·se of a three year period to deteOOine future property tax 
allocations locks in for all time the combination ofproperty tax 


i rates and assessed valuations extant in the years 1975-7 6 to 1977-
I 78. 


I . . . I·: So~elocal gove~ent .officials argue that basic local services :rre . 
1 so. Important to life and property that they deserve the same kind 


. . .of funding equalization governing local school districts. They I19te . 
. . cthat ~damental govepllllentservices, such as police"and. fi~e· 
: , : ;protecti9n:-and ··eme:r:gency -~~th care, . ~e especially impaired 


--: I .since the:AB :8 formul~ igno,~s_·any per-capita component so that 
1 ~ocal governm.e?t resources ~e frozen, unable to adjust to chang- · 
I tng.demographics".:;·· .. :.n·. ·· .;, ~ · ~ - .. ,:·. · l ., . . . . . ...... ' 


--· ... ;_! • . ·-; __ .... .. . :·: · : .:.: 


The ·-coinmission observes that in the event the Supreme Court 
does not invalidate the assessment section of Article XIIIA, the.n . . 


local governll?-ent finance is a zero-sum situation, i.e., to alter the 
existing AB 8 forinula.requires shifting funds from one jurisdiction 
to another, a Herculean political task when all local governments 
are operating under tight budgets. In the event the Supreme 
Court does strike dow-n the assessment cap, the possibility of in
creased local revenues exists and, consequently, the opportunity 
to create a fairer distribution of local property tax revenues 
without harming the citizens of one area to help another. 


In both instances, the Conunission found no justification for con
tinuing the current AB 8 formula. It serves neither local govem
ment nor its citizens well. A new formula is required which 
provides a measure of flexibility and adaptability. 
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Recornrnendation 
Nine


Accurate Policy 
I nforrnation 


The Commission recommends that a property tax: data 
base7 and accompanying analytic and modeling capability, 
be developed for the Legislature and other governmental 
agencies. 


In the course of its deliberations, the Commission discovered sig
nificant gaps in the information available to the Legislature and 
other policymakers concerning the property tax system. For in
stance, it is very difficult, and in some instances impossible, to 
determine with accuracy and reliability the impact of proposed tax 
changes with respect to: 


-· a) The outcome on property tax revenues statewide; 
b) The outcome on property tax revenues by county; 
c) The outcome on property tax revenue_s over time; 
d) The outcome on property tax burdens by property type; . 


_ e) The outcome on property tax burdens by length of own~:_>_ 
ership; - ... , ._,._ 


0 The outcome on disparities in property tax burdens; -}' 
g) The outcome on-property tax burdens over time. 


Without this type of modeling capability it is nearly impossible to~-~ _ 
predict the' impact -of property -tax -reforms -presented -tO poli.: :-.~ 


-cymakers. ··Without-reliable information, policyillakers niay ad~';~· 
vance options which are ill-considered. . ; -j~~~: . 


. ·,: 


- -
·The Commission believes that, _e-ven without the U.S. Supreme 
Court_ proceeding on ArticleXIIIA, the property tax system will '·"-


- come_ tinder increasing scrutiny in the years ahead. The fiscal :. 
problemsoflocalgovernnientwill force this evaluation. T<? accom
plish this task thoughtfully requires better information than is -
currently available. -
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CHAPTER II: 


CALIFORNIA'S PROPERTY TAX SYSTEM 


Taxes on property have a long history as sources of governmental 
revenue. Property taxes were utilized in ancient Rome as well as 
medieval England. Property taxes were widely levied in the 
United States during the colonial period and throughout the late 
18th and 19th centuries." As recently as 1902, property taxes 
accounted-for more than halfoftotal government revenues in the 
United States. 


1


-- With the growth of federal revenues in the first half of the twen
tieth century, the property tax declined as a major source of total 
national-government revenues. By the end of World War II, 
_property taxes had dropped to approximately 15 percent of tOtal 
govemmental revenues in the United States, although still -ac
counting for half oflocal receipts. As income and sales taxes be
¥1-m.e increasingly.popular-withstate governments, the property 
tax em~rged .as the primacy source _oflocal govemm.ent reve~ue, -
beconring.primarily a loCal.tax.5 . 


. :: 


··. · .. :: ·:_-": i-! ~ ")J.' . d 
--.--At vazj.~~ -~im.es thr_oughoti(4istory, taxes have been imposed on 


both_tangible property, i.e~ . land; buildings and merchandise,-and · 
- - - -
intangible property, i_.e., . se~rities and other financial assets. In 
·more recent times, however,.the trend has been toward limiting 
taxation to tangible property in general and real property in par
ticular. Taxes on personal property are still utilized in some states 
although most, like California, exe.mpt household goods from 
taxation. 6 . 


··. !. .. 


The property tax was first imposed in California in 1850 as a state 
and local tax by the newly conven-ed California Legislature. Prop
erty taxes served as the major revenue source for state govern
ment until the turn of the century. In 1905 the electorate approved 
the recommendations of a state Commission on Revenue and 
Taxation to give local governmenb? the exclusive right to levy 
property taxes.7 Despite periodic difficulties \vith assessment 
practices over the years, reliance on property tax revenues contin
ued and in 1977, the year before Proposition 13, the property tax 
accounted for 40 percent oflocal revenues in the state. 
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Why a Taxon 
Property? 


Is the Property 
Tax Fair? 


The use of property wealth as a basis for taxation stems from the 
general perception that it represents the best available measure of 
a taxpayer's ability to pay. This assumption was clearly valid in 
times when incomes were commonly paid in the form of lodging, 
food Qr other commodities, and the value of total income could not 
be measured with reasonable accuracy. Over time this rationale 
has been considerably weakened because only tangible property, 
or more narrowly still, only real property is taxed. Nevertheless, 
"ability to pay" continues as a prime argument in support of the 
property tax when market value assessments are used to establish 
property taxpayers' relative ability to pay. 


Another supporting argument for property taxation rests on the . 
notion. that the greater an individual's property holdings, the 
greater his or her "stake" in the community. Therefore, financial 
support for governing the community should be paid in proportion 
to the value of one's property. 


Perhaps the almost universal _appeal of the property tax as a. 
revenue source lies in the comparative immobility of property and, 
therefore, of the tax base. Froman administrative standpoint, real 


·property is particularly easy· to .locate and stays put despite 
differences in tax rates between jurisdictions. · 


.. -.. ~ - .,;:. -


Another desirable attribute of. the property· tax is its relative 
. ·stability as a revenue source. Tliis characteristic is attributable to 
·two factors. One, realpropertyvaiues are less subject to valuation 
·changes than the level of gener~leconon:iic activity. Two, in times . · 
of economic fluctuations, especi~ly downtums, periodic reassess-· 
ments smooth out variations in the flow of revenues to governnient 
treasuries.8 


The traditional c.riteria applied to evaluate whether a tax is fair · 
are the extent to which it conforms to either the "benefits prin- . 
. ciple" or the "ability to pay principle." Under the benefits prin
ciple, a tax is said to be fair if it is levied in proportion to the 
benefits received from the government services financed from the 
tax. The ability to pay principle holds that one's "fair share" of 
taxes should be in proportion to ability to pay as measured by 
income and/or wealth.9 


The benefit rationale as applied to property taxation is that pub
lic services increase the value of real property and, therefore, 
sho.uld be paid for by the owners of property. A rigorous applica
tion of the rule would seem to limit the tax to the amount necessary 
to pay for"property-related" services such as fire and police protec-
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tion, and construction and maintenance of streets, sidewalks and 
other infrastructure. Moreover, it does not necessarily follow that 


' the value of the services is in proportion to the value of the prop
erty. 


Many important property-funded services, such as police and fire 
protection (to name the most obvious) serve both property and 
people. A broader, and more reasonable, interpretation holds that 
all municipal services affect directly and indirectly the value of 
property within a community. Simply put, the property tax is not 
and cannot be treated as solely a property owners' user fee, paying 
for services that seemingly benefit property directly. 


Admittedly, the value of property is at best an imperfect indicator 
of the property owner's ability to pay. First, the tax is normally 
levied on the gross value "of reru and personal property without 
regard to the owner's debtpositionand, hence, true net worth. Sec
ond, intangible property is generally excluded from the tax base so 
that at best only a partial m~asure of wealth is ob4Uned . 


. . While the market valuation . ~ses~ment meth~d~l~gy-'is'· not . a 
perfect system for detetiirimn(ftaxpayer·riet worth, it is the best . 
tecliriique known .forleV}ring ·a ptoperty tax that bears a relation- . 
·ship or connection to' the' taXpayer's ability to pay. 


· .. ~ . \ . ~ ~ -~ :·; . . . ·:; •' : ·,-. : -l. ~ ~=- <:. __ i} :-~:!-~ . . -


Durlngth~ first three-qtiartej-_s <cii this century the property tax iri · 
California was the fiscai ~ainstay oflocal government. It proVided 


. fiscal independence arid local control over public services at the 
local level..· Other revenue.so\lrees, such as sales or income taxes, 
either were limited by state statute or were not available to local 
governments. 


By 1975 approximately 6,300 counties, cities, special districts and 
school districts in California had authority to impose a tax on prop
erty within their jurisdictions. Overlapping boundaries meant 
that a parcel could be taxed by the county and school district in 
which it was located as well as the city and several special purpose 
distriCts. 


Tax levies and collections were administered by county govern
ments for all jurisdictions within the county. Composite tax rates 
were developed for each fiscal year by summing all applicable 
rates. The distribution of tax collections was determined by the 
amount levied on behalf of each jurisdiction. 
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Growth in Property 
Tax Exemptions 


Initially, the tax base included all privately owned real and per
sonal property. Over time substantial portions of the tax rolls were 
exempted. In 1978/79 the following classes of property enjoyed full 
exemptions in Califomia: 10 


• Most government owned property. 
• Property owned by educational, religious, charitable, 


and hospital organizations. 
• Household furnishings and personal effects. 
• Business inventories, including livestock. 
• Orchards and vineyards for the first three or four years 


after they are planted. 


Other classes of property enjoyed partial exemptions, such as. the . 
first · $7,000 of the full value of a principal residence, and _a 
substantial amount of property owned by disabled veterans. The . 
growing number of exemptions shrank the tax base, requiring cor~ ·- · 
respondingly higher rates on the property that remained ·subject _· . 
to taxation. 


Pre-1978 Assessment Property is taxed on its asses~~d- value as determined by elected : 
Practices county assessors, '¥1Qer the ge_neral supervision of the State Board·., _· :-· 


ofEqualization. Problems with the local administration of assess- -!. ;>) 
ment practices over. the yearS h8.ve resulted in legislation giving~:~:)· 
the Board considerable authority -to regulate assessment proce-::~.<t 


-d\rres and to make mdependent evaluatiop.s of assessed values~ . ;:,;:~ 
. - . . . . ·. ~::· :-. 


For the most part, . p~~r . to 1978 -propert;\::a~ '~ssessed at th~ >' · 
market value of the property_ as determined by sales transactions 
of comparable property. In the absence of reliable market data, es
timated replacement cost or, in the case of business property, a 
value based on anticipated future income could be substituted. 
The California Constit~tion required annual reassessment, but in · 
practice county assessors were not adequately staffed to conduct 
a physical appraisal of every property each year. 


Infrequent reassessments lagged behind the rapid increase in 
property values during the seventies. As a result, increases in tax 
bills following reassessments were sometimes substantial, pre
cipitating complaints by property owners. These complaints 
focused on the dollar increase in the tax levy over the prior year, 
ignoring the fact that the owners has enjoyed several years of no 
increases while the property rose in value. 
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In fiscall977-78, prior to passage of Proposition 13, property taxes 
in California yielded $11.5 billion for schools and local govern
ment. The statewide average composite rate was just over $10 per 
$100 of assessed value or about 2.5 percent of market value. The 
distribution of these revenues, together with a summary of other 
local revenues, is shown in Table 1. 


Table 1 
Projected Distribution of Property Tax Revenues 


1978-79(a) 
Dollars in millions 


Property Tax 
Average ':fax' Number of Property Tax Total as Percent of 


Rate (b) Jurisdiction Revenues Revenues Total Revenue 


Cities( c) 0.34% 414 $1,645 $6,093 27% 
Counties 0.73% 58 3,504 8,850 40% 
Schools .1.40% 1,114 . 6,468 . . 12,125 53% 
Special Districts( d) .· 0.17% 4,710 . ' 831 4,405 19% 


Totals 2.58% 6,296 $12,44a . $31,473 40% 
. . . 


(a) As estimated by Legislative Analyst based on 1977-78 data and asSuming pre-Proposition 131aw. 
(b) Expressed as percent. of full market value 
(c) Includes City a.nd County of &in Francisco 
(d) Includes both Enteq>rise and Non-Enterprise districts_ 


Property taxes represent general purpose revenues, as opposed to 
dedicated, or special purpose revenues, ·With the exception of 
specific rates levied for purposes such as general obligation debt 
retirement. City governments provide a wide array of municipal 
services, while county governments serve as administrative agen
cies for state required programs, as well as being responsible for 
basic municipal services to unincorporated areas. City and county 
government expenditures by function for 1977-78 are shown in 
Table 2. 
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Table 2 
Distribution of City and County Expenditures 


as Percent of Total 
1977-78 


Cities 


Category of Expenditure 


2.80% 
0 General Government 


fill Police and Fire 


8.60o/o IH Public Works 


K'l Waste Disposal 


lll Parks and Recreation 
5.90% 


~Libraries 


BOther 


13.70% . 


Counties 


Category of Expenditure 


1..20% 0.60% 


1.80%"4 ~ ,; 
12.50% 


18.50% E1 General Government · 


II Police and Fire 


m Public Works 


21.90% m Public Assistance 


8l Health and Sanitation 


8 Parks and Recreation 


18] Libraries 


3.80% • Other 


39.70% 


Source: City and County Finances in the Post-Proposition 13 Era. Assembly Office of Research, June 198 L 
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In the decade preceding Proposition 13, property tax levies grew 
at a rapid rate. From fiscal1967-68 to 1971-72, property tax reve
nue growth averaged 11.5 percent per year; about half of which 
was attributable to growth in assessed values and the remainder 
to increasing tax rates. 11 In 1972 the Legislature imposed a cap on 
tax rates. 


Tax levies continued to grow unabated, however, because of the 
rapid rise in housing prices during the early seventies. The 
median price of an existing home iri Califomia doubled in a four
year period, rising from $31,530 in 1973 to $62,430 in 1977.12 From 
1973-.7 4 to 1977-78, while tax rates stayed flat, assessed values 
grew at a rate of12.5 percent per year ,jumping 14.4 percent in just 
the l~t.year of this period. 


•. 


Relief from the perceived excessive burden of property taxation 
emerged as a major issue~ The fi.rst of a long series of tax relief 
measures was enacted in 1968 when homeowners were granted an 


·. exempti.on for the first $3,ooo of the market value of an owner
occupied home. -This exemption was later increased to $7,000 of 
market value, raising the value of the exemption from ap!>r:oxi- . 
mately $80 to $190 •. This exemption was granted to-all homeowri-


. :·, .ern. regardless ofin<;ome.: Other -~_ajor -programsfollowed: .. , · . 


. - - . :_ . .. .. . . : . • · ·: ;. - . - _ ___ j ;.:~~: - . 


· Senior Citizens Pro~rly. Tax Assistance. Provides 
'· . ----- :-.. - - ~ ·-·::.:~~ .. . - . . . ·. . ;· _ -. refunds of up to. ·ni.tiety.:Six percent of property taXes tO 


. . ~ .. ---- . ' . . 
. ~ 


... --. .-. ~ -· .· ·- ·-: :-- . ~- ~- ~ :. : 
•••.• • '1 - -· -- -


"" - / •' .. ~ ··-


-low InCOme homeo~erS <!Ver age 62.· .. . · .,.,. .. 


'. · ·: Business Inventory Exemption. Exempted in·I986 
-fifty ·percent ofthe·assessed value of business invento-


-. ries. The exemption increased to one hundred percent in 
i979. 


~aximum Tax Rates~ Placed caps on tax rates levied 
by local govern.inent jurisdictions beginning in fiscal 
year 1972-73. 


Renters Tax Credit. Provides tax relief to renters in 
the form of a refundable income tax credit, now worth 
$60. 


Senior Citizens Property Tax Postponement. Al
lows senior citizens with incomes under $20,000 to 
postpone all or part of the taxes on their homes until an 
ownership change occurs. 
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\ViUiamson Land Act. Provides property tax reduc
tions for landowners who agree to restrict their land to 
agricultural use for a period of at least ten years. 


Table 3 illustrates state payments for property tax relief programs 
for the period 1968-69 through 1976-77, including both direct pay
ments to taxpayers and subventions to local governments to com
pensate for lost revenues. 


Table3 
State Property Tax Relief Payments 


1968-69 Through 1977-78 
(Dollars in millions) . 


. $ .1400 ..,.----
ill Business and Agricultural 


Exemptions (b) 


Fiscal 
Year 


1200 +-'---


1000 +---


800 -+------'-


B Ren*"rs Income Tax Credit 


!IS Seni~r citize~ Assistance . 


[I) Homeowners Property Tax. 
· Exemption ·· 


0 ~LU~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~UfUUUULU~~~~~~~UUUULU~ 


1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971·72 1972-73 1973-7.( 


Source: Legislative Analyst 
(a) Includes Senior Citizens Homeowners Assistance and Postponement Programs 
(b) Includes Busienss Inventory Reimbursements and Open Space Subventions 
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In the mid-seventies it became apparent that the problem of in
creasingly burdensome tax levies had not been solved to the 
sa tisfaction ofCalifornia's taxpayers. Legislative hearings during 
1975 and 1976 were deluged by protests from irate homeowners 
who received tax bills double or even triple the previous year's. 


Projections of a record-breaking state General Fund surplus for 
fiscal1977 -78 added pressure for the state to act. Several tax relief 
bills were introduced in the 1977 session to reduce homeowner 
property taxes. All of these bills failed passage. 


After the "Jarvis-Gann"initiative (today known as Proposition 13) 
qualified for the June, 1978 ballot, the legislature approved a con
stitutioJ1al amendment which would have: a) created a "split roll" 
between owner-occupied homes and all other property, b) reduced 
taxes on owner-occupied homes by approximately one third, c) as
sumed a substantial share of county health and welfare costs, and 


.j d) placed revenue limits on state and local governments: This 
measure appeared on the June ballot and was defeated by a wide 
margin. In the same election the Jarvis-Gann initiative received 
an overwhelming majority of votes. 


The J arvis-Gann initiative placed Article XIIIA into the Califomia · 
Constitution in 1978. Its component parts: - · 


·• Limit ad val ore~ .~es on all property to .<~ne perc.ent of · 
full market value; · 


• Require the revenues from imposition of the one percent . 
tax rate to be collected by the counties and be appor
tioned "according to law" to the jurisdictions within the 
counties; 


• Roll back assessed values of real property to their 1975-
76 tax year levels; 


• Limit increases in assessed values of real property to 
two percent a year until property changes ownership; 


• Require a two-thirds vote ofboth houses of the Legisla
ture to increase state taxes; 


• Permit local governments to impose certain "special" 
taxes if approved by two-thirds of the vote rs in a local 
election. 
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Imm.ediate Impact of 
Proposition 13 on 


Taxpayers 


The immediate effect on Califomia taxpayers was a substantial 
reduction in property tax bills. Reductions ranged from 70 percent 
in Alameda County to 37 percent in Colusa County. For an -
"average" California homeowner with a $50,000 home, the tax re
duction amounted to approximately $750 per year. 


The distribution of the tax reduction by class of property was es
timated by the Legislative Analyst, as displayed in Table 4. The 
table shows 45 percent of the tax savings accrued to non-residen
tial property and only 37 percent of the tax savings accrued to 
homeowners. _ 


Table 4 
Estimated Tax Reductions by Type of Property 


1978-79 
$12,000 


OWner 
Occapied 


Residential 


(Dollars in-Millions) 


_ &ent..r 
Occapied 


Residential 


Commercial. 
lndWitrial & 
Agricaltul"1ll 


Total 


(J Pre-Prop 13_Levi


:~ Poet-Prop 13 Leviec 


ra Redaction 


Percentage of Total Property Tax Reduction by Type of Property 


«.70'J'. 


Source: Legislative Analyst 
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The tax incidence effect of Proposition 13, i.e., the ultimate distri
bution of the tax reduction after tax shifting, is unknown. The 
generally accepted theory of property tax incidence suggests that 
property owners ultimately reaped most of the benefit of the tax 
rollback. No data are available regarding the effect on rents or 
conswner prices. 


One unintended side effect was a windfall tax revenue gain to the 
federal and state government resulting from reduced income tax 
deductions for property taxes. For business property owners and 
homeowners who itemized their deductions, part of the tax sav
ings from lower· property taxes were offset by higher state and fed-


-eral income taxes, particulariy for taxpayers in higher tax 
brackets.In the year following the passage of Proposition 13, this 
"reverse revenue-sharing" enriched the federal government by 
$1-.6 billion; or twenty-two percent ofth~ Proposition 13 property 
tax cut was transferred to Washington. 


· _ The Homeowners' Exemption served to increase the tax savings to _ 
homes oflowervalue relative to higher valued homes._ Net benefits _ 
for homeowners at selected income levels~ as estimated by the -
I..egislative· !uialyst; are shoWn: iii T~ble 5~ · -


. . ·-. ~ . . . .. .. · . . 


·· ... ; - .. . ' . . - . 
···: ,. -,, .t-:_~}i- -0:. · · , - :;-', _ .· Table 5 ': ' >-~ -.. "';·;· ':' ·-'_: _ 


.: · -- ;Proposition.-ia·Ta.X Reduction-for.)Iomeowners · 
· Seleeted Income Levels ·,_.-- · 


1978-79 


Market Pre- Post Income 
Family Value -of .Prop.13 Prop.13 ·Tax Net Tax Percent of 
Income - ~orne (a) Tax Tax Effect (b) Change Pre-:- 13Tax 


$ 5,000 $30,"000 $ 425 $122 -0- . (303) -71.3% 
10,000 34,000 505 150 -0- (355) -70.3% 
15,000 37,500 575 174 92 (309) -53.7% 
20,000 42,500 675 209 126 (340) -50.4% 
30,000 54,000 905 289 222 (394) -43.5% 
50,000 72,000 1,265 415 450 (400) -31.6% 
75.000 80,000 1,425 471 610 (344) -24.1% 


I Source: Legislative Analyst 
(a) Average market value for families at each income level. Assessors appraised value 


I
! assumed to be approximately 80% of market. 


(b) Based on estimated tax liabilities for married homeowner with two dependents. 


L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Irnrnediate Impact of 
Proposition 13 on 


Local Government 


Proposition 13 became effective on July 1, 1978, just three weeks 
after its approval by voters. For the 1978-79 fiscal year, local gov
ernments faced revenue losses of approximately $7 billion, an 
amount equal to 57 percent of property tax revenues and 22 
percent of local revenue from all sources. 


Proposition 13, however, did not specify how the revenues remain
ing after the tax rate and assessment roll-backs should be allo
cated, only that the apportionment would be "in accordance with 
law." No law existed to specify the apportionment of property tax 
revenues from a fixed tax rate among local jurisdictions. 


The revenue loss threatened local jurisdictions unevenly because_ 
of differing degrees of reliance on the property tax. School districts, . 


·for example, had received more than 50 percent of their total · 
revenues from the property tax in 1976-77, while counties relied on_.· 
the property tax for about 35 percent of total revenues. Cities were ' 
less dependent, with the property tax accounting for about 15 per- · 
cent of city Tevenues, and special districts varied from zero to 90 , 
percent. ·.·· 


In the short time before the effective date, the Legislature adopted ; . 
·a massive emergency fiscal assistance plan for local governments. ,-:,· 


-This "bail~out" legislation, as ~t was called, was possible becauSe < 
the General Flind had accu:mulated a surpius during the previous~:· .. · 


· , .year. :that . was ' projected' ·to grow during 1978-79 and beyond. ~J · 
Senate Bill 154 .waS enacted which:_ ,: ; 


• Provided for the allocation among local governments of 
the property tax revenues collected under the one per
cent cap for fiscal 1978-79 o·n the basis of formulas ·tied 
to the actual distribution of revenues in the preceding . - . 


three years; 


• Shifted all or a part of various county health and welfare 
programs to the state; 


• Provided block grants to the cities, counties, school dis
tricts and special districts to partially replace the prop
erty tax revenue loss. 


The following year Assembly Bill 8, referred to as the "long range 
solution," adopted much of what had been enacted in SB 154 with . 
several modifications: 
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A substanti a l portion of the property La x that had been allocated 
to schools by SI3 154 was shifted to cities, counties, and special 
districts, and was repla ced by increased state financing of schools. 
Block grants for cities, counties, and special districts were elimi
nated; 


• State "buy-out" of county Medi-Cal and SSVSSP pro
grams was made permanent. Adjustments were made 
in other county administered health and welfare pro
grams, including reinstatement of a county share of 
AFDC grants and AFDC administrative costs; 


• A basis was provided for allocating property tax reve-
. . nues for years subsequent to 1978-79. The new formula 


continued the pro-rata SB 154 allocation of base year 
revenues, but specified that the increase in revenues at
tributable to growth in assessed values would be allo
cated only to thejurisdictions in which the growth oc
curred; 


• Imposed a "deflator" clause which would autOmatiCally. 
reduce, or deflate, revenues to schools aiid local govem
ments if state revenues fell below :Si)e~~d levels .. : _: . 


Shifting property tax revenues from schools· to other jurisdictions ·. 
was intended to provide local governments with a larg~r and.more 
permanent source of local revenue~ . _ while AB 8 ~ lin proved the 
school's fiscal situation by approximately $1 .billion, its overall · 
effect on the fiscal condition of other local governments was 
minimaL 


Table 6 compares fiscal years .1977-78, 1978-79, and 1979-80, 
which depict pre-Proposition 13 revenues, the effects of Proposi
tion 13 and SB 154, and the effect of AB 8, respectively. 
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Table 6 
Summary of Property Tax Revenues and State Aid 


Before and Mter Proposition 13 
(Dollars in Millions) 


1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 
{1) (2) 


Schools- K-12 
Property Tax $4,375 $2,107 $1,699 
State Apportionments 2,323 2,618 2,538 
State Assumption of Program Costs 2,191 3,256 
Categorical Aid 707 756 1,081 
Total $7,405 $7,672 $8,574 


Community Colleges 
Property Tax $743 $325 $266 
State Apportionments 473 539 568 
State Assumption of Program Costs 290 408 
Total $1,216 $1,154 $1,242 


Counties · 
Propert:yTax $3,154. . $1,349 $1,858 
State Assumption of Program Costs 1,078 1,296 
Block Grarit 424 
Total · $3,154 $2,85i _:· $3,154 


. ; -.. . . 
Cities 


· Properly Tax $,1073 ·$44$- $725 
Block Grants 221 
Total $1,073 $669 $725 


Special Districts 
Property Tax 905 362 618 
Block Grants 190 
Total $ 905 $ 552 $ 618 


Source: Governor's Budget Summary 1980-81 


(1) Includes effect of Proposition 13 and SB 154 
(2) Includes effect of AB 8 
(3) Percent change from 1977-78 to 1979-80 
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Percent 
Change 


(3) 


15.8% 


2.1% 


0.0% 
.-·-:-: 


.. 


' 


-32.4% 


-31.7% 
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CHAPTER III: 


PROPERTYTAX EQUITY 
. .. -·· ·-----·- ·---··--


- ... .. , - . 


· Under Article XIIIA of the Califomia Constitution, all property 
owners enjoy lower property taxes as a result of the one percent 


· property tax rate ceiling. In 1978-79 the statewide average rate 
·was app-roximately 1.2 percent including overrides allowed for 
debt service, a drop from· an effective tax rate of 2.5 percent in 
1977-80. By 1988-89 the average rate had declined to 1.07 percent 
as voter approved debt was gradually retired. Thus, the benefit 
from the.property tax rate cap has grown since 1978_13 


··. 


In addition to the savings froni the _'one percent tax rate ceiling, 
property owners benefit from the two percent annual reapprais'al 
cap on asses~_ed value. This aCquisition based assessment ~p con.: 
tinues so long as o\vnership of the property does not change. This 
feature of Article XIIIA gives rise to a serious equity problem re- · 
garding the distribution of the property taX burden. · :· 


Since Proposition 13, . property values have risen · substantially 
faster than. the tw~j>ercent$lfiual cap. ·Thus, a home-purchased 


. for $50,000 .. (tax at 1%. ~rate: $500).in 1975 and cuzyeri.tly!held-
·. by the same owner is subjectto a' tax levy 'on $62,300-of'a.Sses~d · . 
. value ·(tax -~t 1% tax rate: $623). If tP,e market value of the home·· . 


is well' over $200,000 -today (based on· the statewide :average in- . 
crease in home prices),· the ·homeoWner is paying an effective tax 


·of, not one ·percent of market value, but less than one-third of one 
percent of market vaiue~ Busin~ss :propertie-s that have not 
.changed ownership enjoy comparable tax savings . 


. Table 7 illustrates how the tax benefits from owning the same 
home grow over time for a typical homeowner using the median 
price for existing homes. In 1988 it was estimated .that approxi-


1 mately 44 percent of owner-occupied homes, or about two million 
dwellings, had a base year value of 1975. H 


The annual reassessment cap has slowed the growth of taxable 
. property value in the state. Estimates of the overall assessment 
ratio in the state (the ratio of assessed value to the actual market 
value of taxable property) range from one-half to two-thirds, with 
a consensus estimate of approximately 60 percent. This means 
that 40 percent of current property value, over Sl trillion, is not 
taxed under acquisition based assessment. 
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Table 7 
Property Taxes for a Median Priced Home 


by Year of Purchase 
1989 


Value in 1989 
Year of Assessed Property Annual 


Year Acquired Purchase Value Tax Savings 


Pre 1976 $41,690 $55,009 $ 5L4 $1,514 
1976 48,740 63,050 600 1,428 
1977 62,430 79,176 772 1,256 
1978 71,040 88,329 870 1,158 
1979 84,330 102,798 1,025 1,003 
1980 99,760 119,222 1,201 827 
1981 107,940 126,469 1,278 750 
1982 '112,040 128,699 1,302 726 
1983 114,620 . 129,081 . 1,306 722 
1984 114,510. 126,428 1,278 750 
l985 120,120 130,022 1,316 712 
1986 133,930 142,128 1,446 582 
1987 ·: 142,370 148,122 1,510 518 
1988 168,560 171,931 1,765 263 
1989 196,521 196,521 2,028 -0-


Source:· Adapted from Phillips, Robyn,:Re:rt;oriog Pxvoertv Tax F;qrijtY 


. ' . 
~ :: :..--


Uneven Distribution 
of Benefits 


_·.· ··-
'• ; .. ~ .. : -: . 


.. . .... 


· The most controversial aspect of Article XIIIA is the manner in 
· · which the benefits from the two percent annual reassessment cap 
. are distributed. As noted earlier' these benefits continue to accrue 
only so long as ownership does not change, thereby permitting 
property owners to avoid reappraisal to market value. 


Aptly, the reassessment portion of Article XIIIA has been called 
the "welcome stranger" provision. The newcomer to an estab
lished community is welcome because she will be contributing a 
larger percentage of support to local government than her well
settled neighbors who own comparable homes. 


Because increases in market values have exceeded the two percent 
annual cap, o·wners of property purchased in 197 5 today pay far 
less taxes than a recent home buyer for comparable property. 
Moreover, parcels with vastly different market values can be 
found which pay the same property taxes. The amount of tax a 
property owner pays has more to do with \vhen the property was 
purchased than with current market value of tha t property. 
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The aggregate effect of"side-by-side" disparities on the tax rolls is 
an unequal distribution of the overall property tax burden. A 
sampling of owner-occupied homes on the 1988 assessment rolls 
by the State Board of Equalization indicated that about 2 million 
homes (about 44 percent of all owner-occupied residences) had a 
1975 acquisition base year. Owners of these homes paid only about 
$1.05 billion in taxes in 1988-89, or 25 percent of the total. The 
remaining 2.5 million homeowners (56 percent) paid $3.15 billion, 
or 75 percent of the total taxes paid by homeowners. 


Acquisition based assessment has ~ad an unequal impact on 
different classes of pro.perty owners, ·in particular elderly home
owners as compared to young families. Because long term prop
erty owrters tend to be older than recent home buyers, the system 
unfai~ly· penalizes young. families, as shown in Table 8. 15 


Table 8 
Prop~rty _Tax and Effective Tax Rates 


for California HomeOWners by Age 


Annti..al 
TaX: 


$980 
806 ; - .· 


.· :·680 : .... 


492 ;· . 


1983 . 
·. . ·-·· . 


. MarkeL ' 
Val~e of-Home 


. ·.•. ~~ ~ .... .. . ... :.. . : 


. $116,546 ·, 
. - .140,41,3_.- . 
.. : 137,148 


··:- 127~589 
, ' 


Effective Tax 
Rate 


0.84% . 
0.57% .· 
0.50% 
0.39% 


Source: Phillips, Robyn, Restoring Equity to the Prorerty Tax 


Illustrative Cases 


. . • r. _,. 


- . . . . . 


... 


Anecdotal examples ofhomeowner side-:by-side inequities abound. 
The fqllowing were reported by the San Francisco Examiner in a 
February, 1990 feature story on property tax disparities: 


In San Francisco Pun Chang and her husband Wil
liam Hogland reside · i"n the 1600 block of Eighth 
Avenue. Having purchased their 2,300 square foot 
home in December, 1988, for $444,500, they pay 
nearly $5,000 per year in property taxes. Barton and 
MarthaBrownreside next door. They purchased their 
2,164 square foot home (slightly smaller) in 1970 for 
$37,500. On a current assessed value of$52,500, they 
pay about $550 per year in property taxes. 
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Acquisition 
Valuation: Pro & 


Con 


Amendments to 
Article XIIIA 


In Corle Madera, a 1,584 square foot tract home sold 
in August 1989 for $369,000, which established its 
new assessment valuation for the 1990-91 tax year. A 
nearly identical home next door is assessed at $120,000 
and throughout the surrounding neighborhood com
parable homes are assessed at $60,000 to $70,000. 


In San Mateo, a 1971/wme near the Hillsdale Shop
ping Center sold in July 1988 for $401,000; the owners 
are currently paying about $4,100 in property taxes. 
Next door, a slightly bigger house built in 1969 is as
sessed at $84,934, giving its owners a tax bill of$875. 


Advocates ofthe·acquisition assessment system justifiably argue 
that .all.taxpayers are treated equally when they purchase prop
erty, and point to ·the predictability and certainty of future prop
erty tax paymentifrom the assessment ceiling. They further note 
that the acquisition valuation system avoids taxing unrealized 


. . . 
papergams. 


Critics of the acquisition assessment system contend that cer-_. · 
tainty and predictability alone are not overriding criteria for , 
evaluating a tax system. .A reassessment" law that autom~tically >-.:·.· .. 


increased property taxes by 50 perc~nt per year would be certain ;·,':.: 
· · and predictable, bu~ also !=onfiscatory and unreasonable. · ·: { ·-;~\·:· 


' .~ ~- . 


Critics further note the negative consequenee of creating perma~ :': <~ 
nent classes of taxpay~rs. A new class is created for all property 
owners purchasing property on a given day,' and that class Will 
forever enjoy lower property taxes relative to all classes of taxpay
ers' established thereafter so long as property values exceed the 
two percent annual' reassessment cap. 


. . . . -
The reassessment provision of Article XIIIA offers a Mephistophe-


. lian solution: the taxpayer is granted his wish for a predictable, 
moderate property tax for himself, but tax equity for his neighbors 
is forsaken. The ideal, of course, is for a property tax system to be · 
both fair and predictable. 


Because the benefits of the annual reappraisal cap are substan
tial, a change of ownership, triggering a reassessment to current 
market value, can produce a sizeable increase in property taxes. A 
number of exemptions have been enacted through ballot proposi
tions to prevent reassessment in specific instances. In 1986 the 
following ballot propositions were approved by the voters: 
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• Proposition 50 allowed property bought or constructed 
to replace property damaged by a govemor-declared 
natural disaster to be assessed at the same value as the 
origin~l ~amaged property. 


• Proposition 58 prohibited reappraisal of property for tax 
purposes when ownership of the property is transferred 
between spouses, is part of a divorce settlement, or is 
transferred from parent to children. 


• Proposition 60 permitted the Legislature to enact laws 
that allowed a person aged 55 or older to sell a residence 
and transfer the assessed value of the old residence to 


·.the new residence, if the move was within the same 
county. 


Immediately following the June, 1978 election, a lawsuit was filed 
in the Superior Court of Amador County on the grounds that· 
Proposition 13 violated the equal protection clause of the United · 
States Constitution. The lower court ruled against the plaintiff, 


· the·Amador Valley Joint Union High School, and the case was ap
pealed. ·By a vote ·or five io ·one the California Supreme Court 
dismissed the 'suit. The· ~e ~as not appealed further . 


. .. : .. · . 


. In 1989 the United States SU:p~me Court ruled ina West Virginia 
ca5e that assessment. practice&.. similar to those prescribed by 


·Article XIIIA violate federal eqU:al protecti~n pri>Visions. ·:rn:·this. 
· · · case~ AlleghenyPittsbureCoal Co. v. County Commission ofWeb...: . 


ster CountY, ·the local assessor in Webster County followed a 
_practice of reassessing property when it was sold, but did little to 
· bring other properties into line with increasing market values~ 
This practice~ not sanctioned by any state law or policy, resulted 
in wide property tax disparities. 


Following this Supreme Court ruling, three cases were filed in the 
Califomia courts challenging the assessment system contained in 
Article XIIIA of the California Constitution. These cases,. two of 
which are currently being appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court, 
allege that the "welcome stranger" practice of assessing a newly 
purchased property at its acquisition price, while a comparable 
property next door is assessed at a lower value, denies taxpayers 
equal protection as required by the U. S. Constitution. 11 


Two of these cases, Stephanie Nord linger v. John.J. Lvnch and the 
County of Los Aneeles and Northwest Financial v. S ta te Boa rd of 
Equalization and San Diego County, argue that · recently pur-
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Impact on ~usiness 
Property Taxpayers 


chased single family homes are assessed at higher values than 
nearby comparable properties. In Nordlinger, for example, the 
plaintiff argues that her residence, purchased in March, 1989 is 
taxed at $1,700 while her next door neighbor, with a larger house 
on a larger lot, has a tax bill of $368. The third case, R. H. Macy 
& Co. v Contra Costa County, makes a similar argument regard
ing business property. 


Both the Nordlinger and Macy cases cite evidence of widespread 
assessment disparities. Studies submitted by the plaintiff in 
Nordlinger compared assessments of properties purchased in . 
1989 to assessments of properties purchased before 1975 ·in 46 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles County. The data indicate that 
ratios of assessments of l989 purchased properties to 1975 pur
chased properties ranged from 9 to 1 in Lincoln Park and 17 to 1 
in Santa Monica's Ocean Park . 


. . In the Macy case, the plainti.rr and the county jointly conducted a 
: .study of residential and business properties that had changed 
ownership in 1987. .Those properties that .had not previou..S(y 
changed ownership since 19'75 were identified and the ·1987 ·. 


· assessed value under. the two percent cap was compared to the 
.· 1987-market value. :This study revealed that the average market 
. value of properties assessed on the basis. of 1975 values was 3.2 
. times the assessed value. · _. .• · · 


.. 


. While most business leaders ;ppose9 the Jarns-Gann initiative; ··· ·. 
the impact ofPropo~iti~n 13 has been quite favorable for business · 
property taxpayers. Forty-five percent of the immediate property 
tax cut resulting from Proposition 13~ or$2.9 billion, accrued to 
owners of agricultural, business, commercial and industrial prop
erty. If income-producing residential property (apartments and 
other renter-occupied properties) is considered business property, 
then sixty-three percent, or $4 billion in tax savings accrued to 
business property taxpayers. See Table 4. 


Contrary to some predictions, the property tax burden has not 
shifted from· commercial and industrial property to residential 
property since 1978. It was widely thought that residential prop
erties changed ownership more frequently than business property 
and, therefore, would experience a higher assessment ratio over 
time, and a correspondingly greater share of the tax burden. 
Current data do not support this hypothesis. 
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Inasmuch as Article XIIIA does not distinguish between classes of 
property, taxpayers owning all types of property are treated alike 
for both tax rate and tax assessment purposes. Consequently, the 
same side-by-side equity and tax burden distributional issues 
affecting homeowners also touch business property owners . 
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CHAPTER IV: 


LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND 
PROPERTYTAXREVENUE 


Following passage of Proposition 13, local government struggled 
to provide basic public services with significantly fewer resources. 
During the 1981-1982 recession state revenues fell below the 
levels specified by the "deflator" provision of AB 8. In two 
successive fiscal years the Legislature suspended implementation 


. of the deflator clause but enacted selective reductions in state aid 
which exacerbated the fiscal problems of local govemments. Ef
forts were made to alleviate the revenue shortages by enhancing . 
local government's ability to le"Vy various fees and user charges. 


In 1984 the Senate Office of Research published a study which 
detailed the Legislature's actions in the area of local finanee 


. dui-ing the fi,ve years following -Proposition 13, and also reported .· 
: the fiscal _ condition of cities, co\mties and local govemments: at . 
thattime.17 The findings __ concluded that: · . · 


• . County gene~ -ptirpos.e revenue, after adjusting for in- .. 
fl~tion, declined-16 perc~nt ·between 1977-.78 and i983:- . 
84. 


; . 


· • : County expenditures · (inflation adjusted) on all local 
services except public protection and debt service de
clined during this period. 


• City general purpose revenues (inflation adjusted) fell 
by 9 percent during the same five years. 


• . Revenues to non-enterprise special districts dropped by 
6 percent. 


Later that year, the Legislature adopted the "'Long-Term Local Fi
nancing Act of 1984" intended to meet local government needs on 
a permanent basis. The measure increased local govemment's 
permanent share of the Vehicle License Fee but eliminated the 
inventory tax subventions. The net effect was only a marginal im
provement in the local fiscal situation. Since 1984 the revenue 
pinch on local government has tightened, despite continued state 
efforts to alle~ate the problem. 
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In addition to the revenue loss, Proposition 13 profoundly altered 
the relationship between state and local government, shifting to 
the state most decision-making authority conceming the amount 
and distribution oflocal revenues. Even prior to Proposition 13, 
the state had preempted the income tax and controlled the rate of 
local sales taxes. With a maximwn property tax rate imbedded in 
the state constitution and the distribution of the revenues gov
erned by state law, local governments and school districts lost 
their last major source of fiscal independence. Power shifted to the 
state. 


To speak of government finance in California today is to become · 
embroiled in a discussion about the appropriate size, scope and 
I).ature of government's mission. Everyone, it seems, wants to "cut 
the fat in government" and then keep it on a strict diet. But one 
taxpayer's useless program may well prove another's essential 
semce. 


Moreover, theCommissionisawareoftheinvisiblenatureofmany 
vital govemmental services. Water quality control or mosquito 
abatement, for example, are preventive actions, noticed by the . 


·general public only in their absence. Assigning specific value or 
priority ranking to each governmental program in these inst.a.llces 
is .difficwt which is why governmental budgeting is a process of . 


. compromise. 


Finally, the Commission notes that oftentimes the decision to 
provide a particular governmental service is less a choice about if 
·and more a determination about when. Some services are a 
question of paying now, or paying later. In this category, mental 
health care for homeless persons is a good example. Care can be 
provided early on by mental health workers or later by police offi
cers who, responding to citizen complaints, take a disturbed 
homeless person into custody. The outcome, of course, is the poor 
utilization ·Of limited police manpower, crowded jails, clogged 
courts and, ultimately, the involvement of the mental health 
system anyway. 


The Commission did not undertake an independent, analytical 
survey-about the fiscal health oflocal government. However, it did 
hear testimony on this issue. This testimony, coupled with the 
informed judgment of individual Commissioners, gave the Com
mission reason to conclude that California local government is 
attempting to meet an ambitious governmental service agenda 
with inadequate means. 
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The Counties The revenue crunch has been felt most keenly by county govern
ments because of the burden of administering state mandated 
health, welfare, and criminal justice programs. In the "1990-91 
Budget: Perspectives and Issues," the Legislative Analyst18 pre
sented an evaluation ofthe fiscal capacity of counties as measured 
by the level and change in "local purpose revenues" from 1984-85 
through 1987-88. These revenues are defined as the excess of 
general purpose revenues, i.e. property tax, sales tax and non
dedicated state subventions, over expenditures on state required 
programs. The study found that, after adjusting for population 
growth and inflation, local purpose revenues declined 6.5 percent 
during the four-year period. In 1984-85 counties used approXi
mately 50 percent of general purpose revenues to support state re
quirec:l px:<)grams. By 1987-88 this share had risen to 55 percent. 
During that period, the costs of state required programs increased 
40 percent, while general purpose revenues grew 25 percent . 


. Table 9 sets forth the amoimts of general purpose revenues and . 
state required programs for these two years. 


,.,, ,._ . . , _ .. ,·· .. , .... . _, .. _ ·~aple_~ ,_.- .-.· · :: ~ .... 
-. Colinty _Gene~ ~urpos~ ~venues arid Local Expenditures 
· · · · · · · · ·f.or state ~qUired Pro~ 


·. . . . o:-· ·.· : (Dolland.n Mii~ons) .. . - - . 
. . .. .. .. : ~ .. 


·_:·· :·· .. :-:=:-:.··:, .. ··:·_ . . : - . ~ ~- . ~-
·-· - -~ =" .-


.. • . Percent ·-
1984-85 . 1987-88 Change 


... 
Genei-al Purpose Revenues $5,250 $6,582 25.4% 


State Required Program Expenditures 
Judicial 1.097 1,495 36.3% 
Corrections 790 1,140 44.3% 
County Health Services 186 284 52.3% 
Mental Health 59 91 53.7% 
AFDC 265 321 21.0% 
lHSS 6 18 178.0% 
Food Stamps 93 111 19.9% 
General Assistance 124 200 60.8% 


Total Expenditures $2,620 $3,660 39.6% 


Residual General Purpose Revenues $2,630 $2,922 11.2% 


Source: Legislative Analyst, as reported in Counties on the Fiscal Fault Line 


l~===========~=======================~ 
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The Legislative Analyst's study also pointed out considerable vari
ation in fiscal capacity among counties. In 1987-:-88 the average 
county had per capita local purpose revenues of$108. Individual 


1 counties, however, received from $57 per capita in Solano County 
to $599 in Sierra County. An extreme case was Alpine County with 
a small population and a relatively large share of the property tax. 
Several counties experienced sharp declines in local purpose 
revenues during the period, with fourteen counties losing more 
than ten percent. Ten counties had both below average and declin
ing per capita local purpose revenues. The result of diminishing 
revenues for non-state required programs is reductions in local 
programs such as public safety, parks and recreation, and public 
works. 


A recent study by the California Counties Foundation 19 discusses 
some of the problems attendant to state required programs. As 
seen in Table 7, the two largest expenditure areas.in this category · 
are judicial and corrections. The study notes that more than 1000 
changes were made by the _Legislature in misdeil).eanor and felony 
statutes between 1984 and 1989. These changes established new 
crimes, extended sentences for existing crimes, and made incar-. 
ceration mandatory for an increased number ofcrimes . . These 
changes clogged .. court calendars, increased prosecution and de-


. fenseCosts~ and <:Iirunatidnyincreased the need for county jail and 
·-prison: ~ns. ·: _. :: : , · · · ,_ · ---


A second program area which has· contributed to counties' fiscal 
distress is heal~h care. The Foundation study characterizes the _- - -
public health care system in Califomia as an example of a dysfunc
tional state/county relationship. -The study notes that in 1982 the 
state transferred responsibility for the medically indigent adult 
population to the counties with an allocation of funds equal to only 
70percentofwhatthestatehadexpectedtospendforthisprogram 
under Medi-Cal. Further cuts in state support for the program 
were made in the 1990-91 state budget. 


A nwnber of counties have recently been reported on the verge of 
bankruptcy; in 1990 Butte County threatened bankruptcy pro
ceedings. This action was forestalled by last minute action by the 


. Legislature which, according to county officials, averted the 
immediate crisis but did not solve the long-term problem. The 
Foundation report concludes that a general county fiscal collapse 
is inevitable unless fundamental structural changes are made in 
the programs and responsibilities performed by counties and the 
revenues available to finance them. 
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Al though cities have generally suffered less severe fiscal distress, 
they are not without problems. In general, the revenue raising 
authority of both charter and genera l la w cities is considerably 
broader than either counties or .special districts. This authority, 
together with the ability to increase charges for services delivered 
by municipal enterprise activities, has been extensively utilized by 
cities to maintain fiscal stability. 


A 1988 study2° compared total per capita city revenues, adjusted 
for inflation and including enterprise activities, for 1977-78 and 
1984-85. This comparison showed that revenues had increased by 
9.7 percent during the period. Without enterprise activity reve
nues, a decline of16.1 percent was reported. This comparison also 
showed th~t both federal and state aid had dropped significantly 
during the period. 


A more recent report, commissioned by the League of California 
Cities21, showed similar results with . respect to general or non
enterprise revenues. According to this report, inflation adjusted 
per-capita general revenues in 1987-88 were down by 17.5 percent 
from 1977-78, indicating a slight further deterioration since ~984-
85. . . . .. -~~~~ 


· ... · 


A major.contribtitor to the revenue decline has been a steady drop ; 


; 


-I 
I 


·in federalaid.·· In the sixties and early seventies feder3J. progriims ·.· ... ··.·· ·. 
· for. cities were-a major revenue·.source. Many ofth~se program~ 


were curtailed or discontinued ~iter 1970. Total revenue from this . 
source, adjustedforinflation, declined from $2.1 billion in 1977-78 
tO $600 million in 1987-88. 


In addition to substantial increases in enterprise activity charges, 
cities have increased fees .for non-enterprise activities, utility 
users taxes, and the transient occupancy tax. Growth in these 
taxes has been somewhat slowed by Proposition 62, approved. in 
1986, which requires generalla w cities to obtain voter approval for 
increases in these levies. 


The League report conclude~ that the revenue base of Califomi~ 
cities has not kept pace with population growth and inflation and 
cities currently have significantly less ability to support services 
to their population than they did eleven years ago. 


The Schools The financing of elementary and secondary education in Califor
nia has a long, complex and controversial history. Two decades 
ago, local revenue sources, primarily the property tax, provided 


, over sixty percent of the funding for K-12 operations. School dis-
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trict budgets were set by locally elected boards and after consider
ing the amount of state aid available, property tax rates were set 
at a level required to produce the revenue necessary to fund the 


1 budget. The amount spent per pupil varied widely with the 
assessed property value in the district and the commitment of lo
cal residents. 


In 1971 the California Supreme Court held in Serrano v. Priest 
that because local property wealth, i.e., the property tax base, was 
a major determinant in the level of spending, the local school fi
nancing system was. unconstitutional since a child's educational 
opportunity was predicated on the happenstance of whether his or 
her school district was property rich or property poor. 


The Serrano decision touched off a debate in the education commu
nity and the State Legislature on how best to equalize spending to 
assure that equal general .purpose dollars were· available to each 
school district for each California school child. In 1976 a second 
ruling by the Supreme Court reaffirmed the 1971 decision, but it 
was not until passage of Assembly Bill65 in 1977 that a definitive 
plan was put in place to implement the Court's mandate. Prior to 
AB 65, Senate Bill 90 of 1972 was the first major legislative 
attempt to address· the Serrano decision. This measure provided 
a guaranteed level of state funding per pupil, included additional 
funds for school equalization to be phased in over five years, and 
imposed for the first time . revenue limits on each local schooi · 
. - . 


district. -These revenue limits, which became effective for fiscal 
year 1973-7 4, ·effectively limited school budgets so that high 
wealth school distri~ts. i.e., districts with high property values, did 
not have nnrestricted dollar resources and, conversely, low wealth 
school districts, i.e., ones with low property values, received a state 
subsidy. In effect; school district general purpose budgets were 
equalized. 


Proposition 13 in 1978 negated AB 65 and created another up
heaval in the structure of education funding. As noted earlier, 
schools, along with local governments, were given a formula
determined share of the property tax revenue raised by the one 
percent tax rate. The allocation to local school districts was 
reduced in 1979 to allow for shifting additional tax revenues to the 
cities, counties, and special districts. The loss of school properly 
tax revenue was made up by increased state aid, and the overall 
level of funding for individual school districts was reduced five to 
fifteen percent for the fiscal year 1978-79, depending upon whether 
the district was below or above the average spending level per 
pupil. 
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In 1988 Califomia voters approved Proposition 98, designed to 
guarantee a minimum level of funding for schools and community 
colleges. This measure s pecified that total sta te Genera l Fund 
support for schools could not be less than the larger of a ) an amount 
equal to the percentage of General Fund revenue allocated to 
Kindergarten-14 education in 1986-87, or b) the same amount 
received in the prior year, adjusted for inflation and enrollment. 


. . 


Proposition 98 also required a portion of any state excess revenues, 
i.e., revenues in excess of the Article xnm constitutional spend
ing limit, be distributed to schools and community colleges rather 
than returned to taxpayers. The excess revenues are limited to 
four percent of the minimum school funding level. The minimum 
funding l~vel requirement may be suspended for one year by a two
thirds \rote of the legislature. The excess formula was modified by 
Proposition 111 in 1990 w~ich further complicated the state's 
school finance system. 


_: :_.- The net political and fiscal outcome of the legislation implement-
ing: the Serrano deci.sion and Proposition 13 has been to substan


_:_: , :. tially .transfer decision-making authority for the financing of 
·· ·· ····'-· ,_, -_ . . , ,'' ! .· schools fromlocalboardsto the ,state. Although property taxes 
:_. ~ ,::·_; :: :..,-:~ :·· ;;j:· . c~:· -: still:account for abou.t thir:ty~.:percent of total local funding for 


- (':·sch~ols~ school districts haye __ no eontrol over the amount of tax 
revenue schools receive. Speridiri.g levels per pupil are established · 


< ;": . .-: :· : _:-,·: :, ~ . ~-- >c} -. ·:· ·: ;pystate l~w with the .f!tate proyiding the aid necessary to make up 
· - . -::;-~-, .~{ ;:r:~ ~ - . ,, >_the:difference b.etween these-l~;.els ~d property tax receipts . 


. · -~-- ! : ·. ··-.. 
One argument on behalf of mairltaining a local school property tax . 
advances the notion that the local property tax enhances local con-
. trol. . However, local policy and decision-making is no longer linked 
to the local property tax because, as noted above, the Serrano 
decision and the state constitution establishes local school budg
ets. 


As local property wealth, i.e., assessed valuation, in a school 
district increases, state aid is reduced (i.e., if assessed -valuation 
increases faster than the revenue guarantee created by Proposi
tion 98), transforming school districts into de facto property tax 
collection agencies for the state. In effect, property tax revenues 
are funneled to the state. 


The estimated composition ofK-12 funding in 1990-91 is shown in 
Table 10. As shown in this table, state support now accounts for 
more than 60 percent of the total. 
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Table 10 
Total Revenue for K-12 Education 


1990-91 
(Dollars in Millions) 


Source of Funds Amount Percent of Total 


State General Fund Apportlorunents 
State General Fund Categortcal Aids 
State Lottery Fund 


$10,696 
4 ,331 


614 
519 


1,789 
5,014 


305 


42.3% 
17.1% 
2 .4% 
2.1% 
7.1% 


Other State Aid 
Federal Funds 
Local Property Taxes 19.8% 


1.2% 
8.00A> 


Local Debt Service Taxes 
Other Local Revenues 2.025 


Total $25.293 


Source: Governor's Budget. 1991-92 


Of the $15~5 billion in state Gene.ral Fund aid, $4.3 billion or 28 
percent, represents categorical· rod. These funds are earmarked 
for SPecifiC education programs and .may not be used for . other 
purposes~ Categorical aid -includes funding for a wide variety of : . 


:programs such as special educa:tionfor handicapped children ·and · 
.. educationally disadvantaged yo~th. 


, .. ·. 


LOCal revenues otne~than theJ>roperty tax come·from a variety of · ·. -
SOUrCeS~ most of which are liinitedto specific purpoSes: Some of the. · · 
ways which schools have generated additional special purpose . 


·revenues ·are: 22 · 


· Developer Fees. Fees on new construction are collected . 
from real estate developers to help pay for school construe- · 
tion. These fees are exacted by cities or counties on behalf 
of school districts, and may range from a few hundred to 
several thousand dQllars per house._ This revenue source is 
not available in already settled areas which, nevertheless, 
require school building maintenance, reconstruction or ex
pansion. 


Special Taxes. A few districts with affluent citizens have 
succeeded in getting "special taxes" approved by the neces
sary two-thirds majority of voters in the district. Because 
any increase in the one percent tax rate is prohibited under 
Article XIIIA, these levies take the form of flat annual 
amounts per parcel, rather than levies calculated on the 
basis of the assessed value of the property. 
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Local Fund Raising. Some school districts, again with 
more affiuent citizens, have been successful in private fund 
raising efforts for the general support of schools or for spe
cial school projects and programs. As an ongoing source of 
revenue for most districts. however, charitable contribu
tions have not proven reliable. 


Overall expenditures per pupil, adjusted for inflation, amounted 
to $3,54 7 in 1977-78 for K-12 schools in California. This figure 
dropped to $3,409 the year following Proposition 13 and hit a low 
of $3,258 in 1982-83. Since that year it has risen fairly steadily, 
reaching a peak of$4,263 in 1988-89. In the current year (1990-
91) it is estimated to drop to $4,168. For 1991-92 the Governor is 
proposing_ to suspend Proposition 98 funding guarantees and is 
budgeting for a spending level of$4~07 6 per student for the coming 
school year.23 


California schools face major, and widely recognized, problems. 
Among its dubious honors, California attempts to educate its 
children in the nation's largest -class sizes. As the doorW-ay to 
Southeast Asia and much _of South America, . California schi>ols 
bear the responsibility for educating the children of this era's . 


---- ; m1gration. to the United States~~: Enrichment_ progi-ams ·ar~ cur-·. ' - _ . 
. . ' ; ... ·_tailed or non~'eXisterit in m~y Sch~ol districts and physiCal plant 


. . - . . ~ . 


The Infrastructure· 
-·Problem 


. maintenance is deferred-beyond ~sonably prudent· ~tandafdS: · . 
_ .. ___ ;· .· 


·. A problem permeating alllevels'of gov~mment in California ~s the 
deterioration and inadequacy of the infrastructure. Although this 


. condition is not easily quantified; there is evidence that the state . 
. is falling behind in -maintairung existing transportation, sewage . 


treatment and waste disposal facilities, and in constructing -riew 
facilities to meet the demands of a growing population. Traffic 
studies show congestion in urban areas is increasing at rates ex~ -
ceeding the population growth as a result of inadequate streets, · 


·highways and mass transit systems. The Environmental Protec
tion Agency has identified · California as· one of the states in 
greatest need of sewage treatment facilities. The Califomia Waste 
Management Board has projected that several conn ties, including 
Los Angeles County, will exhaust all existing and planned landfill 
capacity within the next decade. The enormity of California's in
frastructure needs is virtually unchallenged by informed commen
tators?" 


Between 1978 and 1986local governments were prohibited from 
raising property taxes to service General Obligation bonds issued 
to finance facilities. This prohibition brought local government 
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Fiscalization of. 
Land Use 


bond financing for infrastructure to a standstill. Seriously com
pounding the problem during these years was a withdrawal of 
funding programs by both state and federal government. Passage 
of Proposition 46 in 1986 now allows cities and counties to issue 
bonds for these purposes with approval of the voters. However, a 
two-thirds vote is required, a difficult political hurdle to overcome. 


A corollary predicament for local government is the development 
of prudent, balanced land use, growth management and fiscal poli
cies in light of the limited financial resources associated with the 
property tax. Since passage of Proposition 13, the widespread in- 
crease in developer fees (estimated now at $3 billion annually) has 
been used by local government both as a source of local revenue 
and as a fiscal gatekeeper to block some development projects. 


Studies of the fiscalization of land use by the Senate Office -
Research 25 and academics studying local govemment and tax 
policy in California, suggest that local offi<?-als are more likely to 


-'approve developments which are high revenue generators, such as _ 
auto malls which are ~ch in sales tax revenues, over ones which : 
are low revenue generators, such as housing. 


A new home appraised at $193,000, the median home value iri 
California, pays $1,990 in property taxes. The average cost of pro- 
Vi ding police and fire protection (including courts and jails) to a - _ 
single residence in 1986-87 was $750.00 per year, 26 or thirty-eight -


___ percent for just this one compo~e~t oflocal services. Over time, 
local government's fiscal situation vis-a-vis this particular home.;. 
owner worsens as inflation, and citizen demand for expanded 
services, exceed the two percent annual reappraisal cap. 


Local governments are in the difficult position of approving hous
ing building permits (to stay with our example) contingent upon 
either (a) high development fees, (b) a willingness to provide 
subsidized services below cost or _(c), disastrously for land use pol
icy, linking new housing to other kinds of "profitable" develop
ment. 


The fiscal constraints of Article XIIIA have become an effective po
litical tool for no-growth and slow-growth advocates. Communi
ties understandably are reluctant to allow development which _ 
adds to the infrastructure and ecological burdens of an area (in
creased traffic, for example, creating more potholes and more air 
pollution) if the short-term and long-term carrying costs associ
ated with the development are not paid for. 
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One unfortunate result is leapfrog development. Where high de
veloper fees, high land costs and community opposition combine to 
thwart new housing, developers seek outlying jurisdictions. Since 
people will live where housing is available, the cnvironn1ental 
impact is urban sprawl, longer commutes, more air pollution, 
abandonment of the city center and poor land use. 


As noted earlier, Article XIIIA required the Legislature to create 
a system for allocating the revenues generated by the one percent 
tax rate to the various jurisdictions within each county. AB 8 
required that property tax revenues generated in 1978-79 be 
allocated to jurisdictions within a county on the basis ofhistOrical 
pro rata shares during the preceding three years. These shares 
were adjusted for the shift of property tax revenues from schools 
to lociil governments which was also contained in AB 8. Revenues 
generated byincreases in assessed values subsequent to 1978-79 


, · were assigned .. only to those jurisdictions in which assessed value 
growth took place, again on the basis of historical shares. 


Although-some modifications have been made to the formulas in 
the intervening years, tl:te basic system remains· in place. ··The 
formulal9Cke_di~ for allj:Urisdictions and for all time, the property 


.. tax reve_nue .. distribution . pattem in existence during the ·three 
. ·_· years ·ini~~ to Propositi~rt 13., No flexibility exists in the formula 


.·. '. :t;o··~e~giriZe_.~e changiilg~r~ponsibili ties oflocal governments or . . 
: .. the .. n~~d~ ~r!e~d.e~ts~ :.; :.::·· -·_.::._ -- ;_) 


jurisdi~ti~n;; winch believed they had been fiscally prudent in not 
levymg.property taxes or by maintaining low tax rates in the pre-
1978 period protest ·that they a~e being penalized. One anomaly 
to appear was 30 cities that had never levied a property tax and 


. . were thus forever foreclosed from receiving any property tax 
· revenues~ This situation persisted until1988 when counties were 
required to transfer a share of their property tax revenues to cit
ies with no or very low revenues. Taxpayers soon realized that all 
property owners pay the same basic property tax rate regardless 
of where in the state they live and what local govemment services 
they receive. 


Under current law, county supervisors enjoy virtually unlimited 
discretion over the allocation of Special District Augmentation 
Funds to special districts within the county. Counties have the 
authority to shift funds among special districts, effectively setting 
policy priorities among special districts and, in tight fiscal circum
stances, favoring county dependent districts to alleviate county 
fiscal problems. -
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Funding New 
Governmental 
Jurisdictions 


In the years following 1979 an ela borate procedure was put in 
place to resolve the problem of new or expanding jurisdictions. 
Under the pre-1978 system, a new city would simply add its tax 
rate to the rates being levied by the existing jurisdictions. Because 
Proposition 13limited the total rate to one percent, some provision 
was required to share the one percent revenues with the new city. 
Under the system devised for this purpose, an area proposing in
corporation must apply to the Local Agency Formation Commis
sion (LAFCO) in the county to obtain an allocation of tax revenue 
as well as approval for incorporation. The procedures require 
LAFCO to determine the sei-vices to be shifted to the new city from 
the county .or special district, and the cost of those services. The 
revenue to be allo.cated to the new city is based on this determina
tion:. ·In the case of annexations by existing cities, negotiations 
mus"t be successfully completed between the city arid county re
garding any adjustment in the revenue sharing formula as it 
applies to the area to be annexed. 27 These procedures and negotia-


. tioils invite controversy. · 


In addition to the problems involving newly created jurisdictions · 
and changing boundaries, other problems and inequities have 
developed as a result of var}ring rates of new development. Areas 


· which· are relatively stable·, and in which growth in assessed value 
has ~en slow; suffer fiscal distress .tO a greater degree than more 


. rilpidly·growirig areas . . The .slow· growth areas may be character- . 
ized both by the absence of fie~· construction and by a r~latively low . 
tUrnover rate of owner-Ship of existing properties. ·The assessed 
val tie growth in these comin.Unities, therefore, is derived primarily 
frOm the annual two percent assessed value increases. 


A · further complicating factor in the allocation· system is the 
growing use of redevelopment agencies. These agencies, which 
can be formed by a city, are created for the purpose of promoting 
development in "blighted" areas by purchasing and making land 
available to private developers for commercial, industrial, or resi
dential construction. The agency is entitled to receive all the 
revenue generated by the increase in assessed value within its 
boundaries. This arrangement siphons off revenues which other
wise would accrue to the city, county or special districts whose 
boundaries overlap those of the redevelopment agency. Propo
nents argue that without redevelopment agency fiscal support the 
new development, and thus the increase in assessed valuation, 
would not occur. 
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Two challenges to the AB 8 allocation system arc currently 
pending in the courts. These cases28 are as follows: 


County ofSan Diego v. Controller of the State of California, 
In this action, San Diego County alleges that AB 8 requires 
an unfairly large proportion of property tax collections in 
San Diego County be allocated to schools. According to the 
county, this allows the state to provide a relatively smaller 
subsidy to San Diego County Schools than it provides in 
other counties while denying the county govemment reve
nues to which it is entitled. 


City of Rancho Mirage v. County of Riverside. The city of 
Rancho Mirage is ano-property-tax city. In this lawsuit, the 


· city argues that . because the AB 8 allocation formula is 
. ·. based on the amou.D.t . of property taxes levied by a local 


agency prior to · Proposition l3, no-property-tax cities like 
Rancho Mirage are unfairly penalized by being denied any · 
allocation of the taX, even though their citizens pay the 


· Same tax rate as citizens living elsewhere in the county. 


A third case, City of Rancho Cucamonga. et aL v Counties of San 
Bemard1no and Los Angeles. was the subject of a recent State Su- . 


. pret;ne Court ruling . . This suit ~.aS filed by a group· of cities agaillst 
the Counties of San Bernardino'· and Los Angeles and the cities of 


. Redlands .and Los Angeles~_:· The plainti.ff.citi,es, whlch ai-e ·either 
no-property-taX . or low-propefty-~ cities, argue. that the .AB s. 
systemun.fairlyshiftspropertytaxes.awayfromhistorically"fiJ.Igal" 


· cities and benefits historically "spendthrift" cities · within · any 
given county. This is detrilllentai to taxpayers because their tax 
dollars are exported to finance services to citizens of other comniu
nities. The Court ruled against the plaintiffs. 


The. central. theme of the arguments in these cases is the inequity 
. created because all residents of the state pay the same basic one 
j· percent tax rate but receive different levels of services as a result 
i of the unequal allocation of revenues. The intractable aspect of 


this dilemma is the "zero-sum" requirement imposed by the one 
percent tax rate limitation, to wit, any increase in the allocation to 
one jurisdiction must be offset by a reduction to another. 
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CHAPTER V: 


STATEMENTS BY COMMISSIONERS 


--------------------------


§(j(JJjfJte~TlfJfJ !JJJjf: 


Michriel Kdhn 
Irene Angelo 


·-Gerald Cochran 
Melvin Gagerman 


· Robyn Phillips· 
Jack Theimer 
Iola Williams 


The breadth and diversity of experience of the Commission's 
eighteen members inevitably generated a range of perspectives 
about the issues at hand and the specific recommendations advo
cated by the Commission. To facilitate the fullest airing of these 
viewpoints, this chapter contains individual statements by Com
nnsswners. 


Some statements disagree with one or more Commission recom
. mendations. Some statements agree with particular recom.men-


1 dations, but for reasons different than the repo_rt states. All the 
statements bear carefUl reading for, considered .together' they are 
a portrait of the Commission's discussion about property tax 
eqUity and re~enue. · 


Proposition ~3 was a revolt by tl~e taXpayers against the frighten
, ing uncertainty of perpetuallY rising property taxes. Proposition 
. 13's legacy of predictable aU:d manageable taxation can and shocld · 
be preserved. But Proposition 13's two other legacies - uncoil~ 
·scionable tax disparity· betweeri· people in identical situations; 
• and, sta:rVation of the educational, health and welfare serVices of 
·our state threaten-our democratic form of government and the hu
manitarian ideals of our society. There is simply no legitimate 
excuse for discriminating against the young, the mobile and lhe 
poor through a property tax system that allows inany affluent 
property owners in our state to perpetuate their incredibly low 
taxes while the poorest and :youngest bear the greatest proportion 
of the tax burden. The testimony before the Commission and the 
shared experiences of the Commissioners echoed the cries of 
frustration and consternation dominating our newspapers, televi
sion and radio and news reports over the shocking conditions of 
Califomia's schools and critical social services caused by under
funding. 


Because ofthese dual legacies as discussed in the reasoning of the 
Report, we endorse enthusiastically the Commission's Report. 
But, we do not agree that Californians or their elected representa
tives are paralyzed from dealing with the Wldemocratic . and 
harmful legacies of Proposition 13 until the courts inevitably rule 
that Proposition 13 violates our fundamental laws. Vve believe 
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Kirk West 
David Anderson 


Sen . . Marian Bergeson 
Marla Marshall 


Robyn Phillips 


California has a unique confl ucncc oft wo ci rcumstanccs: an unfair 
property tax system which dramatically undertaxes our most 
prosperous citizens and a fiscal crisis of historic magnitude. Ac
cordingly, we believe the recommendations of the Commission 
should be enacted by the Legislature and the people as soon as pos
sible. Such enactments should be designed to equalize the tax 
burden on all property owners in a fashion that produces sufficient 
revenue to properly sustain the schools and public services which 
Californians deserve. 


We disagree with a fundamental recommendation of the Commis
sion: enactment of a "split roll" for property taxes in California. 


Under the proposed plan, all business property would be brought 
up tO current market value and then reassessed annually. These 
taxpayers would experience an immediate $5.9 billion tax increase 
~d would face increases annually. 


Undercurrent law, thousands of corporations and proprietorships 
have been reassessed due to sales, mergers, changes of ownership 


.-and new constrQ.ction... In fact, busines·ses currently pay 67 percent 
of the property taxes m California, up from 63 percent when Prop . 


. 13 was passed in 1978. If this proposal were adopted, business 
would pay about 80percent of the property tax. 


We believe this .program.wmpd be veiy damaging to California's 
economy which must"·create 250,000 jobs each year to keep unem
ployment from rising~ .In re~ent months, there has been extensive 
negative publicity about California's business climate and the 
potential erosio~ of our employment base. 


A recent survey by the California Business Roundtable of 836 
California firms revealed that 41percent of the companies have 
plans to expand outside of California and 14percent of all compa
nies (24 percent of manufacturers) have plans to relocate outside 
California. 


The Grant Thorton Company ranking of California's manufactur
ing climate in 1989wasadismal22ndoutofthe 29 states with high 
manufacturing intensity. Results from these and other surveys 
confirm the negative impact of very high costs for taxes, litigation, 
worker compensation, housing, health care and environmental 
regulations. The split roll will turn one of the few positive features 
of California's business tax climate to another major negative. 


There is greatly increased activity by recruiters from other states 
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attempting to move California's companies andjobs to their areas. 
The split roll property tax is a corporate recruiter's dream for 
states such as Texas, Nevada, Oklahoma, Utah, North Carolina 
and others who have lower business taxes and other expenses than 
California-and they are quick to advertise this fact. 


Faced with major tax increases, most California companies will 
have one of only two options: for those companies that can do so, 
raise prices (for food, rent, clothing, goods and services). In effect, 
they will collect taxes through the price structure-which is 
regressive and which hides the cost of government. The option to 
raise prices is usually not available for companies that market 
their products in a highly competitive worldwide market. Their _ 
options-are grim: to reduce employment, capital expenditures, or, 
•in many cases, move to another state with a more hospitable 


· business climate. -


·The split roll would~ irorucally, hit hardest those industries such 
·as aerospace and electroriics that are now the priority targets of 
out-of-state recruiters~ -It would raise taxes dramatically on _the 


· ·cempanies-that our s~te needs to provide employment intO the 
~:-, "' · - n~~~re_· :_~tury.' · ., · :· '- · 


· .. ~ ~, - ~ - , - - _- -;.- -. :·: :: --?·:t.·-~ ~ -- - ·-.. 


- ! ::f<-_: _: ·- '_; : ~- ~ : .-:Ai noted hi the·· rei>o·rt~ -the::split :~on· con~ept, as imple~ented in . 
- , ·- __ _- • 7sev~_rnH>ther states-, ha£ioiilyled to more splits in the tax rolls and 


. . . -tO more'favorable treatment for certain· classes of property, There 
· · (. Win be de'mandsfor'speciru tieatihentfor·small business, forrentai: 


. . ., . . property '("sbelter deserves special treatment"), for agriculture, 
for other favored conimercial .activities. The result:. proliferation 


, _ I o
1
fthefipropercy tax roll, as 'in Minnesota, which at ?nehpoint had 31 


· c assi <;:ations for special treatment. Minnesota s t en tax com
i nnssioner told a l970's tax group in California, "My advice for 
i states ·contemplating adopting the split roll is simple: don't do it., 


lola Williams 


I 
·1 And that is the advice of the authors of this statement to people 
' I looking at the split r.oll as an "easy" way to raise billions: don't do 


it. 


The purpose of this statement is tO confirm my overall support for 
the Commission's report, and to emphasize an important clarifica
tion for recommendations one, two and three. 


_First, I am pleased to endorse the Commission's report as a whole, 
and believe that it is constructive and reasonable in dealing with 
a very complex problem. While there are many improvements 


. 
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offered by the Commission's reconuncndations, I am particularly 
in support ofthe recommendations-which propose that local voters 
may change the local tax rate caps by a majority vote. This corrects 
what I believe to be a major error in Proposi Li.on 13 which currently 
denies a community the right to tax itself if it chooses to do so in 
order to preserve or improve· public services. 


Second, I feel it is important to clarify the recommendations in the 
report that propose to "Maintain revenue neutrality by lowering 
(in the first and e~ch subsequent year) the countywide tax rate ... to 
a level which will generate an amount of revenue equal to the prior 
year's revenue, adjusted for growth in population and an appropri
ate inflation index." More specifically, this concept is proposed as 
recommendations l(c), 2(c), and 3(b)~ . 


There is a major problem with this co~cept as currently worded, in 
that revenue growth, particularly from new development, would 
effectively be averaged countywide rather than attributed to the 
individual areas/commuillties wi.thin the county that experience · 
growth. Under this scenario, <?-ties, school districts and special 
districts within a particular county that allow development would · 
not receive a comm~nsurate growth in revenue to provide services. 
At the same time, areas withiii ~county that are not experiencing 


. growtlJ. (by choice or cir~stance) would receive the same level of 
revenue growth_ as developing areas. . 


In order to avoid penali_ring io~ governments that are experienc-
. ing growth, any a~justments for "revenue neutrality" must ·not be 
revenue neutral from growth, only from inflation. Further, those 
cities, school districts,, and special districts within a county that 
are experiencing growth should receive commensurate growth in 
property tax revenue. In order to accomplish this, growth in 
property tax revenue from new development should not be subject 
to the "revenue-neutral" controls, or any adjustment factors should 
include an upward adjustment for development. 


In order to effectively deal with growth, the system must attribute 
growth in property tax revenue from development to those juris
dictions that are accommodating the growth. A countywide 
system will not work; this is why the impl~mentation of Proposi
tion 13 was quickly changed from the countywide growth approach 
of SB 154 that lasted for only one year, to the current AB 8 
approach that attributes growth in assessed value to the individ
ual tax rate areas within a county. 
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APPENDrx A: 


SENATE RESOLUTION 42 (HART) 


BILL TEXT 


AMENDED IN SENATE 
AMENDED IN SENATE 


MARCH 6, 1990 
FEBRUARY 26, 1990 


INTRODUCED BY Senators Hart, Bergeson, Leroy Greene, Maddy , and Roberti 


FEBRUARY 13, 1990 


Relative to the creation _of the Senate Commission on Property Tax Equity and 
Revenue 


WHEREAS, In 1978, Californians enacted Proposition 13 which rolled back the 
assessed value of property to values established in· the 1975-76 fiscal year, 
limited growth in assessed value of property to 2 percent annually, required 
reassessment of property .only upon change of ownership or new construction, 
and - limited property tax paid to 1 percent of full cash - ~alue; and.". 


WHEREAS, Since 1978, . additional measures have been enacted which: have 
further ' limited the circumstances in which reassessment · m~y occur; ·;..~d 


WHEREAS, The State of california· is no .longer-_-, i.n a period with uns{>ent · · 
General -Fund surplu-ses; and . ,-_; 
-- · WHEREAS, -- The. constitutionality of Proposition, _. 13 .is being cha1l~nged in 
three court .·.cases'· -based :;On :·the recent . United .~tates Supreme court ;·decision,
Allegheny Pitt. · v. Webster co •. , 488 u.s. (10'9 .s. ct. 633, 102L • . Ed. 2d : 
688) · which ~ could : .. result in . the elimination :of the assessment provis_ion of 
Proposition 13; ; and .. - , _ ... 


WHEREAS, Immediately upon the passage of Proposition 13, disparities were 
recognized in the treatment of homeowners · and commercial property owners in 
similar situations who had purchased homes at different time peri~s; and 


WHEREAS, This disparity has increased over tLme, as established property 
owners continue paying 'property taxes based on _the 1975-76 value of their 
property, while new property owners pay taxes based on the recent market value 
of their property; and · 


WHEREAS, California's system of tax assessments may result in property tax· 
payments which fall heavily upon young families, many of whom already have 
difficulty in purchasing the median priced California home, which in the. third 
quarter of 1989 sold for $200,933; and 


WHEREAS, Home ownership is one of the economic foundations of this state; 
and 


WHEREAS, Similar disparities have developed for commercial property whereby 
a change in ownership will dramatically change the -competitive marketplace 
with no ·resulting benefit to the economy; and 


WHEREAS, Increased property tax burdens resulting from changes in ownership 
in rental properties often result in increased rente which create additional 
burdens on renters; and 


WHEREAS, California ' s local governments and public schools are directly 
affected by changes to the property taxation system; and 


WHEREAS, Prior to Proposition 13 local agencies had their o~n i ndepe ndent 
met hods of f inanc i ng loca l s e rv i ces; and 
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WH EREAS , The authority to f inance those s e rvices has ohi f t ed to the s t a t e , 
causing local governments to lose the ability to d ea l wi th local problems ; and 


WHEREAS, State programs and policies required to be implemented at the 
local level are consistently underfunded due to the lack of state and local 
r e sources; now, therefore, be it 


Resolved by the Senate of the State of California, That the Senate 
Commission on Property Tax Equity and Revenue is hereby created to study and 
analyze the current system of property taxation, and develop proposals for 
alternative methode of property taxation that maintain the basic protections 
for homeowners promulgated in Proposition 13, adequately fund the provision of 
essential public services by local government a .gencies, and reduce or 
eliminate ·inequities currently experienced by property taxpayers in 
California; and be it further 


Resolved, That the commission shall recommend new intergovernmental 
relationships which will more effectively allocate local and state financing 
power and authority. The commisa~on shall also recommend a reallocation of 
public service responsibilities among local, state, and regional agencies; and 
be it further 


Resolved; That the Senate Commission on Property Tax Equity and Revenue 
shall include, but not be limited to, 15 ·members, all of whom shall be 
appointed by the Senate Rules COmmittee.. Members of the commission shall 
include all of the follqwing: 


(1) One representative of C?unty government. 
(2) One· representative of city governmerit. 
(3) One rep1='esentative of special district -government • 


. ( 4) One -representative of school or community college district· government. 
{5) One county assessor. 
·c 6) One legal . scholar in the field of property taxation • 
( 7) Three ·Members of the Senate.· 
(8) Six public . members; and be it -further 
R~solved~·: That··t:ne :· sen~te Cominittee on ·Rules shall . appoint one of · the 


. apPointed meinbers :as 'Chair of the Senate COami_ssion on · Property Tax · Equity and 
Revenue; and be it further 


. Resolved~···That · the _ State Board · of Equalization and ·the Franchise Tax Board 
shall provide technical assistance to the Senate Commission on Property Tax 
Equity and Revenue; and be it further . 


Resolved, That the Senate Committee on .Rules shall make funds available to 
the senate Commission on Property Tax Equity and Revenue from the Senate 
Opera·ting Fund in an amount that the Senate · Committee on Rules finds to be 
necessary for the expenses 0~ the commission in ~arrying out its duties. ·Any 
proposed expenditures of these funds shall be approved by, and be in 
compliance with policies set focth by, the ·senate Committee on Rules; and be 
it further 


Resolved, That the Senate Commission on Property Tax Equity and Revenues 
shall report its findings and recommendations to the Senate Committee on Rules 
no later than one year from the date of the appointment of the members of the 
commission; and be it further 


Resolved, That the Senate Commission on Property Tax Equity and Revenue 
shall cease to exist as of January 31, 1991; and be it further 


Resolved, That the Secretary of the Senate shall transmit copies of this 
resolution to the Senate Committee. on Rules, the League of California Cities, 
the County Supervisors Association of California, the California Special 
Districts Association, the California School Boards Aas·ociation, the Franchise 
Tax. Board, and the Chair of the State Board of Equalization. 
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SENATE RESOLUTION 8 (HART) 


BILL TEXT 


INTRODUCED BY Senatore Hart, Ayala, and Bergeson 


DECEMBER 4, 1990 


Relative to the continuation of the Senate Commission on Property Tax Equity 
and Revenue 


WHEREAS, In 1978, Californians enacted Proposition 13 which rolled back the 
assessed value of ·property ·-to vaiues established in the 1975-76 fiscal year, 
lLmited growth in asses~ed value of property to 2 percent annually, required 
reassessment of property only upon purchase, change of ownership, or new 
construction, and ' lLmited property tax paid to 1 per_ce'nt of full cash value; 
and · · 


· · WHEREAS, Since 1978; . additional measures have - been enacted which have 
further : limited the circumstances in which reassessment may occur; and 


WHEREAS; . -The State of· California · is · no _ longer in a period with _unspent 


General Fund· ·surpluses; · a:nd 
wHEREAS/ ·The ' cori~titutionality of Propasition 13 -is being challenged in . 


thre-e ~ou:re:casea'/cbasea-_on the United states supreme Court decision, 
.Aiiegheny ._ i>itt. ·· ' v~?-wei>st.f!r · eo~ ·; . 488 u~s~ ·336- p.o9 . s. ct. 633, 102 -L: < Ed. 2d 


:·688) -;< whi:=h •'·could·:,res'uie· iil the -- elimination of the assessment provis'i<;>n of -
:Prapo· a'ition·= 1J• ' and ·-:- ,~~ --.. _ --' ,, - · - -=- - · 
. - . . .· .. , ... . ~ 
·- ~EREAS~ ····'Inunediately! upon the ' pass·age -of : Proposition- 13, disparities were 


recO<}niied ··. in' the::treatment of. homeowners ··and COminercial property. owners in 
similar · situations -: who ~ had . purchased homes at different time periods; and 


·. ·. WHEREAS, : This · disparity has increased over time, as established property 
owners ·continue paying property taxes· b·ased on the 1975-76 value of their 
property, while new property owners pay taxes based on the recent market value 
of their property; and 


WHEREAS, California's system of tax assessments -may result in property tax 
payments which fall heavily upon young families, many o£ whom already have 
difficulty in pu~chasing the median priced California home, which in the third 
quarter of 1989 sold for $200,933; and 


WHEREAS, Home ownership is one of the economic foundations of this state; 
and 


WHEREAS, Similar disparities have developed for conunercial property whereby 
a change in ownership will dramatically change the competitive marketplace 
with no resulting benefit to the economy; and 


WHEREAS, Increased property tax burdens resulting from changes in ownership 
in rental ·properties often result in increased rents which create additional 
burdens on renters; and 


WHEREAS, California's local governments and public schools are directly 
affected by changes to the property taxation system; and 


WHEREAS, Prior to Proposition 13 local agencies had their ~~ independent 
methods of financing local services; and 


WHEREAS, The authority to finance those services has shifted to the state, 
causing local governments to lose the ability to deal with local problems; and 
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WHEREAS, State programs and policies required to be implemented at the 
local level are consistently underfunded due to the lack of state and local 
resources; and 


WHEREAS, The Senate Commission on Property Tax Equity and Revenue was 
created to study and analyze the current system of property taxation, and 
develop proposals for alternative methode of property taxation that maintain 
the basic protections for property owners promulgated in Proposition 13, 
adequately fund the provision of essential public services by local government 
agencies, and reduce or eliminate inequities currently experienced by property 
taxpayers in California; and 


WHEREAS·, The commission has been empowered to recommend new 
intergovernmental relationships which will more effectively allocate local and 
state financing power and authority and to .recommend a · reallocation of public 
service responsibilities among local, state, and regional agencies; and 


WHEREAS, The Senate Commission on Property Tax Equity and Revenue is 
required to report its findings and recommendations to the Senate Committee on 
Rules no later t~an one year from the date of the appointment of the members 
of the commission; and 


WHEREAS, The Senate Commission on Proper~y Tax Equity and Revenue shall 


cease to exist as of January 31, 1991, which does . not allow sufficient time 
for completion of its important task; now, therefore, be it 


Resolved .by·the Senate of the State of California, That the Senate 
Commission on Pro~rty Tax Equity and Revenue contin~e in existence until June 
30, 1991; and · as of ' that date shall cease to exist; and be it further 


Resolved, That the Senate Committee . on Rules shall make funds availahle to 
the Senate Commission .on Property Tax Equity and Revenue from the Senate 
Operating Fundin-. an . amount that the .Senate Committee on Rules finds to be 
necessary forth~ ex~nses of the co~issio~ i~ . ca~rying out its duties. Any . 
proposed e~ndit~re , .. of these funds .. shall . be . ~pproved by, and ~- . i~ . compliance 
with policies _set f_orth by, the Sen_ate Committee. on .Rules; · and. be it . further 


.Resolved, · That . the ·secretary .of the Senat~ .shall transmit.: copies of this 
resolution to ·the Lea9ue of.: California · Citi~s-, . the Cou~ty stipe~isor~ 
Association of California, the California Special : Districts Association, the 
California .School Boards Association~ the Franchise Tax Board, and the Chair 
of the State Board . of Equalization. 
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APPENDIX B: 


ROSTER OF COMMISSIONERS 


Chairperson 
Robyn Phillips 
Assistant Professor of Economics 
University of California, San Diego 


Vice Chair 
Kirk West 
President 
California Chamber of Commerce 


David E. Anderson 
Former CEO 
GTE California 


Irene Angelo · 
President 
Angelos Marketing Properties 


·Senator Ruben Ayala 
State of California 


Jack Baugh 
Vice President 
Operating Engineers 
Local Union No.3 


Senator Marian Bergeson 
State of California 


Gerald Cochran 
County Assessor 
Del Norte County 


Maureen G. DiMarco 
President 
California School Boards Association 
(Now California Secretary of Child 
Development and Education) 
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Teacher 
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Melvin Gagerman 
·CPNManaging Partner 


· Good, Gagerman & Berns 


Michael Glaze 
General Manager 
Lake OrQville Area 
PUblic Utility District 


·senator Gacy K. Hart 
State of California 


Michael A. Kahn 
Attorney 
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CSU San Marcos 
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Principal 
Jack Theimer & Associates 
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APPENDIX C: 


SCHEDULE OF COMMISSION 
POLICY MEETINGS 


The Commission conducted six public meetings to receive testimony and options from tax 
experts, scholars, state and local officials and citizen organizations. 


June 25, 1990 Overview of"Property Tax System 


Assessment Procedures 
Revenues 
Curren·t Legal Issues 
Property Tax Equity 
Local Government Finance 
School Finance 


July 30, 1990 . Property Tax Equity Issues 


August 27, 1990 


September 24, 1990 


November 14, 1990 


December 17, 1990 


Equal Protection and Intergenerational Transfer 
Property Tax Incidence (Ability to Pay) 


Equitable Business Property Taxation . · 
Assessment Methods and Options 


Local Government and School Finance 


Local Fiscal Capacity 
Equalization of Local Government Capacity 
Realignment of State/Local rrogram ~sponsibility 
AB 8 & Distributional Equity 
School Finance 


Property Tax Impact on Public Policy 


Fiscalization of Land Use 
Housing 
Agriculture 
Growth Management 
Local Governance 


Property Tax Systems: New Approaches, Options 


California Tax Reform Association Proposal 
Voter Revolt Proposal and Initiative 


Property Tax Systems: New Approaches, Options 


Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association P.roposals 
(4 proposals developed by scholars at the request of the 
Jarvis Association} 
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APPENDIX D: 


ROSTER OF PRESENTERS 
TO THE COMMISSION 
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Fonner Secretary 
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Ann E. Carlson 
Attorney 
Hall & Phillips 


Jeffrey Chapman 
Professor of· Public Administration 
University of Southern California 


Jonathan Coupal 
Attorney 
Pacific Legal Foundation 


Peter Detwiler 
Principal Consultant 
Senate Local Government Committee 


Ann DuBay 
Consultant 
Senate Office of Research 


Joel Fox 
President 
Howard Jarvis Taxpayers As~ation 


· Gary M. Galles 
Associate Professor 
Departmento{~norrncs 
Peppcrdine University 


Lenity Goldberg 
ExccU.tive Director 
California Tax Reform Association 


John Hagerty 
Deputy Director 
Property Taxes 
Board of Equalization 


Jim Harrington 
Assistant Director 
League of California Cities 


Martin Helmke 
Chief Consultant 
Senate Revenue and Taxation Committee 


David Janssen 
Asst. Chief Administrator 
County of San Diego 


Todd Kaufman 
Consultant 
Assembly Office of Research 
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A.B. Laffer, V.A. Canto & Associates 


Fred Main 
Yioe President 
~neral Counsel 
California Chamber of Commerce 


Alvin Rahu.shka 
Senior Fellow 
Hoover Institute of Stanford University 


Peter Schaafsma 
Principal 
Legislative Analyst 


Angelo Siracusa 
President 
Bay Area Council 


Rodney T. Smith · 
Profes5or 


·Department of Economics 
Claremont McKenna College 


AI Sokolow 
Professor of Political Science 
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w~ ·Craig Stubhlehine 
Von TobclProfessor of Political Economy 
Lowe Institute of Political EcOnomy at 


' Claremont McKenna College 


Rebecca Taylor 
Vice President 
California Taxpayers Association 


Roy UlriCh 
Attorney 
California Tax Rcfonn Association 


Dan Wall 
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Bill Whiteneck 
Chief Consultant 
Senate Education Co~mittce 


Ellen Worcester 
Consu!U..nt 
Assembly Select Committee 


Bill Zinun.merman 
President 
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Gregory 
Smith 


County Assessor 


CONTACT: GREGORY J. SMITH OR ROBERT W. FRAZIER AT (619) 531-5507 


PROPERTY VALUE ASSESSMENTS INCREASE TO $140 BILLION 


County Assessor Gregory J. Smith ~nnounccd today that the assessed 
value of all local taxable property in San Diego County increased to 
over $140 bi-llion, up more than $6 billion over the previous year. 
This is ·a 4.6% increase in total assessed values caused by reassessments 
due to property transfers (sales) and new construction. This total 
includes the values of over 800,000 parcels of real property, 
123,000 businesses, 49,000 boats, and 5,600 aircraft. 


"Although a $6 billion increase is significant," said Smith, "the 
percentage of increase is far less than it has been in recent years." 
"This reduction is due primarily to a 9% decrease in sales, and a 25% 
reduction in building permits. As a result of a weakened economy and 
the resulting decline in real estate values, the Assessor's Office has 
lowered the assessments on 7,626 real estate parcels by almost $1.5 
billion. This is, however, a temporary decline in property values, 
and will be recaptured when the real estate market improves." 


Smith reported that this year the most significant assessed value 
increase occurred in La Mesa with a 9.4% increase over the previous 
year, followed by Del Mar with an 8.8% increase, Chula Vista with a 
7.6% increase, and Poway with a 6.8% increase. 


C9mparative increases are also available for the various communities 
within the City of San Diego as well as the unincorporated areas. The 
largest percentage in assessed value increases for single family homes 
and condos in San Diego was in Carmel Mountain Ranch with 19.2%, 
followed by East San Diego with 10.8%, University City North with 
9.5%, Mira Mesa and Ocean Beach with 8.9%, and Mission Beach with an 
8 . 4% increase. · 


Smith states that in the unincorporated areas, the largest percentage 
increase in assessed value for single family homes occurred in Dehesa 
with 17.3%, followed by Vallecitos with 11.6%, Valley Center with 
10.8%, Mountain Empire with 9.4%, Alpine with 9.3%, and Ramona with an 
8.9% increase. 


The Assessor noted that property taxes collected on these assess
ments will exceed $1.6 billion and fund over 280 local taxing agencies 
including the County, cities, schools and special districts. For the 
average homeowner, there will only be a 2% increase in their property 
taxes as required under Proposition 13 unless there has been a change 
in ownership or new construction. 
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SUMMARY OF TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE BY CITY 


CITY 


Carlsbad 


Chula Vista 


Coronado 


Del Mar 


El Cajon 


Encinitas 


Escondido 


Imperial Beach 


La Mesa 


Lemon Grove 


National City 


Oceanside 


Poway 


San Diego 


San Marcos 


Santee 


Solana Beach 


Vista 


Total Cities 


Unincorporated 
Areas 


1991-92 
ASSESSED VALUE 


$ 6,271,715,501 


5,316,220,952 


2,064,128,754 


683,729,962 


3,335,172,800 


3,847,633,649 


5,194,441,669 


600,128,859 


2,129,203,185 


700,016,205 


1,298,971,192 


6,276,518,020 


2,758,177,761 


63,381,362,018 


2,270,601,922 


1,765,260,378 


1,306,325,883 


3,403,487,387 


$112,603,096,097 


$ 21,333,625,886 


COUNTY GRAND TOTAL $133,936,721,983 


1992-93 
ASSESSED VALUE 


$ 6,438,311,805 


5,717,574,160 


2,184,804,470 


743,708,494 


3,429,177,481 


4,053,412~187 


5,374,611,370 


633,541,051 


2,328,257,023 


733,466,697 


1,345,967,456 


6,624,832,846 


2,944,347,446 


65,871,615,019 


2,392,640,483 


1,845,995,225 


1,362,727,802 


3,552,101,370 


$117,577,092,385 


$ 22,493,859,103 


$140,070,951,488 


PERCENT 
CHANGE 


2.66% 


7 . 55% 


5.85% 


8.77% 


2.82% 


5.35% 


3.47% 


5.57% 


9.35% 


4.78% 


3.62% 


5.55% 


6.75% 


3.93% 


5.37% 


4.57% 


4.32% 


4.37% 


4.42% 


5.44% 


4.58% 
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CITY OF SAN DIEGO COMMUNITIES 


ASSESSED VALUE INCREASES FOR SINGLE FAMILY HOMES AND CONDOMINIUMS 


City of San Diego 


Communities 


Allied Gardens 


Bay Park-Morena 


Carmel Mtn Ranch 


Chollas 


Clairemont 


College Area 


Del Cerro 


East San Diego 


Encanto 


La Jolla 


Lake Murray 


Linda Vista 


Lomita Village 


Mira Mesa 


Mission Beach 


Mission Hills-Hillcrest 


Mission Valley 


North Park 


Ocean Beach 


Otay Mesa 


Pacific Beach 


Paradise Hills 


Penasquitos 


Point Lorna 


Rancho Bernardo 


San Carlos 


San Ysidro 


Scripps Ranch 


Serra Mesa 


Southeast San Diego 


Tierrasanta 


University City North 


University City 


No. of 


Parcels 


4,474 


6,653 


2,440 


7,870 


18,164 


7,442 


2,921 


9,247 


7,014 


10,706 


6,847 


5,300 


6,973 


17,343 


1,056 


5,433 


3,253 


10,355 


3,567 


7,195 


7,877 


8,328 


11,899 


7,908 


11,250 


3,643 


2,071 


5,603 


5,449 


3,979 


6,704 


7,067 


4,997 


1991-92 


Assessed Value 


$ 345,300,168 


684,604,567 


343,189,114 


537,752,882 


1,532,535,137 


679,539,376 


427,402,464 


693,157,492 


471,826,547 


3,257,147,167 


622,594,879 


518,047,542 


565,222,090 


1,767,328,024 


200,991,355 


785,206,390 


249,298,280 


851,542,895 


424,475,959 


562,787,953 


1,076,751,867 


748,766,872 


1,855,569,832 


1,215,582,155 


1,736,020,681 


422,579,141 


157,809,973 


1,050,218,188 


424,020,019 


154,218,489 


942,048,356 


94"0,898,017 


634,953,325 


1992-93 


Assessed Value 


$ 363,461,179 


721,826,674 


409,019,758 


567,255,385 


1,614,854,846 


712,011,738 


446,857,393 


768,130,668 


498,760,473 


3,505,237,316 


651,910,082 


541,272,614 


595,824,000 


1,924,883,890 


217,893,519 


828,105,685 


262,359,964 


918,198,807 


462,458,402 


591,616,083 


1,152,896,827 


784,999,244 


1,999,718,422 


1,283,995,300 


1,812,033,741 


435,254,725 


166,359,996 


1,110,309,244 


445,254,942 


163,585,770 


1,007,726,625 


1,030,221,280 


666,231,585 


Percent 


Change 


5 . 3% 


5.4% 


19.2% 


5.5% 


5.4% 


4.8% 


4.6% 


10.8% 


5.7% 


7.6% 


4.7% 


4.5% 


5.4% 


8.9% 


8.4% 


5.5% 


5.2% 


7.8% 


8.9% 


5.1% 


7.1% 


4.8% 


7.8% 


5.6% 


4.4% 


3.0% 


5.4% 


5.7% 


5.0% 


6.1% 


7.0% 


9.5% 


4.9% 
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UNINCORPORATED COMMUNITIES 


ASSESSED VALUE INCREASES FOR SINGLE FAMILY HOMES AND CONDOMINIUMS 


Unincorporated No. of 1991-92 1992-93 
Areas Parcels Assessed Value Assessed Value 


Alpine 3,342 $ 519,576,452 $ 568,134,363 


Bonita 6,312 1,056,531,831 1,112,351,348 


Bonsall 2,086 408,348,379 435,459,895 


Borrego Springs 1,350 147,848,577 159,395,244 


Dehesa 434 66,252,611 77,721,698 


Fallbrook 7,704 1,218,846,658 1,291,352,557 


Jamul 1,797 297,009,870 321,357,319 


Julian 1,819 148,413,620 160,938,793 


Lakeside 7,960 761,649,677 807,160,545 


*Mountain Empire 2,349 190,830,859 208,789,679 


Pauma 810 112,931,837 122,464,031 


Ramona 4,283 507,614,629 552,652,074 


Rancho Santa Fe 2,027 1,301,256,773 1,405,669,062 


San Pasqual 2,315 511,683,836 526,521,072 


SO Country Estates 2,624 403,899,087 425,445,839 


Spring Valley 13,407 1,239,874,363 1,316,612,684 


Vallecitos 396 51,330,479 57,260,889 


Valley Center 2,996 499,908,033 553,779,988 


Warner Springs 325 27,638,417 29,446,092 


*Mountain Empire - Includes Descanso, Pine Valley, Jacumba, 
Campo, Boulevard, Guatay and Potrero 


Percent 
Change 


9.3% 


5.3% 


6.6% 


7.8% 


17.3% 


5.9% 


8.2% 


8.4% 


6.0% 


9.4% 


8.4% 


8.9% 


8.0% 


2.9% 


5.3% 


6.2% 


11.6% 


10.8% 


6.5% 
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(Coauthors: Assembly Members Alpert, Andal, Archie-Hudson, 
Bronzan, Clute, Chacon, Cortese, Costa, Epple, Farr, Barbara 
Friedman, Terry Friedman, Gotch, Hansen, Hauser, Hayden, Jones, 
Klehs, Lempert, Moore, O'Connell, Peace, Polanco, 
Roybal-Allard, Speier, Umberg, and Wyman) 


(Coauthors: Senators Alquist, Leroy Greene, Killea, 
McCorquodale, Petris, Presley, Torres, and Watson) 


FEBRUARY 28, 1991 


An act to amend Section 17705.5 of, to add Section 17705.9 to, and to add 
Chapter 21.2 (commencing with Section 17640) to Part 10 of, the Education 
Code, and to repeal and add Section 65997 of the Government Code, relating 
to funding school construction through the issuance and sale of bonds of the 
State of California and by providing for the handling and disposition of those 
funds, and declaring the urgency thereof, to take effect immediately. 
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(1) The Leroy F. Greene State School Building Lease-Purchase Law of 1976 
provides for the acquisition and construction of facilities by the state and 
the lease-purchase of those facilities by school districts. 


This bill would enact the School Facilities Bond Act of 1992, which, upon 
approval by the state electorate, would provide for the issuance of state 
general obligation bonds in an amount not to exceed $1,900,000,000, exclusive 
of refunding bonds, issued pursuant to that act, and the expenditure of the 
revenues therefrom to provide aid to school districts in accordance with the 
Leroy F. Greene State School Building Lease-Purchase Law of 1976 and related 
school facilities programs, as specified. 


The bill would require that, of the moneys authorized under the bond act, 
not more than $570,000,000 be reserved for specified school facilities 
projects, asbestos abatement, the acquisition of portable classrooms, the 
purchase and installation of air-conditioning equipment and insulation 
materials, as specified, and the reconstruction or modernization of 
facilities. 


The bill would provide for the submission of the proposed bond act to the 
electorate at the June 2, 1992, direct primary election, waive specified 
provisions of the Elections Code relating to measures presented to the voters, 
and require the Secretary of State to take specified actions with regard to 
the bond act. If the voters do not approve the proposed bond act at the June 
2, 1992, direct primary election, the bill would provide that the same 
proposed bond act be submitted to the people at the November 3, 1992, general 
election. 


(2) Existing law authorizes school districts to impose school facilities 
fees against development, and requires that applicant districts under the 
Leroy F. Greene State School Building Lease-Purchase Law of 1976 pay an amount 
based on those fees toward the building cost of a project funded under that 
program. Existing law repeals that authority, and that matching fund 
requirement, in the event of the failure of a state general obligation bond 
measure that would have provided school facilities funding, as specified. 
Those repeal provisions are operative as of December 31, 1990. 


This bill would provide instead that the operative date of those repeal 
provisions is December 31, 1992. 


(3) The bill would declare that it is to take effect immediately as an 
urgency statute. 
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SECTION 1. Chapter 21.2 (commencing with Section 17640) is added to Part 10 
of the Education Code, to read: 


CHAPTER 21.2. SCHOOL FACILITI-ES BOND ACT OF 1992 
Article 1. General Provisions 


17640. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the School 
Facilities Bond Act of 1992. 


17640.10. As used in this chapter, the following terms have the following 
meanings: 


(a) "Committee" means the State School Building Finance Committee created 
pursuant to Section 15909. 


(b) "Fund" means the State School Building Lease-Purchase Fund. 


Article 2. Program Provisions 


17640.15. The proceeds of bonds issued and sold pursuant to this chapter 
shall be deposited in the fund. 


17640.20. All moneys deposited in the fund shall be available to provide 
aid to school districts of the state in accordance with the Leroy F. Greene 
State School Building Lease-Purchase Law of 1976 (Chapter 22 (commencing with 
Section 17700)), and of all acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, 
to provide aid to school districts of the state in accordance with Section 
17640.30, to provide funds to repay any money advanced or loaned to the State 
School Building Lease-Purchase Fund under any act of the Legislature, together 
with interest provided for in that act, and to reimburse the General 
Obligation Bond Expense Revolving Fund pursuant to Section 16724.5 of the 
Government Code. 


17640.30. Of the proceeds from the sale of bonds pursuant to this chapter, 
not more than five hundred seventy million dollars ($570,000,000) may be used 
for one or more of the following purposes: 


(a) Project funding for applicant districts under Chapter 22 (commencing 
with Section 17700) that are eligible for that funding, but that lack funding 
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(b) The identification, assessment, or abatement of hazardous asbestos in 
school facilities, pursuant to either Chapter 22 (commencing with Section 
17700) or Section 39619.6. 


(c) The acquisition of portable classrooms for use in accordance with 
Chapter 25 (commencing with Section 17785). 


(d) The reconstruction or modernization of facilities pursuant to Chapter 
22 (commencing with Section 17700). Notwithstanding Section 17721.3, the 
State Allocation Board may allocate funding pursuant to this subdivision for 
the reconstruction or modernization of an existing structure in an amount that 
exceeds 25 percent of the replacement cost of that structure in order to 
finance structural improvements needed to avert future earthquake damage. 


(e) The purchase and installation of air-conditioning equipment and 
insulation materials, and related costs, pursuant to Section 42250.1 for 
schools operated on a year-round multitrack schedule in a manner that 
increases school capacity and reduces or eliminates the school district's need 
for the construction of additional classroom space. 


Article 3. Fiscal Provisions 


17640.40. Bonds in the total amount of one billion nine hundred million 
dollars ($1,900,000,000), exclusive of refunding bonds, or so much thereof as 
is necessary, may be issued and sold to provide a fund to be used for carrying 
out the purposes expressed in this chapter and to be used to reimburse the 
General Obligation Bond Expense Revolving Fund pursuant to Section 16724.5 of 
the Government Code. The bonds, when sold, shall be and constitute a valid 
and binding obligation of the State of California, and the full faith and 
credit of the State of California is hereby pledged for the punctual payment 
of both principal of, and interest on, the bonds as the principal and interest 
become due and payable. 


17640.44. The State School Building Finance Committee, created by Section 
15909 and composed of the Governor, Controller, Treasurer, Director of 
Finance, and the Director of Education, or their designated representatives, 
all of whom shall serve thereon without compensation, and a majority of whom 
shall constitute a quorum, is continued in existence for the purpose of this 
chapter. The Treasurer shall be designated to chair the committee. Two 
Members of the Senate appointed by the Senate Committee on Rules, and two 
Members of the Assembly appointed by the Speaker of the Assembly, shall meet 
and advise with the committee to the extent that the advisory participation is 
not incompatible with their respective positions as Members of the 
Legislature. For the purposes of this chapter, the Members of the Legislature 
shall constitute an interim investigating committee on the subject of this 
chapter and as that committee shall have the powers and duties imposed upon 
those committees by the Joint Rules of the Senate and the Assembly. The 
Director of Finance shall provide the assistance to the committee as it may 
require. The Attorney General of the state shall be the legal adviser of the 
committee. 


17640.45. (a) The bonds authorized by this chapter shall be prepared, 
executed, issued, sold, paid, and redeemed as provided in the State General 
Obligation Bond Law (Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 16720) of Part 3 of 
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Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government Code), and all of the prov~s~ons of 
that law apply to the bonds and to this chapter and are hereby incorporated in 
this chapter as though set forth in full in this chapter. 


(b) For purposes of the State General Obligation Bond Law, the State 
Allocation Board is designated the "board." 


17640.50. Upon request of the board from time to time, supported by a 
statement of the apportionments made and to be made for the purposes described 
in Section 17640.20, the committee shall determine whether or not it is 
necessary or desirable to issue bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter in 
order to fund the apportionments and, if so, the amount of bonds to be issued 
and sold. Successive issues of bonds may be authorized and sold to fund those 
apportionments progressively, and it is not necessary that all of the bonds 
authorized to be issued be sold at any one time. 


17640.55. There shall be collected each year and in the same manner and at 
the same time as other state revenue is collected, in addition to the ordinary 
revenues of the state, a sum in an amount required to pay the principal of, 
and interest on, the bonds each year, and it is the duty of all officers 
charged by law with any duty in regard to the collection of the revenue to do 
and perform each and every act which is necessary to collect that additional 
sum. 


17640.60. Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, there is 
hereby appropriated from the General Fund in the State Treasury, for the 
purposes of this chapter, an amount that will equal the total of the 
following: 


(a) The sum annually necessary to pay the principal of, and interest on, 
bonds issued and sold pursuant to this chapter, as the principal and interest 
become due and payable. 


(b) The sum which is necessary to carry out the provisions of Section 
17640.70, appropriated without regard to fiscal years. 


17640.63. The board may request the Pooled Money Investment Board to make 
a loan from the Pooled Money Investment Account, in accordance with Section 
16312 of the Government Code, for the purposes of carrying out this chapter. 
The amount of the request shall not exceed the amount of the unsold bonds that 
the committee has, by resolution, authorized to be sold for the purpose of 
carrying out this chapter. The board shall execute those documents required 
by the Pooled Money Investment Board to obtain and repay the loan. Any 
amounts loaned shall be deposited in the fund to be allocated by the board in 
accordance with this chapter. 


17640.65. Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, or of the 
State General Obligation Bond Law (Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 16720) 
of Part 3 of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government Code), if the Treasurer 
sells bonds that include a bond counsel opinion to the effect that the 
interest on the bonds is excluded from gross income for federal tax purposes 
subject to designated conditions, the Treasurer may maintain separate accounts 
for the bond proceeds invested and for the investment earnings on those 
proceeds, and may use or direct the use of those proceeds or earnings to pay 
any rebate, penalty, or other payment required under federal law or take any 
other action with respect to the investment and use of those bond proceeds 
that is required or desirable under federal law in order to maintain the 
tax-exempt status of those bonds and to obtain any other advantage under 
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17640.70. For the purposes of carrying out this chapter, the Director of 
Finance may authorize the withdrawal from the General Fund of an amount or 
amounts not to exceed the amount of the unsold bonds which have been 
authorized by the committee to be sold for the purpose of carrying out this 
chapter. Any amounts withdrawn shall be deposited in the fund. Any money 
made available under this section shall be returned to the General Fund, plus 
an amount equal to the interest the money would have earned in the Pooled 
Money Investment Account, from proceeds received from the sale of bonds for 
the purpose of carrying out this chapter. 


17640.75. All money deposited in the fund that is derived from premium and 
accrued interest on bonds sold shall be reserved in the fund and shall be 
available for transfer to the General Fund as a credit to expenditures for 
bond interest. 


17640.80. The bonds may be refunded in accordance with Article 6 
(commencing with Section 16780) of Chapter 4 of Part 3 of Division 4 of Title 
2 of the Government Code, which is a part of the State General Obligation Bond 
Law. Approval by the electors of the state for the issuance of the bonds 
described in this chapter shall include approval of the issuance of any bonds 
issued to refund any bonds originally issued under this chapter or any 
previously issued refunding bonds. 


17640.85. The Legislature hereby finds and declares that, inasmuch as the 
proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized by this chapter are not "proceeds 
of taxes" as that term is used in Article XIIIB of the California 
Constitution, the disbursement of these proceeds is not subject to the 
limitations imposed by that article. 


SEC. 1.5. Chapter 21.2 (commencing with Section 17640) is added to Part 10 
of the Education Code, to read: 


CHAPTER 21.2. SCHOOL FACILITIES BOND ACT OF 1992 
Article 1. General Provisions 


17640. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the School 
Facilities Bond Act of 1992. 


17640.10. As used in this chapter, the following terms have the following 
meanings: 


(a) "Committee" means the State School Building Finance Committee created 
pursuant to Section 15909. 


(b) "Fund" means the State School Building Lease-Purchase Fund. 


Article 2. Program Provisions 


17640.15. The proceeds of bonds issued and sold pursuant to this chapter 
shall be deposited in the fund. 


17640.20. All moneys deposited in the fund shall be available to provide 
aid to school districts of the state in accordance with the Leroy F. Greene 
State School Building Lease-Purchase Law of 1976 (Chapter 22 (commencing with 
Section 17700)), and of all acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, 
to provide aid to school districts of the state in accordance with Section 
17640.30, to provide funds to repay any money advanced or loaned to the State 
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School Building Lease-Purchase Fund under any act of the Legislature, together 
with interest provided for in that act, and to reimburse the General 
Obligation Bond Expense Revolving Fund pursuant to Section 16724.5 of the 
Government Code. 


17640.30. Of the proceeds from the sale of bonds pursuant to this chapter, 
not more than five hundred seventy million dollars ($570,000,000) may be used 
for one or more of the following purposes: 


(a) Project funding for applicant districts under Chapter 22 (commencing 
with Section 17700) that are eligible for that funding, but that lack funding 
priority due to the size of pupil enrollment in the district. 


(b) The identification, assessment, or abatement of hazardous asbestos in 
school facilities, pursuant to either Chapter 22 (commencing with Section 
17700) or Section 39619.6. 


(c) The acquisition of portable classrooms for use in accordance with 
Chapter 25 (commencing with Section 17785). 


(d) The reconstruction or modernization of facilities pursuant to Chapter 
22 (commencing with Section 17700). Notwithstanding Section 17721.3, the 
State Allocation Board may allocate funding pursuant to this subdivision for 
the reconstruction or modernization of an existing structure in an amount that 
exceeds 25 percent of the replacement cost of that structure in order to 
finance structural improvements needed to avert future earthquake damage. 


(e) The purchase and installation of air-conditioning equipment and 
insulation materials, and related costs, pursuant to Section 42250.1 for 
schools operated on a year-round multitrack schedule in a manner that 
increases school capacity and reduces or eliminates the school district's need 
for the construction of additional classroom space. 


Article 3. Fiscal Provisions 


17640.40. Bonds in the total amount of one billion nine hundred million 
dollars ($1,900,000,000), exclusive of refunding bonds, or so much thereof as 
is necessary, may be issued and sold to provide a fund to be used for carrying 
out the purposes expressed in this chapter and to be used to reimburse the 
General Obligation Bond Expense Revolving Fund pursuant to Section 16724.5 of 
the Government Code. The bonds, when sold, shall be and constitute a valid 
and binding obligation of the State of California, and the full faith and 
credit of the State of California is hereby pledged for the punctual payment 
of both principal of, and interest on, the bonds as the principal and interest 
become due and payable. 


17640.44. The State School Building Finance Committee, created by Section 
15909 and composed of the Governor, Controller, Treasurer, Director of 
Finance, and the Director of Education, or their designated representatives, 
all of whom shall serve thereon without compensation, and a majority of whom 
shall constitute a quorum, is continued in existence for the purpose of this 
chapter. The Treasurer shall be designated to chair the committee. Two 
Members of the Senate appointed by the Senate Committee on Rules, and two 
Members of the Assembly appointed by the Speaker of the Assembly, shall meet 
and advise with the committee to the extent that the advisory participation is 
not incompatible with their respective positions as Members of the 
Legislature. For the purposes of this chapter, the Members of the Legislature 
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shall constitute an interim investigating committee on the subject of this 
chapter and as that committee shall have the powers and duties imposed upon 
those committees by the Joint Rules of the Senate and the Assembly. The 
Director of Finance shall provide the assistance to the committee as it may 
require. The Attorney General of the state shall be the legal adviser of the 
committee. 


17640.45. (a) The bonds authorized by this chapter shall be prepared, 
executed, issued, sold, paid, and redeemed as provided in the State General 
Obligation Bond Law (Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 16720) of Part 3 of 
Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government Code), and all of the provisions of 
that law apply to the bonds and to this chapter and are hereby incorporated in 
this chapter as though set forth in full in this chapter. 


(b) For purposes of the State General Obligation Bond Law, the State 
Allocation Board is designated the "board." 


17640.50. Upon request of the board from time to time, supported by a 
statement of the apportionments made and to be made for the purposes described 
in Section 17640.20, the committee shall determine whether or not it is 
necessary or desirable to issue bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter in 
order to fund the apportionments and, if so, the amount of bonds to be issued 
and sold. Successive issues of bonds may be authorized and sold to fund those 
apportionments progressively, and it is not necessary that all of the bonds 
authorized to be issued be sold at any one time. 


17640.55. There shall be collected each year and in the same manner and at 
the same time as other state revenue is collected, in addition to the ordinary 
revenues of the state, a sum in an amount required to pay the principal of, 
and interest on, the bonds each year, and it is the duty of all officers 
charged by law with any duty in regard to the collection of the revenue to do 
and perform each and every act which is necessary to collect that additional 
sum. 


17640.60. Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, there is 
hereby appropriated from the General Fund in the State Treasury, for the 
purposes of this chapter, an amount that will equal the total of the 
following: 


(a) The sum annually necessary to pay the principal of, and interest on, 
bonds issued and sold pursuant to this chapter, as the principal and interest 
become due and payable. 


(b) The sum which is necessary to carry out the provisions of Section 
17640.70, appropriated without regard to fiscal years. 


17640.63. The board may request the Pooled Money Investment Board to make 
a loan from the Pooled Money Investment Account, in accordance with Section 
16312 of the Government Code, for the purposes of carrying out this chapter. 
The amount of the request shall not exceed the amount of the unsold bonds that 
the committee has, by resolution, authorized to be sold for the purpose of 
carrying out this chapter. The board shall execute those documents required 
by the Pooled Money Investment Board to obtain and repay the loan. Any 
amounts loaned shall be deposited in the fund to be allocated by the board in 
accordance with this chapter. 


17640.65. Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, or of the 
State General Obligation Bond Law (Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 16720) 
of Part 3 of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government Code), if the Treasurer 
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sells bonds that include a bond counsel opinion to the effect that the 
interest on the bonds is excluded from gross income for federal tax · purposes 
subject to designated conditions, the Treasurer may maintain separate accounts 
for the bond proceeds invested and for the investment earnings on those 
proceeds, and may use or direct the use of those proceeds or earnings to pay 
any rebate, penalty, or other payment required under federal law or take any 
other action with respect to the investment and use of those bond proceeds 
that is required or desirable under federal law in order to maintain the 
tax-exempt status of those bonds and to obtain any other advantage under 
federal law on behalf of the funds of this state. 


17640.70. For the purposes of carrying out this chapter, the Director of 
Finance may authorize the withdrawal from the General Fund of an amount or 
amounts not to exceed the amount of the unsold bonds which have been 
authorized by the committee to be so~d for the purpose of carrying out this 
chapter. Any amounts withdrawn shall be deposited in the fund. Any money 
made available under this section shall be returned to the General Fund, plus 
an amount equal to the interest the money would have earned in the Pooled 
Money Investment Account, from proceeds received from the sale of bonds for 
the purpose of carrying out this chapter. 


17640.75. All money deposited in the fund that is derived from premium and 
accrued interest on bonds sold shall be reserved in the fund and shall be 
available for transfer to the General Fund as a credit to expenditures for 
bond interest. 


17640.80. The bonds may be refunded in accordance with Article 6 
(commencing with Section 16780) of Chapter 4 of Part 3 of Division 4 of Title 
2 of the Government Code, which is a part of the State General Obligation Bond 
Law. Approval by the electors of the state for the issuance of the bonds 
described in this chapter shall include approval of the issuance of any bonds 
issued to refund any bonds originally issued under this chapter or any 
previously issued refunding bonds. 


17640.85. The Legislature hereby finds and declares that, inasmuch as the 
proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized by this chapter are not "proceeds 
of taxes" as that term is used in Article XIIIB of the California 
Constitution, the disbursement of these proceeds is not subject to the 
limitations imposed by that article. 


SEC. 1.7. Section 17705.5 of the Education Code is amended to read: 
17705.5. (a) The total building cost portion of any state funding for any 


project approved under this chapter for the construction of one or more school 
facilities shall be reduced by the amount of the local matching share 
requirement computed under subdivision (b). 


(b) Each school district to which funds are allocated pursuant to this 
chapter for the construction or reconstruction of one or more school 
facilities shall provide, as its share of the cost of the project, an amount 
equal to the product of the applicable maximum fee authorized under Section 
53080 of the Government Code, or Chapter 4.7 (commencing with Section 65970) 
of Division 1 of Title 7 of the Government Code, or both, times the number of 
square feet of new residential, commercial, and industrial construction, as 
appropriate, for which building permits are issued within the boundaries of 
the school district from the date on which the board approves the district ' s 
application for project funding under this chapter to the date upon which the 
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notice of completion for the project is issued. Notwithstanding any other 
provision of this subdivision, as to any construction for which the payment of 
a fee, charge, or dedication is required under a contract as described in 
paragraph (1) of subdivision (c) of Section 65995 of the Government Code, the 
matching share required under this subdivision shall be deemed to be the 
maximum payment that may be required under that contract as a condition of the 
approval of that construction. The amount calculated in this subdivision is 
reduced by the sum of the following: 


(1) Any amounts expended by the district during the described period of 
time for the acquisition of interim classroom facilities pursuant to Chapter 
4.7 (commencing with Section 65970) of Division 1 of Title 7 of the Government 
Code from the proceeds of the fee levied by the district during that period. 
This amount is limited to the acquisition of interim classroom facilities 
necessary to temporarily house that number of pupils calculated, under state 
pupil loading standards, by subtracting the average daily attendance of the 
district based on a three-year enrollment projection from the average daily 
attendance of the district based on a five-year enrollment projection. 
Notwithstanding that limit, the board may authorize the acquisition of 
additional interim classroom facilities for the purposes of this paragraph to 
the extent it determines that acquisition to be necessary to alleviate severe 
classroom overcrowding. Enrollment projections for this purpose shall be made 
in accordance with this chapter. 


(2) Any amounts expended by the district during the described period of 
time for the local matching share of any project funded under this chapter 
from the proceeds of the fee levied by the district during that period. 


(3) An amount reflecting the extent to which the district is precluded from 
collecting those fees by reason of the levy and collection of developer fees 
by another school district having common territorial jurisdiction. 


(4) An amount reflecting the reasonable administrative expenses incurred by 
the school district in calculating and collecting the fees or other 
requirements levied by the school district during that period. If the school 
district has entered into an agreement pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 
53080 of the Government Code whereby the fees or other requirements imposed 
are collected in whole or in part by a city or county, the amount of 
administrative expenses calculated under this paragraph shall include any 
amount paid by the school district to the city or county as reimbursement for 
that service. In no event shall the total amount of the administrative 
expenses calculated under this paragraph exceed 3 percent of the fees 
collected during that period. 


(5) The fees, charges, dedications, or any other requirements imposed 
pursuant to Section 53080 of the Government Code that are waived in an 
agreement between a school district and a property owner, if the school 
district receives land in lieu of the fees and other requirements. The land 
shall be used for the future construction of a school on the property and the 
credit allowed shall not exceed the lesser of the amount of fees offset by the 
district or the fair market value of the property as determined by two 
appraisals. The value of the property shall be determined by the board on the 
date that the school district defers the collection of fees based on the 
transfer of property for the project or projects for which the match is 
required. The property shall have received all approvals required by law for 


--------------------------------------~=--------
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use as a schoolsite by the State Department of Education before or concurrent 
with the acquisition of the property. The school district shall demonstrate a 
need for and eligibility for construction on the land received in lieu of fees 
and other requirements within five years of acquiring the land. If the land 
received in lieu of fees is not approved by the State Allocation Board for a 
school project within 10 years from the date the school district acquires the 
property, the school district shall repay the full amount of the match offset 
and 50 percent of the amount of appreciation of the property which occurred 
during the 10-year period since the date of acquisition. 


(c) Where part or all of the local matching share is funded from the 
proceeds of a special tax or other charge, rather than from the imposition of 
a school facilities fee or other requirement, the applicant district shall not 
be required to pay that amount of the local matching share until those 
proceeds become available to the district. 


(d) For purposes of establishing an estimate of the state project costs 
pursuant to subdivision (a), the board may estimate the local matching share 
by using the product of the annual average of the amount that would have 
resulted from the application of the maximum fee to the square footage of all 
new construction within the district over the three calendar years preceding 
the district's project application times the number of 
years over which the board estimates the fee will be collected by the 


district pursuant to the project to be funded. 
(e) Only those project applications for which, prior to January 1, 1987, 


the board had made the apportionment for site acquisition and working drawings 
or the final apportionment for construction of the project shall be subject to 
the provisions of this chapter in effect prior to that date. 


(f) The board may provide a loan to any applicant district in an amount 
equal to all or a part of the district's obligation under subdivision (b), 
subject to the requirement that the district pay each month to the board, as 
reimbursement, an amount equal to the proceeds that would be received by the 
district from the imposition of the fee described under subdivision (b) until 
the total amount of the loan has been repaid, together with interest computed 
pursuant to Section 16065. 


(g) The board may make the loan specified in subdivision (f) from any funds 
available from any source, including, but not limited to, those amounts made 
available pursuant to Section 16065. 


(h) All loan and interest amounts paid to the state pursuant to this 
section shall be available for the use of the board in the funding of projects 
as otherwise provided under this chapter, including, but not limited to, 
additional loans. 


(i) The board is authorized to accept from applicant school districts, as a 
method of compliance with all or part of the local matching share requirement 
calculated under this section, land that will be part of the project for which 
the matching share is to be paid, in which event title to the land shall be 
conveyed to the state. The board shall determine the value of the land to be 
used for this purpose, and shall adopt rules and regulations as necessary to 
otherwise implement this subdivision. 


SEC. 1.8. Section 17705.9 is added to the Education Code, to read: 
17705.9. (a) Section 17705.5 shall remain in effect only until such date 


as any state general obligation bond measure submitted to the voters of this 
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state for their ratification, which measure includes within its purposes the 
funding of school facilities construction, fails to receive that ratification, 
and as of that date is repealed. 


(b) This section shall become operative December 31, 1992. 
SEC. 2. Section 65997 of the Government Code is repealed. 
SEC. 3. Section 65997 is added to the Government Code, to read: 


65997. (a) This chapter shall remain in effect only until such date as ·any 
state general obligation bond measure submitted to the voters of this state 
for their ratification, which measure includes within its purposes the funding 
of school facilities construction, fails to receive that ratification, and as 
of that date is repealed. 


(b) This section shall become operative on December 31, 1992. 
SEC. 4. Section 1 of this act shall become operative upon the adoption by 


the people, at the June 2, 1992, direct primary election, of the School 
Facilities Bond Act of 1992, as set forth in Section 1 of this act, in which 
case Section 1.5 of this act shall not become operative. Section 1.5 of this 
act shall become operative upon the adoption by the people, at the November 3, 
1992, general election, of the School Facilities Bond Act of 1992, as set 
forth in Section 1.5 of this act, which shall be submitted to the people at 
the November 3, 1992, general election only if the School Facilities Bond Act 
of 1992, as set forth in Section 1 of this act, is not approved by the voters 
at the June 2, 1992, direct primary election. 


SEC. 5. (a) Notwithstanding Sections 3525, 3528, 3529, 3560, and 3578 of 
the Elections Code or any other provisions of law, Section 1 of this act shall 
be submitted to the voters at the June 2, 1992, primary election. 


(b) The Secretary of State shall ensure the placement of Section 1 of this 
act on the June 2, 1992, direct primary election ballot, in substantial 
compliance with any statutory time requirements applicable to the submission 
of statewide measures to the voters at a statewide election. 


(c) The Secretary of State shall include, in the ballot pamphlet mailed 
pursuant to Section 3578 of the Elections Code, the information specified in 
Section 3570 of that code regarding the bond act contained in Section 1 of 
this act. 


(d) If the voters at the June 2, 1992, direct primary election do not 
approve the School Facilities Bond Act of 1992, as set forth in Section 1 of 
this act, then the School Facilities Bond Act of 1992, as set forth in Section 
1.5 of this act, shall be submitted to the people at the November 3, 1992, 
general election in accordance with provisions of the Government Code and the 
Elections Code governing the submission of statewide measures to the voters. 


SEC. 6. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all ballots of the 
election shall have printed thereon and in a square thereof, the words: 
"School Facilities Bond Act of 1992", and in the same square under those 
words, the following in 8-point type: "This act provides for a bond issue of 
one billion nine hundred million dollars ($1,900,000,000) to provide capital 
outlay for construction or improvement of public schools." Opposite the 
square, there shall be left spaces in which the voters may place a cross in 
the manner required by law to indicate whether they vote for or against the 
act. 


Where the voting of the election is done by means of voting machines used 
pursuant to law in the manner that carries out the intent of this section, the 
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use of the voting machines and the expression of the voters' choice by means 
thereof are in compliance with the provisions of this section. 


SEC. 7. This act is an urgency statute necessary for the immediate 
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety within the meaning of 
Article ~V of the Constitution and shall go into immediate effect. The facts 
constituting the necessity are: 


In order that the School Facilities Bond Act of 1992 may be submitted to 
the voters for approval in 1992 in order to provide financing at the earliest 
possible time for urgently needed school facilities, and to make related 
changes on a timely basis, it is necessary that this act take effect 
immediately. 







NEW DIRECTIONS ON SCHOOL FACILITY FUNDING 


MARCH 26,1992 


SCHOOL DISTRICT NUTS AND BOLTS 
Created by the State, as authorized by the State 
Constitution, school districts are subject to the overview of 
the State Legislature and are entirely independent of cities 
and counties. Budgeting and decision making are done by 
elected governing boards. 


The primary source of funding for the construction of 
educational facilities is the State of California. Using 
revenues from school bonds and the General Fund, the 
State government allocates funds based on the relative need 
to school districts throughout the State to reconstruct, 
remodel or replace existing school buildings and to acquire 
new school sites and buildings. The State Allocation B6ard 
considers applications from school districts and makes 
apportionments of its funds based on the number of 
unhoused students in a school district. 


The School Facilities Act authorizes a city to require the 
dedication of land, or the payment of fees, or both, for 
interim classroom and related facilities as a condition of 
approval for residential development. The maximum 
amount of fees that can be charged to new development for 
elementary and high school districts is $1.65 per sq.ft. for 
residential uses and $0.27 per sq.ft. for commercial and 
industrial uses. This figure is adjusted to reflect increases 
in construction costs. Currently, San Diego Unified is 
charging $1.58 and $0.26 per sq.ft. respectively. However, 
increases can be expected soon. 


THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY RECOGNIZES THE NEED 
The construction industry recognizes the importance of 
adequate classrooms to maintain a high quality education 
system and to build communities with a broad range of . 
high quality public facilities, including schools. 


7 ~#,..t...,..J:.:-./ . -~/ 
In San Diego alone 58,~babi~ will be born each 
year for the next twenty years. This will have an 
extraordinary impact on the school system- particularly K-
12. A new long-term approach is necessary to meet the 
challenge. 


HISTORY OF SCHOOL IMPACT FEES 
In 1986, the Legislature granted authority to school 
districts to directly impose fees on new development to 
help pay for the cost of housing new students. This 
authority was limited to a fee not to exceed $1.50 per 
square foot of residential construction, adjusted every two 
years to account for cost increases. 


In 1988, the first of three court cases was handed down 
which effectively removed the fee cap for those projects 
requiring a general plan amendment or a change in a local 
zoning. 


Mira Development Corporation y. City of San Diego 


In 1988 the Mira Development Corvoration v. City of San 
QkgQ considered the issue of school impact fees. The 
court ruled that school districts may go beyond the impact 
fee limitations and consider the availability of school 
facilities when making "legislative land use" decisions. 
Legislative land use decisions are: general plan 
amendments, specific plans, and specific plan amendments. 
This decision held that local cities and counties can deny 
approvals for legislative acts based on inadequate school 
facilities. 


Last year the San Diego County Board of Supervisors 
enacted a School Facilities Mitigation Ordinance which 
placed into ordinance form the Mira Decision. The 
ordinance requires applicants seeking approval of 
legislative actions to meet with the applicable school 
districts to determine whether the statutory fees would 
mitigate the full impact on school facilities. If the fees 
would not be sufficient, then the school districts would 
require the applicant to enter into a binding agreement to 
ensure that additional funding is made available. Decisions 
by the school districts are appealable to the Board of 
Supervisors. 
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NEW DIRECTIONS 


AFFORDABIUTY VS. ADEQUATE SCHOOL FACILITIES 
School districts are using this court-granted power to either 
stop projects altogether or to demand huge fees. These 
actions add thousands of dollars to the cost of housing. 


Examples: 


A typicall,500 sq.ft home pays $1.65 per sq.ft. This 
equals $2.475 per home. 


Many cities in Southern California demand more than 
$5.50 per foot or $8,250 per home. 


In Sacramento County, homes pay $2.67 a foot. This 
equals $4,005 a home. 


Chico Unified demands $4.17 per foot This equals $6,255 
per home. 


Visalia demands $4.27 per foot. This equals $6,405 per 
home. 


The total result of school fees in addition to other impact 
fees adds between $20,000 and $30,000 per home. 
Affordability is lost which in tum produces a new array of 
problems. 


CURRENT SYSTEM IS FAILING 


State Revenues 


General obligation bonds have been approved by voters at 
a rate of $800 million in both June and November elections 
of even numbered years since the November 1986 election. 
This constant level funding falls short because student 
population growth rates have doubled, from 100,000 new 
students in 1986 to more than 230,000 new students in 
1991. 


Operation and Maintenance of Schools 


If schools are built, can we afford to hire skilled teachers? 
Can we afford to retain skilled teachers? What about the 
communities ability to maintain and operate the school 
facilities? 
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The Blow-Up Clause 


In addition to inadequate bonds, a time bomb is ticking 
relative to future state-wide bonds. With the exception of 
the state-wide school bond set for the June and November 
1992 ballots, existing law states that if a state-wide bond 
fails to pass, the statutory fee cap is eliminated. Districts 
would then have authority to not only demand. but to 
actually impose fees up to $6.00 per sq.ft. or more! This 
would devastate housing affordability and still would not 
produce nearly the revenues needed for school 
construction. 


The local share 


In 1986. voters returned to school districts authority to seek 
voter approval for local GO bonds, an authority which had 
been removed by Prop. 13 in 1978. The problem, however, 
is that local bonds require a 2/3 vote of approval. The 
result of this 2/3 vote requirement is that local voters have 
never been able to generate the amount of revenue 
anticipated by the legislative agreement. 


New Home Builder I Renter Share 


Fee on development has been able to generate more than 
the anticipated amount of revenue. Through an 
unprecedented period of economic growth in the 1980's, 
California home builders produced a record number of new 
housing units. From 1986 through 1989, more than $1.325 
Billion was generated by home building alone for school 
construction! 


Double Whammy! 


Recession & Continued Student Increase 
Housing production fell from 238,000 units in 1989 to 
164,000 in 1990, and to 105,000 units in 1991. Fees from 
new development dropped dramatically. However, 
throughout this same period. student population increases 
in California continued to rise. 314,000 new homes were 
built in 1986, and 100,000 new students entered public 
schools. Yet , in 1991, with only 105,000 units of new 
housing, more than 230,000 new students entered public 
schools. 







NEW DIRECTIONS 


A NEW APPROACH IS NEEDED 
The State Department of Finance and the Department of 
Education agree that California needs $3 billion in 
classroom construction each year. This equates to building 
one classroom each hour, 24 hours per day, 365 days per 
year for the next decade. 


The solution calls for a return to the basics of the 1986 
facility funding agreement created by the Legislature. This 
agreement anticipates a shared responsibility involving a 
partnership of the state, local voters, and the construction 
industry, in meeting the need to house two million new K-
12 students over the next decade. 


The State Share 
State G. 0. Bonds should be expanded. Voters in 1992 will 
be asked to approve bonds of $1.9 billion in June and in 
November. The bonds will provide funding to build badly 
needed new K-12 classrooms and modernize existing 
schools to increase efficiency. The construction industry 
strongly supports these bond measures. Spin-off benefits 
of the $1.9 billion in school spending will create an 
estimated 65,000 new jobs to help stimulate the economy. 


The Blow-Up Clause 
This provision of state law should be repealed altogether. 
It is not good policy and would devastate housing 
affordability and still would not produce nearly the 
revenues needed for school construction. 


The School District Share 
Local G. 0. bonds should be made easier to approve. The 
legislature should give the option to local communities to 
authorize approval of local school bonds by majority vote. 
If and when such a change is authorized, local districts will 
be empowered to generate local revenue sufficient to meet 
their fair share. 


Proposition "0" San Diego City Schools 
On June 2, 1992, voters residing in the San Diego Unified 
School District will be asked to approve Proposition "0" to 
build and remodel school facilities. Passage of Proposition 
"0" would authorize the district to collect the tax rate of 
9.575 cents per $100 of assessed valuation, as originally 
approved by the voters in 1974. The tax increase to finance 
the proposed school projects would be $38.70 per year per 
$100,000 of assessed valuation. The construction industry 
supports passage of Proposition "0". 
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Projects in Proposition "0" -Everybody Benefits! 


New additions to Existing Schools include: 
Bell Jr. High; Challenger Jr. High; DePortola Middle; 
San Diego High; and Wangenheim Jr. High. 


Remodel and Modernize Existing Schools include: 
Balboa Elementary; Garfield Elementary; Hamilton 
Elementary; Bell Jr. High; Challenger Jr. High; 
Correia Jr. High; DePortola Middle; Farb Middle; 
Gompers secondary; Keiller Middle; Kroc Middle; 
Lewis Jr. High; Mann Middle; Marston Middle; 
Memorial Jr. High; Montgomery Jr. High; Muirlands 
Middle; O'Farrell Community; Pacific Beach Middle; 
Pershing Jr. High; Roosevelt Jr. High; Standley Jr. 
High; taft Jr. High; Wangenheim Jr. High; Wilson 
Middle; Morse High; and San Diego High. 


New Schools include: 
Balboa Area Elementary; Hoover I Crawford 
Elementary; Hoover I Crawford Middle; and San 
Diego Elementary. 


The New Home Buyers I Renters Share 
School impact fees should be continued. 


Builder Incentives 
Incentives to make build more schools and make affordable 
housing projects feasible. Incentives should be 
implemented including: design flexibility; density 
increases; thorough review of the land use elements to 
remove conflicts with housing elements; shortening the 
development review process; and narrower streets and 
fewer parking spaces especially near transit nodes. 


Sources 
California Building Industry Association, San Diego 
Association of Governments, San Diego Unified School 
District, Construction Industry Federation. 







I. History 


TAPO CANYON ROAD AND ALAMO STREET
MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT 


SIMI VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT/ 
CSA REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT, INC., AND 


LEDERER DEVELOPMENT, INC. 


JOINT PRESS RELEASE ...•••.. March 25, 1992" 


As a result of the State-wide educational funding crisis, the State has advised school districts 
throughout California that their future capital funding requirements would have to be generated 
for the most part, from local school district sources. The State has suggested that districts look 
to asset management and utilization as a key tool in responding to such capital funding require
ments. This has been included in an Executive Order of the Governor, and is set forth in 
Section 17732.3 of the Education Code. 


The Simi Valley Unified School District ("District"), has adopted a comprehensive asset 
management strategy to include utilizing surplus school sites as a source of revenue for it's 
present and future capital improvements, renovations, repairs and modernization. The District 
has declared the thirty-six (36) acre District owned site located at the northeast corner ofTapo 
Canyon Road and Alamo Street as surplus, and has obtained the appropriate State waivers. This 
site was formerly designated as a high school site, but is not presently or in the future needed 
for such purpose, and is twelve ( 12) acres short of the currently desired size of forty-eight (48) 
acres for a modern high school. 


The State has suggested that school districts enter into publidprivate partnerships to generate 
revenues from development of excess properties. The District, therefore, requested interested 
developers to submit their qualifications for developing the site. Twenty-seven (27) developers 
responded and the District invited thirteen ( 13) of those developers to submit a development 
concept for the site. CSA Real Estate Development, Inc., of Tustin, California, and Lederer 
Development, Inc., of Los Angeles, California, were selected as the potential · joint venture 
partners, and entered into an agreement with the District to negotiate a Limited Partnership 
Agreement. The District and the developers negotiated an agreement authorizing the developers 
to pursue the development of the property as a General Partner, with the District as a Limited 
Partner. 


A City-District Committee was formed to examine the appropriate development concept for 
the site, however, that committee did not achieve a consensus as to the most appropriate land 
use pattern. 
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The District decided to invite volunteers City-wide to form a Citizen's Task Force, along with 
the designees of the respective Neighborhood Councils to recommend to the District, a 
development concept which would raise revenue for the District, while respecting the interests 
and concerns of the adjacent residential neighborhoods. The Citizen's Task Force recommended 
a mixed-use development consisting of approximately 2.99 acres of single-family homes on the 
south side of Avenida Simi with 3.57 acres of senior citizens affordable homes and 3.57 acres of 
affordable teacher rental homes, immediately south of the single-family homes. South of senior's, 
and teacher housing, would be a twenty-six (26) acre retail shopping center which would 
produce the major portion of the income for the District. This is more graphically portrayed 
in the accompanying Development Conceptual Plan and Proposed General Plan Land Use 
Designation Map. 


The District adopted the Citizen's Task Force recommended development concept, including the 
recommendation to form a Design Review Committee comprised of City-wide residents and 
residents of the adjacent residential properties. 


The District submitted its request for the pre-screening of its General Plan Amendment request 
to the City on February 28, 1992, in order to permit implementation of the Task Force's 
recommended concept. The District also encouraged and pursued public meetings in the 
adjacent neighborhoods to obtain input regarding the concerns and suggestions of the residents 
of these neighborhoods. Two meetings have been held to date and at least two more are 
anticipated. 


These neighborhood oriented meetings supplement the four (4) public hearings conducted by 
the Citizen's Task Force prior to reaching its recommendation to the District. 


It is intended that the development of this key site in Simi Valley will be reflective of the desires 
and needs of the citizens of Simi Valley, while being a good neighbor to the citizens which reside 
adjacent to the site. The District and its development partners have undertaken to determine 
these desires and needs, through meetings and hearings conducted by the Citizen's Task Force, 
neighborhood input meetings, and future Design Review Committee hearings and meetings. The 
District has undertaken this "grass-roots" approach to development in response to its 
responsibility. as a trustee of this valuable property owned for the benefit of the students of Simi 
Valley. 


II. Benefit to District 


It is projected that the proposed development components, if operated for ten (I 0) years and 
then sold, would provide approximately $39,000,000 in revenue to the District. This is 
compared with the revenue, if the property was sold today in its present condition and zoning, 
which is estimated would being $5,000,000, resulting in a total of approximately $13,000,000, if 
invested for a comparable ten-year period. If the property was developed under its current 
zoni"ng, and the proceeds were all invested for a ten-year period, it is estimated that the project 
could return approximately $24,300,000, over ten (I 0) years; however, a large portion of those 
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proceeds may have to be paid to the State to repay the outstanding state bond debt of the 
District, as would also, be the case if the property was sold outright. Therefore, the District 
probably would receive fifty percent (50%) or less, of these funds under these conditions. It is 
relatively clear that the suggested mixed-use development proposal would provide the greatest 
return to the District by far. 


Ill. Development would be in Harmony with Adjacent Uses. 


The mixture of single-family homes, along the northern portion of the site adjacent to Avenida 
Simi, and the senior citizen's and teacher oriented housing, immediately to the south of the 
proposed single family homes would provide a two block buffer between the existing residential 
neighborhood and the shopping center portion of the development. The eleven to fifteen (I I -
IS) single family homes built along Avenida Simi would be perfectly compat,ible with the current 
neighborhood, immediately north of Avenida Simi and would compliment the residential 
neighborhood to the east of the site. Lot sizes would average nine thousand (9,000) square feet, 
and the home sizes would vary from two thousand to three thousand (2,000-3,000) square feet. 


The senior citizen's housing would be across the street from the City's Senior Citizen's Center, 
while the teacher oriented housing would be adjacent to the single-family residential property 
east of the site. 


The retail portion of the site would be entered from T apo Canyon Road and Alamo Street, 
bounded by the Civic Center complex on the west, the Lusk Development on the southwest, 
the existing retail development and residential area on the south, and a mixture of single-family 
residences and apartment complexes to the east, which would be separated by thick landscape 
buffers. Traffic from the shopping center would be directed away from residential areas and the 
development itself, would serve as a buffer for the surrounding residential areas from the noise, 
traffic and fumes generated along Tapo Canyon Road and Alamo Street, especially at the 
intersection. 


IV. City-Wide Civic Uses 


The shopping center of twenty-six (26) acres will contain seven (7) acres of civic, cultural and 
open-space uses, such as a museum exhibiting displays of local and historical significance, plus 
water elements and internal landscape open-spaces. This will create a "campus like:' environment 
which is in harmony with the orientation of the City's Civic Center. 


V. Affordable Housing for Seniors and Teachers 


In order to qualify for affordable housing "points" under the Simi Valley Residential Building 
Permit Allocation (Ordinance No. 754), which is intended to control growth, a residential 
development must have twenty-five (25%) of the residences dedicated to affordable housing. 
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The District's proposal would contain one hundred percent (I 00%) affordable housing for seniors 
and new teachers to the District. This could also provide an incentive for highly qualified new 
teachers to work for the District. 


VI. Limited Risk to the District 


The District's liability exposure will be imited to the land which it contributes, as the District 
will be a "limited partner". The exposure of the District's land to liability, will not commence 
until a construction loan is made. The land will not be contributed to the partnership until 
development approvals from the City are obtained. Current construction lending standards 
require the partnership to have tenant commitments for at least seventy percent (70%) of the 
available space, of which fifty percent (50%) would have to be "credit worthy tenants". This 
amount of rental commitment, before the District's land is exposed to liability, would be 
sufficient to absorb all operating costs plus the loan, thereby, substantially reducing any risk. The 
District's liability exposure will be further reduced as one third of the land's value will be paid 
to the District from the proceeds of the construction loan, for which the District will have no 
personal liability. 


The Developer, as the General Partner will, however, be liable for all loans. The District's 
liability will be completely eliminated within twelve ( 12) months of its initial incurrenc.e as a result 
of the District receiving the balance of the value of the land from the permanent loan. 
Thereafter, the District will have no liability, whatsoever. In addition, at no time will there be 
any liability of the District's General Fund, or liability against the credit or good faith of the 
District. 


VII. Increased Employment 


The construction of the project will generate in excess of 300 temporary jobs and the operation 
of the shopping center portion of the project, will generate approximately 450 permanent jobs. 


VIII. Increase in City Sales Tax Revenue 


The retail component of the development should generate in excess of $450,000, in additional 
annual sales tax revenue to Simi Valley. 


IX. Real Property Tax Increment 


The project should provide the City Redevelopment Agency with in excess of $400,000, in 
annual real estate taxes, which should increase annually pursuant to Proposition 13 reassess
ments. 
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TAPO CANYON ROAD AND ALAMO STREET 
MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT 


SIMI VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT/ 
CSA REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT, INC. AND 


LEDERER DEVELOPMENT, INC 


"BENEFITS TO CITY, REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY, AND COMMUNITY" 


A development of this magnitude will have significant positive benefits on the City of Simi Valley, 
the Simi Valley Redevelopment Agency, and the community in terms of potential revenues, jobs, 
affordable housing, and educational superiority. 


Educational Superiority 


The City of Simi Valley can take pride in the quality of education it provides its students, and in 
the high educational standards held by the teachers and parents of the community. This quality 
comes from a commitment to a comprehensive and state-of-the-art educational curriculum; the 
quality and technological aspects of its educational facilities; and the financial resources provided 
to operate, maintain, and expand an educational system that meets the changing needs of its 
students and the community, in a rapidly changing domestic and international climate. 


The District cannot allow the system to fail. The District has been put on notice that it cannot 
count on State and Federal financial commitments necessary to keep pace with these changing 
times, or the upkeep of its facilities. 


Through sound asset management and the maximization of revenue producing activities, the 
District will be able to maintain the superiority of the Simi Valley educational system, resulting 
in a learned community which will enhance the business, civic, cultural and social life and 
prosperity of the City. 


Employment 


The development of the retail center will generate approximately 435(.±) permanent jobs at the 
shopping center. In addition, the construction of the shopping center and the residential 
components will generate approximately 300(.±) temporary jobs over a period of 18--24 months, 
requiring various trades and services. The projection of permanent jobs is based upon the San 
Diego Area of Governments (SANDAG) respected employment generation studies which are 
used Statewide, and which substantiates, at a minimum, that retail shopping centers generate one 
(I) employee for each 450 sq.ft. of building area. 
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Most recently, the National Coalition for Educational Facilities has estimated that for every 
$1 ,000,000 in publidprivate construction dollars expended on a development, there is a spin-off 
effect of twenty-seven (27) jobs in the community, directly related to the development and 
indirectly supported by development activities. This development will generate approximately 
$35 million in construction representing approximately 945 total permanent jobs in the 
community. 


Sales Tax Revenue 


The commercial retail portion of the development has the potential of generating sales tax to 
the City over I 0-years of in excess of $4,400,000 or $440,000 annually, assuming a conservative 
projection of $175.00 average gross sales per square foot of retail in the first year of operation. 
A high end shopping center in non-recessionary times can generate an average gross sales of 
$225.00 per square foot in the first year. Therefore these projections are quite conservative 
when considering that the shopping center will not be open until late 199 5 or early 1996. 


Redevelopment Agency Tax Increment Revenue 


The development has the potential of annually generating property tax increment to the 
Redevelopment Agency in excess of $430,000, increasing annually as a result of the Proposition 
13 reassessments. This assumes a taxable investment of land and improvements of over 
$40,000,000. The Redevelopment Agency will also reap the benefits of higher assessments 
resulting from future sales of any portion of the project. 


Affordable Housing 


The development will result in 54-55(±) affordable senior citizen housing apartments, and 54-
66(±) affordable teacher "garden" or "patio" homes, together allocating 7.14(±) acres, or 
approximately 20% of the entire property for affordable housing. 


Even more significant is that this affordability will be long-term as ownership of these residential 
complexes will remain in the Limited Partnership in order to meet the School District's 
commitment to utilize portions of the property for general public benefit. Certainly, in a 
maturing community, the need for affordable senior citizen housing increases. The District's 
proposal responds to that increasing need in Simi Valley. 


In addition, school districts throughout the State are competing for the best and most qualified 
teachers in order to maintain the quality of education in their community. By providing 
affordable teacher housing, an incentive can be offered by the District at no financial risk or 
liability, to capture the most qualified teachers for the benefit of Simi Valley students. 
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Tax Benefits to the Community 


The District asset management strategy, resulting in the maximization of revenues from surplus 
properties, will enable the District to attain an ongoing annual revenue flow to ensure that the 
District will not have to depend, solely, on the limited resources of the State budgetary process 
and the continual financial crises at the State level. It will also minimize the District's need to 
seek community-wide property tax overrides, assessments, and general obligation bond 
authorization, which is a direct benefit to every property owner in the community. 


This intent will significantly enhance the benefit of living in Simi Valley and the values of all 
properties, maintain a competitive edge over communities who will continue to have to look to 
their constitutents for greater and greater tax revenues. 


"public/private project management, feasibility and implementation" 


MARSHALL KRUPP 
President 


730 EL CAMINO WAY • SUITE 200 • TUSTIN, CALIFORNIA 92680 
(714) 838-9900 • (714) 838-9998 
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JOB NO. ,1 .088.01 OEC.15,1991 


MAA. 23, 1992 


CIVIC CENTER 


LANDSCAPE BUFFER 


COMMERCIAL OISTRICl 
(TOWN & COUNTRY SHOPPING CENTER) 


26.0 AC 


PEDESTRIAN 'P ACCESS 


TAPO CANYON/ ALAMO TOWN & COUNTRY CENTER 
SIMI VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 


SIMI VAllEY/ CSA- LO PARTNERS, L.P. II, a California 
limited Partncnhip 


A Joint Venture Between: 


Simi Valley Unified School Distrid 
And 


CSA REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT, INC. 
~~g~r~:~:~~:.~f:i~c., a Gencr.tf Putncrship 


Tustin, California 92680 
(71•1 838-9900 


N 


E9 
SITE SUMMARY- ALTERNATE 8 


1. RESIDENTIAL· MEDIUM DENSITY 2.99 AC 
TOP OF DEVELOPMENT RANGE 0 3.7 UNITS/AC • 11 UNITS 
TOP OF BONUS RANt;Eil5 UNITS/AC oilS UNIIS . 


2. RESIDENTIAL· HIGH DENSITY (SENIOR CITIZENS' HOUSING) 3.57 AC 
TOP OF DEVELOPMENT RANGE 015 UNITS/AC • 54 UNITS 
TOP OF BONUS RANGE 0 1B.75 UNIT5/AC • 66 UNITS 


3. RESIDENTIAL- HIGH DENSITY (TEACHERS' HOUSING) 3.57 AC 
TOP OF DEVELOPMENT RANGE 0 15 UNITS/AC • 54 UNITS 
TOP OF BONUS RANGEO 1B.75 UNITS/AC • 66 UNITS 


4. COMMERCIAL DISTRICT 26.00 AC 
BUILDING AREA: 
TRADITIONAL (25% LOT COVERAGE) • 272,250 SF 
TOWN &COUNTRY (18% LOT COVERAGE) =196 020 SF 


TOTAL LAND AREA 36.13 AC 


PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL 
LAND USE PLAN 







GOVERNMENT CODE 


§ 65852.9. Rezoning unused school sites 
(a) The Legislature recognizes that unused school sites represent a 
potentially major source of revenue for school districts and that 
current law reserves a percentage of unused school sites for park and 
recreational purposes. It is therefore the intent of the Legislature to 
ensure that unused school sites not leased or purchased for park or 
recreational purposes pursuant to Article 5 (commencing with Section 
39390) of Chapter 3 of Part 20 of the Education Code can be 
developed to the same extent as is permitted on adjacent property. It 
is further the intent of the Legislature to expedite the process of 
zoning such property to avoid unnecessary costs and delays to the 
school district; however, school districts shall be charged for the 
administrative costs of such rezoning. 
(b) If all of the public entities enumerated in Section 39394 of the 
Education Code decline a school district's offer to sell or· lease school 
property pursuant to Article 5 (commencing with Section 39390) of 


Chapter 3 of Part 23 of the Education Code, the city or county 
having zoning jurisdiction over the property shall, upon request of the 
school district, zone the school site as defined in Section 39392 of the 
Education Code, consistent with the provisions of the applicable 
general and specific plans and compatible with the uses of property 
surrounding the school site. The school site shall be given the same 
land use control treatment as if it were privately owned. In no event 
shall the city or county, prior to the school district's sale or lease of 
the school site, rezone the site to open-space, park or recreation, or 
similar designation unless the adjacent property is so zoned, or if so 
requested or agreed to by the school district. 
A rezoning effected pursuant to this section shall be subject to any 
applicable procedural requirements of state law or of the city or 
county. 
A school district which requests a zoning change pursuant to this 
section shall, in the fiscal year in which the city or county incurs 
costs in effecting the requested zoning change, reip1burse the city or 
county for the actual costs incurred by it. 
Added Stats 1985 ch 822 § 1. 


Cross References: 
Surplus school playground, playing field, and recreational property: Educ C 


§§ 39390 et seq. 







EDUCATION CODE 


§ 17732.3. Utilization of surplus school buildings by school district to generate revenue under joint venture 
(a) Any school district for which one or more projects has been funded under this chapter may, pursuant 
to written agreement with any other public or private person or entity, utilize any school buildings, land, 
or other real property interest that the governing board determines is not needed for school purposes, and 
will not be needed for school purposes within the next 30 years, in a joint venture with that person or entity 
to generate revenues for school facilities purposes, pursuant to the following conditions: 
(1) The district has developed a school district asset utilization plan, setting forth the information required 
under subdivision (b), which plan has been the subject of a public hearing, and the governing board of the 
district has made the finding that the implementation of the plan will benefit the district. 
(2) Prior to the execution by the school district governing board of any agreement regarding the utilization 


of the school buildings or land, or both, under a joint venture pursuant to this section, the school district 
asset utilization plan has been submitted for, and has received, the review and approval of the State 
Allocation Board. No later than 90 days after the receipt of the plan, the board shall determine whether 
to approve the plan, which approval shall be granted ~the board. finds the plan to comply with this section. 
(3) Once every three years after .the approval of any plan pursuant to paragraph (2), the school district 
shall update the plan with information regarding the disposition of the revenues received· by the district 
from the utilization of the school buildings or land, or both, under the joint venture, including the effect 
of those revenues upon the school facility needs for which the district may otherwise be eligible under this 
chapter .or under any other school facilities program administered by the board, together with such other 
information as the board may require, and shall resubmit the plan to the board for its review and approval. 
In the event that the board refuses to approve the plan on the · basis that the district is no longer in 
substantial compliance with this section, the surplus school buildings or land, or both, utilized under the 
joint venture shall no longer be exempt from the rental requirements of Section 17732._. . . 
(4) Pursuant to a school district asset utilization plan approved under this section, the school district may 
uiilize school buildings or land, or both, in a joint venture, · the revenues from · which shall be placed by the 
district in ·a separate fund. The principal and interest from that separate fund may be expended by the 
district . m1ly for the following school facilities pu.iposes, as authorized under the approved plan, in 
accor_dance with the pupil loading and cost standards established pursuant to this chapter: the acquisition 
of land, ~ew construction, reconstruction, modernization, rehabilitation, and deferred maintenance. 
(b) For purposes of this section, a school district asset utilization plan shall include, but not necessarily be 
limited to, all of the following: · 


(1) A specific d~ption of the surplus school buildings or land, or both, to be utilized under the joint 
venture. 
(2) The identification of the current educational uses of the surplus school buildings or land, or both, and 
of the educational uses proposed under the joint venture. 
(3) The identification of the ~urrent non·educational uses of the surplus school buildings or land, or both, 
and of the noneducational uses proposed under the -joint venture, and a specific · assessment of the 
compatibility of those uses with any applicable general or specific governmental land use plans and with 
applicable zoning restrictions. · · · · · · --. . · 


(4) A description of the prospective economic benefits to be derived by the district from the joint venture. 
(5). A_ desc~p~OJ?. of the. prospeetiv~ "education~ benefi~. to b~ de.rived by the .district from the Joint venture. 
(6) A comprehensive description of the joint venture, including, but . not limited to, . a description of the 
intended means of financing the joint venture. · · · · 


.. .. . . . 
(7) A plan for the disposition of the revenues received by the district from the joint venture. 
Amended Stats 1990 ch 216 § 12 (SB 2510). 
·Amendments: ' 
1990 Amendment Routine code maintenance. 
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 


STAT:: OF CALIFORNIA 


!XLOHI ilt OIIDD D-77-~ 


RECEIVED ~lAR 


~. the Sta~e of California own• land and proper~y vor~h billion• of 


dollarc: and 


~. unuaed or undanued land or prope~ can be aa .... lled in cooperacioa 
vith ~be private a.c~or for ~he beneiit of the Sta~• and ita people: and 


VH:!ltUS. Tbe Viaioa: California lOlO repon of the Califonlia ~onoaic 


Oeovelopaan~ Corporatioa and the Coaaiacio'll oa Califonri..a Stat., eo-~c 
Organi~a~ioa and Ecouea~ reeomaended tba~ the State ahould ~r~~ aanat~ea.'llC of 
itc landa and proper~ to iocre••• return to the State: and 


~. L-or~ed .. aa~eaent of State land and prope~ eaa 11•c~rate r~enuea 
throut~a cucb aeana •• aale. leaae, t~ade or joint d~elopeec~ vith private firac: 
and 


~- reYeDUea generated by cuco aeana can be uaed to finance con.~rac~ioa · 


and opera~1on of public projectc: aod 


111JEJUt.LS. Sta~e a~anciea are r~u:..r..ct to prep•~ and aa:Ustain aa ~eatery of 
their land and prope~: aod 


~. it ia io tbe public i~tereac for tbe State to actiYely 
land and property and for private fir=a to finance and aaaac• public 
cooperation vitb tbe State: 


HO'l. 'I1IUltl'OIUt. I. CZORC1t D!DD<LJUll. Go¥eraor of t b• St ua of C4Uifor.e:i.&. !»y 
virtue of tbe pover aod au~bori~y ~eated in •• by tbe Coeatitwtioa aod eta~•• of 
tbe Sta~e of California. do herebY icaue tbia ordar to \aeoa. effeetiYe ~
ately: 


1. !t ic tbe policy of tbe State to actiYely aaaa1e it• laad aDi prwpe~ 
for ...n- public bendit and bi&baat aDi a. .. ~ uae. vorid.q iJt. 
coooeration vitb tha pri~ata a.etor. Tn affect thia policy tbe State 
cball eatabliab a pro-act1Ya aaaet &&Dal .... t fuaetioa. 


2. There ia ritb:Us tbe eo-.aroor'a Office of Pl..a.aa:ittc aM IAeea~h aa aaaec 
a&JU~--t fuactioa throu11o vnicb the Direc1:or aiLall -.nee p~eU,e 
aaaet aaaa11~C actiY1~~·• aod coordiaa~• State •ffort• to 4..-lo' 
pro;..:~• joutiy wicb deoaraan~• and tbe ,ri,.~e •eetor •• _ ne Dir~or 
chall ~ncour•~• an4 aaa~•t Stace at~eeciaa to ~1 .... ~. the 'rot~ 
r.,n.- aD4 ep"'"'e ~o.aJ.a, plaaa, prvcadare• aDi a'eeifie pro,ec&l• 
de-rel011" by tb-. vorit v-ith the pri"Yace •ector to pnl'l'ide Woraatioa 
aod aaaiataoce about oopor~n1tiea for d~elooaeet, iaaue aa acaaal 
~aport oa i~• acbia.~•ata and acti"Yitiea. aa4 ••r eacabl~b adYL.ory 
grouva •• ne.e.d to carry out ita ducie•. 
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e. 


Take appropriate actioa to aaaa~e their lano aad property to further 
tne State aaaet mana~e.ent policy: 


Ecploy cucb metbode ac leaae. cale. or trade of unueed or underuaed 
State land or prooerty. and joint vesture• vitb tbe private cector. 
vnere aoproor1ate. in order to enaure aaz1cu. public benefit: 


Develop ~oalc. and oroc~uree to imol~ent tbia order. 
caoaoilitiec of tbe or1vate cector voere appropr1ate. 
deve1opeent potent1ai ana undertaxe proJects: 


employin~ the 
to acaeec 


~eveloo coecific proooeale for mana~1n~ unused or underueed property 
lor the bener1t of State oro~rame ano or~an1ze tboae oroooaale in an 
annual plan to be cuoe1tted to aoproor1ate asenciea for approval: 


Coordinate vitb tbe oro-active acaet eanac~nt function propoaala 
to finance and conatruct State buildin~e and other facilitiea. 


ProJects develooed pureuant to tbie policy aball be cubject to the 
approval of t~e Public Worke Board. in •~in~ ita determinat1onc tbe 
boaro cball conaider tbe utilization of pro-active aaaet maoa~~t to 
accoeolicb tbe soale of tbe projectc. 


qrrRXSS ~ I brwe hereunto cet my band 
ana caueed tae Great Seal of the State of 
California to be affi%ed tbic 22nd day of 
..iune 1989. 


/7~~~~~ 
Covernoriof uliforl1ia d 
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


10 


11 COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, et al., ) Case No. 578681 
) 


12 Plaintiffs, ) TENTATIVE STATEMENT 
) OF DECISION 


13 v. ) 
) 


14 KENNETH CORY, et al. , · ) 
) 


15 Defendants. ) ___________________________ ) 
16 


17 I. 


18 NATURE OF THE CASE 


19 This case challenges the property tax revenue allocation 


20 scheme in California, known as "A. B. 8," which was enacted by the 


21 Legislature in 1979 as a permanent means of implementing 


22 Proposition 13. 


23 The County of San Diego plaintiffs allege that this 


24 allocation scheme violates not only the equal protection clauses 


25 of the state and federal constitutions, but the very purpose and 


26 intent of taxpayer reform in California under Proposition 13. 


27 Plaintiffs further allege that these violations, and the 


28 resulting inequities in local fiscal capability suffered by the 
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residents of the County of San Diego, can be corrected only 


through judicial intervention. 


The State of California defendants contend that the 


challenged property tax allocation scheme does not violate equal 


protection guarantees because it is rationally related to a 


number of legitimate governmental purposes. Defendants further 


contend that the A.B. 8 scheme is consistent with the purposes 


and intent of Proposition 13, and that the decision whether and 


when to repeal A.B. 8 should be left to the Legislature. 


There is no dispute that the A.B. 8 allocation scheme does 


in fact discriminate against the County of San Diego and other 


similarly situated counties. Through an extremely co~plex and 


confusing set of formulae, the A.B. 8 scheme classifies or 


distinguishes each of the 58 counties in California based not on 


each county's need for property tax revenue, but upon on their 


respective pre-Proposition 13 taxing and spending patterns, and 


perpetually favors the previously "high tax/high spend" counties 


by allocating to the non-school governmental agencies in those 


"advantaged" counties a greater share of the property tax dollars 


collected in those counties than is allocated to similar agencies 


in the previously "low tax/ low spend" counties like the County of 


San Diego. 


The Court concludes that the A.B. 8 property tax allocation 


scheme violates not only the equal protection clauses of both the 


State and Federal constitutions, but is unconstitutional and 


cannot stand for the further reason that it violates the very 


purpose and intent of taxpayer reform in California under 


Proposition 13. 
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To explain why A.B. 8 is unconstitutional, it is necessary 


to understand what it is, how it evolved, and how it 


discriminates against the county of San Diego government, the 


residents of the County of San Diego, and the residents of 


similarly situated counties. It is also essential to understand 


and quantify the sheer magnitude of the harm which this statutory 


allocation scheme has inflicted on this County. 


II. 


FACTUAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 


Prior to the passage of Proposition 13 (Cal. Canst., article 


XIII A), local governmental agencies were free to set the local 


property tax rate that each would impose upon its citizens. This 


taxing system also left local governments free to establish 


spending priorities and limits, as defined by their available 


revenues. Counties which chose to tax }ligh could also spend 


high; the converse was true of counties which chose to keep taxes 


at a low rate. 


Also prior to the passage of Proposition 13, assessed 


property values in San Diego County began to increase 


dramatically, which threatened to increase property taxes to a 


level that was unacceptable to County residents. In response to 


this problem, the fiscally conservative county government reduced 


property tax rates. 


agency. 


It was a "low taxjlow spend" governmental 


A. Proposition 13: 


On June 6, 1978, the California voters passed Proposition 


13, a constitutional amendment which represented a condemnation 


of "high taxjhigh spend" government, and which fundamentally 


3 







1 altered the property tax system in California by, among other 


2 things, limiting the real property tax rate that could be 


3 


4 


5 


assessed in each county of the State to one percent (1%) of the 


1 full cash value of real property. 


Among other things, this tax revolt measure had as its 


6 express goals the principles of being "fair" and "equal." In the 


7 ballot pamphlet, the proponents of Proposition 13 also expressly 


8 promised the voters that its passage would not result in the 


9 reduction of local governmental services that had been funded by 


10 property taxes. 


11 Proposition 13 drastically curtailed the revenue of 


12 counties, cities and special districts. Statewide, Proposition 


13 13 reduced the property tax revenue availab:le to local 


14 governments by approximately six and a half billion dollars ($6.5 


15 billion) . 2 The fiscal impact on the County government alone in 


16 the County of San Diego was enormous: its property tax revenue 


17 was reduced in 1978 by 60 percent (60%). 3 


18 An emergency situation was thus created by the passage of 


19 Proposition 13 three ( 3) weeks before the start of the next 


20 fiscal year [1978-1979], which was set to take place on July 1, 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


1978. To implement Proposition 13, the Legislature was faced 


1 
Article XIIIA, section 1 provides, "(a) The maximum amount 


of any ad valorem tax on real property shall not exceed one 
percent (1%) of the full cash value of such property. The one 
percent (1%) tax to be collected by the counties and apportioned 
according to law to the districts within the counties." 


2 Testimony of Manuel Lopez [Reporter's Transcript 
(hereafter referred to as "RT") at page 487, lines 15-21]. 


3 
Testimony of San Diego County Director of Financial 


Management, Manuel Lopez [RT 548:7- 549:8). 


4 







1 with the immediate and urgent task of determining how to 


2 distribute the reduced amount of property tax revenues that would 


3 be assessed and collected in the 58 counties in the State. 


4 Although every local government agency in every county was now 


5 facing an impending budgetary crisis, the agencies in "high 


6 tax/high spend" counties were clearly going to suffer a greater 


7 loss of revenue than the "low taxjlow spend" counties like San 


8 Diego. 


9 At this same time, the Legislature was facing another 


10 serious and challenging problem. Two years earlier, in 1976, the 


11 California Supreme Court had issued its decision in the Serrano 


12 v. Priest school funding case, holding that it was the obligation 


13 of the State of California to ensure that the public schools in 


14 each county be funded on a per-child basis in an equitable 1 


15 manner, regardless of the relative wealth or poverty of each 
-


16 school district. 4 In other words, the Serrano decision required 


17 that the amount of dollars available per child not be 


18 significantly different amongst the school districts. 5 When the 


19 voters passed Proposition 13, the Legislature was still faced 


20 with the problem of how to comply with this mandate. 


21 B. S.B. 154 Emergency "Bail-Out" Program: 


22 To cope with these problems, and begin the implementation of 


23 Proposition 13, the Legislature enacted an emergency one-year 


24 "bail-out" program known as "S.B. 154," which was intended to 


25 "cushion" the impact on local governments, and provide a 


26 


27 


28 


4 


5 


Serrano v. Priest (1976) 18 Cal.3d 728. 


Testimony of Peter Schaafsma [RT 193:14-16]. 


5 







1 temporary property tax revenue allocation system for Fiscal Year 


2 
6 1978-1979 only. At the time Proposition 13 was passed, the 


3 state had more than five billion dollars ($5 billion) in budget 


4 surplus revenues and, since an additional surplus would be 


5 generated during the next year, it was believed that 


6 approximately seven to eight billion dollars ($7-$8 billion) in 


7 surplus money would be available to the State in Fiscal Year 


8 1978-79. 7 Under S.B. 154, this surplus revenue was distributed 


9 to local governments in the form of "block grants." 


10 The goal of S.B. 154 was to limit the loss of property tax 


11 revenue to the local governmental agencies in each county to 


12 
8 roughly ten percent (10%). To accomplish this goal, S.B. 154 


13 was designed to allocate to local agencies the property tax 


14 revenue estimated to be generated in each county in proportion to 


15 what each agency's portion of the property tax revenues had been 


16 prior to Proposition 13, and to distribute a portion of the State 


17 surplus revenues to the local ·agencies in the form of "block 


18 grants. " 9 The total amount of property tax revenues collected 


19 in each county would be allocated to the non-school local 


20 agencies in each county (that is, the county government, cities 


21 and special districts) in proportion to the average amount of 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


6 The property tax revenue allocation system for Fiscal Year 
1978-79 was enacted in Statutes 1978, chapters 292 and 332, part 
of which is codified in Government Code section 26912. Amador 
Valley Joint union High School District v. State Board of 
Equalization (1978) 22 Cal.3d 208, 226. 


7 Testimony of John Kirlin [RT 487:22 488:1). -
8 Testimony of Martin Helmke [RT 38:1-7]. 


9 Testimony of Martin Helmke [RT 37:14-27; 41:24 - 42:24 ) . 
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1 property taxes raised by each of these non-school agencies in the 


2 
10 past three (3} years. This three-year averaging of the portion 


3 to be allocated to each non-school agency was done at the request 


4 of Senator Jim Mills to lessen the impact of Proposition 13 on 


5 counties like the County of San Diego, which had been cutting 


6 . h f . t. 11 property tax rates pr1or tot e passage o Propos1 1on 13. The 


7 balance of the property tax revenues collected in each county 


8 would be allocated in Fiscal Year 1978-79 to the schools based on 


9 th t . h h d . d . th . 12 e por 1ons eac a rece1ve 1n e pr1or year. 


10 With respect to the distribution of surplus money block 


11 grants under s. B. 154, the high taxing county governments 


12 received greater amounts of the state surplus money than did the 


13 low . taxing county governments. In other words, the county 


14 governments that previously had a property tax rate significantly 


15 above the one percent (1%) Prop. 13 tax .rate received more bail-


16 out money to cushion the reduction in property tax revenues 


17 compared to those county governments that had a lower pre-


18 Proposition 13 tax rate. 13 At trial, William Brennan explained 


19 the complicated two-step process used by the State Controller's 


20 Office to calculate the amount of State bail-out money that would 


21 I I I 
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10 t. Tes 1mony 
281, Figure A-1; 
- 889:26]. 


of Martin Helmke [ RT 41: 8-18) . See also Exhibit 
and the testimony of William Brennan [RT 887:25 


11 t. t . Tes 1mony of Mar 1n Helmke [RT 40:5-9]. 


12 t . t. . . Tes 1mony of Mar 1n Helmke [RT ·3·9: 19). See also Exh1b1t 
281, Figure A-1; and the testimony of William Brennan [RT 890:4-
9]. 


13 t' f t' Tes 1mony o Mar 1n Helmke [RT 42:27- 43:7). 
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1 be given to county governments, cities and special districts in 


2 California under the S.B. 154 program. 14 


3 Following the enactment of the S.B. 154 emergency bail-out 


4 legislation, the Legislature was still faced with the task of 


5 enacting permanent legislation to complete the implementation of 


6 Proposition 13. This new legislation would need to address, 


7 among other things, the problem of how to allocate increases in 


8 property tax revenue generated by new construction. Under 


9 Proposition 13, property tax revenue can increase with respect to 


10 a piece of real property if it is newly constructed or if their 


11 is a change in ownership; otherwise, the property tax assessment 


12 is the value when it is acquired increased by no more than two 


13 
15 percent (2%) per year. Under the emergency.: S. B. 154 allocation 


14 scheme, an entire county region would reap the benefit of 


15 increased property tax revenues resulting from new construction, 


16 rather than the local governmental agencies that provided 


17 services to the specific area where the new construction 


18 occurred. The problem of how to allocate the increased property 


19 tax revenues resulting from new construction has been referred to 


20 as "the situs problem." 


21 I I I 


22 I I I 


23 I I I 


24 I I I 
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14 
Testimony of William Brennan [RT 892:17 - 897:16]; Exhibit 


281, Figure A-10. 


15 t. f t . Tes 1mony o Mar 1n Helmke [RT 91:1-20 ] . 
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·- - -----


1 c. The Discriminatory A.B. 8 Property Tax Allocation Scheme: 


2 In 1979, one year after the passage of Proposition 13, the 


3 Legislature created the A.B. 8 property tax revenue allocation 


4 scheme that is the subject of this lawsuit. 16 


5 Based on the evidence presented at trial, it is fair to say 


6 that the A.B. 8 scheme is so complex that it nearly defies 


7 comprehension. At trial, the State's expert, William Brennan, 


8 did the best he could to explain how A.B. 8 works. 17 However, at 


9 the end of his testimony, even Mr. Brennan admitted that the A.B. 


10 8 allocation system is "extremely confusing," "extremely 


11 complicated," and "tough to follow because of the changes that 


12 have taken place since the first year (of A.B. 8] • "
18 Mr. 


13 Brennan also agreed with criticism directed at A. B. 8 in 1987 


14 that the property tax allocation legal requirements are 


15 "cumbersome to administer," and "often contribute to confusions, 


16 misunderstandings and differences of opinions in implementation 


17 
19 procedures." Mr. Brennan further admitted that these 


18 descriptions of the A.B. 8 system are even more accurate today 


19 because of legislated changes in the adjustments that must be 


20 under A. B . 8 . 20 


21 I I I 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


16 The A.B. 8 permanent system of property tax revenue 
allocation was enacted in Statutes 1979, chapter 282 (codified in 
Revenue and Taxation Code section 93, and 95 et seq.). 


17 
Testimony of William Brennan (RT 887:16 - 960:19]; Exhibit 


281. 


18 Testimony of William Brennan [RT 914 13-19] . 


19 Testimony of William Brennan [RT 925:17 - 927:12]. 


20 Testimony of William Brennan (RT 927: 13-26]. 
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1 The evidence also reveals that it is not only the State's 


2 own expert who has found A.B. 8 complicated and confusing. The 


3 County plaintiffs' expert, Dr. John Kirlin, who had studied the 


4 legislative history of A.B. 8, stated in no uncertain terms that 


5 even the Legislature did not understand A.B. 8! Specifically, 


6 Dr. Kirlin testified that the Legislature did not understand the 


7 long-term effects of the A.B. 8 allocation scheme, and, if it had 


8 realized that A.B. 8 would take money from poorer counties and 


9 give it to more advantaged counties to cushion the impact of 


10 Prop. 13 on those counties simply on the basis of the advantaged 


11 counties' higher spending behavior before Prop. 13, the scheme 


12 would have been viewed as an inequitable and "politically 


13 
" 21 


explosive" solution, and-would not have been enacted. 


14 Although, for purposes of this lawsuit, the discriminatory 


15 effects of A.B. 8 are more important to understand than the 


16 complex mathematical formulae and adjustments involved in this 


17 scheme, it is important to understand some of its major features. 


18 Under A.B. 8, the amount each local agency in California 


19 receives is a combination of two {2} types of revenues: "base" 


20 revenues, and "increment" revenues. The "base" revenue is the 


21 amount of property tax received in the prior year, and the 


22 "increment" is the increase in property tax revenues that comes 


23 from new construction, changes in ownership of real property, and 


24 the annual two percent {2%) increase in assessments allowed under 


25 Prop. 13. 


26 I I I 


27 


28 21 t. . Tes 1mony of Dr. John K1rlin (RT 483:6- 487:2; 728:3-5 ] . 
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1 ThQs, in Fiscal Year 1979-1980 (which was the second year of 


2 Prop. 13 and the first year of A.B. 8) , the "base" amount of 


3 property taxes allocated to each county government, city, special 


4 district, and school district was the amount of property taxes 


5 and block grant money received by the agency the year before 


6 under the S.B. 154 "bail-out" program. It is important to note 


7 that A.B. 8 adopted the S.B. 154 allocation formula, so that each 


8 non-school agency received the average share of county property 


9 tax revenues it had received in the three (3) years preceding 


10 Proposition 13, and each school district received the share it 


11 had received in Fiscal Year 1977-1978 (the year preceding Prop. 


12 13) . As part of its "base" revenue, each local agency also 


13 received an amount of money equal to the "bail-out" block grant 


14 money received under S. B. 154. However, this time the money came 


15 not from State budget surplus money, but· rather from property tax 


' 16 money raised in the county where each local agency was located. 


17 Where did this property tax money come from? 


18 We now come to the second important feature of A.B. 8, and 


19 a key to understanding how A.B. 8 permanently discriminates 


20 against counties like the County of San Diego, which had been 


21 "lowjtaxjlow spend" counties before Proposition 13: Under A.B. 8, 


22 the continuing "bail-out" money given to non-school local 


23 government agencies in each county came from property taxes that 


24 were shifted from the schools, and the amount of the A.B. 8 shift 


25 was less for previously lower taxing counties than for higher 


26 t . t. 22 ax1ng coun 1es. 


27 


28 22 Testimony of Martin Helmke (RT 54:15-22]. 
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This shift in property tax money from schools to the non


school agencies, in an amount equal to the "bail-out" surplus 


money given to the agencies the year before under S.B. 154, has 


been referred to as the "A.B. 8 shift." This "A.B. 8 shift" was 


intended to provide local agencies in California with a permanent 


cushion against the reduction in property tax revenue caused by 


Proposition 13. However, this "bail-out" property tax money that 


was shifted from the schools was also intended to preserve the 


disparities between the counties that had been "high taxing/high 


spending" counties prior to Proposition 13, and those (like the 


County of San Diego) that had been "low taxing I low spending" 


counties. 


The shiftin9 of these "bail-out" property tax dollars from 


the schools to the county governments, cities and special 


districts, would obviously cause the schools in each county to 


suffer financially, unless these shifted dollars were replaced by 


dollars from some other revenue source. 


We now come to the third important feature of A.B. 8, which 


is also essential to understanding how A.B. 8 permanently 


discriminates against counties like the County of San Diego, 


which had been "lowjtaxjlow spend" counties before Proposition 


13: Under A.B. 8, the State of California uses general revenue 


dollars to replace the "bail-out" property tax dollars that are 


shifted from the schools to the non-school local agencies in each 


county region. This scheme of replacing the shifted school 


property tax dollars with State general revenue- dollars has been 


referred to as "back-filling." 


I I I 
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1 Thus, to permanently cushion the revenue-reducing effects of 


2 Proposition 13 on the advantaged counties that had been "high 


3 taxing/high spending" counties prior to the passage of 


4 Proposition 13, in Fiscal Year 1979-1980 (the first year of A.B. 


5 8), property tax dollars were shifted from schools to non-school 


6 agencies in each county in an amount equal to State surplus block 


7 grants that the agencies had received under the S.B. 154 "bail-


8 out" program, and the State then "back-filled" the loss to the 


9 schools of these property tax dollars on a dollar-for-dollar 


10 basis. 


11 Although not essential to an understanding of this lawsuit, 


12 it is interesting to note that the "A.B. 8 shift" of property tax 


13 dollars from schools, and the "back-filling" of these dollars 


14 with state general revenue dollars, was and is the principal 


15 means used by the State of California to tulfill its obligation 


16 under the California Supreme court's Serrano v. Priest school 


17 funding decision of ensuring that the amount of education dollars 


18 available per child not be significantly different amongst the 


19 public school districts.n 


20 Before discussing the discriminatory effects of the A.B. 8 


21 scheme, it is necessary to finish discussing how A.B. 8 works. 


22 As mentioned earlier, under A.B. 8 the amount of property 


23 tax revenue each local agency in California receives is a 


24 combination of two (2) types of revenues: "base" revenues, and 


25 


26 


27 


28 


23 
• 1" t"f" d Dr. K1r 1n tes 1 1e that one of the goals of A.B. 8 was 


the further equalization in school financing, and that A.B. 8 
started out as a schools facilities finance bill, and only 
gradually became an instrument to restructure local government 
financing in California. See RT 480:6-11. 
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"increment" revenues. The "base" revenue is the amount of 


property tax received in the prior year, and the "increment" is 


the increase in property tax revenues that comes from new 


construction, changes in ownership, and the annual 2% increase in 


assessments allowed under Prop. 13. 


How are these incremental property tax dollars allocated to 


local agencies under A.B. 8? It should be recalled that the 


Legislature was still faced with the so-called "situs problem," 


that is, the problem of how to allocate the increased property 


tax revenues generated by the building of shopping centers, new 


homes, and other kinds of new construction. The Legislature 


attempted to solve this problem through A.B. 8. 


The manner in which A.B. 8 allocates this growth in property 


tax revenue is also complex and confusing, and the State 1 s 


expert, William Brennan, again did · t~e best he could to 


1 
. 24 exp a1n. In simplified terms, A.B. 8 provide~ that this 


"increment, " the growth in property tax revenues from one year to 


the next, is to be distributed to local governmental agencies on 


what is called a "situs basis," that is, based on the geographic 


location of the properties that have increased in value. county 


tax assessors and auditors keep track of these properties within 


small geographic areas or "cells," which are called "Tax Rate 


Areas" (or TRA' s) . Local government agencies provide these TRA 1 s 


with services such as police and fire protection, road 


maintenance, and public health services, which are paid for by 


I I I 


24 • f . 11 ' Test1mony o W1 1am Brennan (RT 901:26- 903:8 ) . 
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property taxes assessed on the properties located within each 


TRA. 


A.B. 8 provides that, when property values increase within 


a particular TRA, only the local agencies providing services to 


that TRA will receive the additional property tax revenues. 


A.B. 8 also provides a formula for allocating these 


additional revenues to the local agencies serving a given TRA. 


This formula is the fourth important feature of A.B. 8, which is 


essential to an understanding of how A.B. 8 permanently 


discriminates against previously "low taxing/low spending" 


counties like the County of San Diego. The formula for 


allocating these "increment" property tax dollars is the same 


formula tha~was used in S.B. 154, and the same formula used in 


A.B. 8 to allocate the "base" portion of the property tax revenue 


carried over from the prior year: each local non-school agency in 


a given Tax Rate Area receives its average share of county 


property tax revenues collected in the TRA in the three (3} years 


preceding Proposition 13. 


Thus, for example, in Fiscal Year 1979-1980 (the first year 


of A.B. 8}, the increase in property tax revenues from the year 


before was allocated by a two-step process: first, to the Tax 


Rate Area where the growth occurred, and then among the local 


agencies that provided services to that TRA by means of a formula 


based on each agency's historical percentage share of the 


property tax dollars collected in that TRA before Proposition 13. 


Finally, the fifth important feature ~f A.B. 8 is that it 


provides that the "base" property tax revenues allocated to local 


agencies in a given fiscal year are added to the ''increment" or 
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growth in property tax revenues from the prior year, and this sum 


of property tax dollars gets "rolled over" into the next year, 


and becomes the "base" for the next year. 


Thus, in Fiscal Year 1980-1981 (the second year of A.B. 8, 


and the third year of Proposition 13), the total amount of "base" 


and "increment" property tax dollars .allocated to a local agency 


in the preceding year became the new "base" portion of property 


tax revenue to be allocated. Each local agency got this "base" 


amount plus its historical share of the "increment" or growth in 


property tax revenues collected in the Tax Rate Area serviced by 


each agency. 


III. 


HOW A.B. 8 DISCRIMINATES AGAINST "LOW TAX/LOW SPEND" COUNTIES 


The evidence produced at trial clearly established that the 


purpose and intent of the A.B. 8 property tax allocation scheme 


was to permanently preserve the per capita spending disparities 


between the "advantaged" counties, like Los Angeles County, that 


had been "high taxing/high spending" counties prior to the 


passage of Proposition 13, and the "lowjtaxingflow spending" 


counties, like the County of San Diego, which had been cutting 


property tax rates. There is absolutely no question that the 


A.B. 8 scheme has a built-in permanent bias in favor of the 


historically advantaged counties. 


One of the rationales of this scheme was that these high 


spending counties should be given a cushion to protect them from 


the drastic reduction in property tax revenue that resulted from 


the passage of Proposition 13, thereby avoiding drastic cuts in 


I I I 
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1 the services provided by the local governmental agencies in those 


2 counties. 


3 As noted above, the discrimination against the previously 


4 lower taxing counties began under the emergency S.B. 154 "bail-


5 out" program. 


6 However, as noted by the County plaintiffs' ex·pert, Dr. 
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Kirlin, the S.B. 154 "bail-out" money was "found money" which 


belonged to no one and was "up for grabs", since it came from 


State budget surplus funds, and therefore there was little 


political controversy about the use of this money to provide 


counties with a "cushion. n 25 


A.B. 8 continued this "cushion" or "bail-out" by making it 


a permanent part of the A.B. 8 property tax allocation formula. 


However, the State could no longer afford to maintain the local 


government services of the previously higher taxing counties by 


using State general funds. Therefore, the Legislature was faced 


with a problem: Proposition 13 expressly provided that the 


property tax dollars collected in a given county had to stay in 


that county. In other words, Prop. 13 prohibited using property 


tax dollars collected in one county to subsidize another county. 


Thus, the question for the Legislature was how to move the 


dollar bills around to maintain the local government services of 


the previously higher spending counties, but without actually 


shifting property tax dollars from one county to another. 


As discussed earlier, this problem was solved under A.B. 8 


by changing the source of the bail-out money from State surplus 


25 Testimony of Dr. John Kirlin (RT 483:2-19]. 
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dollars to property tax dollars that had previously been 


allocated to the schools. Under the clever so-called "A.B. 8 


shift" scheme, by using a formula that would favor the formerly 


"high tax/high spend" counties, these counties could be 


subsidized by shifting property tax dollars within counties from 


schools to county governments, cities and special districts, and 


then "back-filling" this loss of school tax money through State 


subsidies to those schools. If, as a result of this shifting of 


school property tax dollars, there was a shortfall in school 


funding, under the Serrano school funding decision, the State was 


obligated to make up this shortfall so that all school districts 


are equitably funded. 


Under A.B. 8, the formerly "high tax/high spend" counties 


are required to allocate to schools a smaller percentage of the 


property tax dollars collected annually in those counties than 


the formerly "low taxflow spend" counties are required to 


allocate to their schools. Thus, the advantaged counties can 


allocate to the non-school local agencies a greater percentage of 


property tax revenue than the disadvantaged counties. As a 


result, the disadvantaged counties have relatively fewer property 


tax dollars to spend on such non-school local government services 


such as police and fire protection, road maintenance and public 


health. 


The evidence presented at trial fully supports this 


25 analysis. 


26 In Fiscal Year 1989-1990, the County of San Diego was 


27 required under the A.B. 8 scheme to allocate a full fifty percent 


28 (50%) of the County's property tax revenues to schools, compared 
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to the statewide average of only thirty six percent (36%) for all 


t
. 26 58 coun 1es. 


As a result, in Fiscal Year 1989-1990, the non-school 


property-taxing agencies in San Diego County (that is, the county 


government, the cities, and the special districts) received only 


fifty percent (50%) of the local property tax revenues collected 


in the San Diego County region, compared to the statewide average 


of sixty four percent (64%), seventy six percent (76%) in Alameda 


County, seventy nine percent (79%) in Los Angeles County, and a 


full ninety one percent (91%) in the City and county of San 


Francisco. 27 


Although the County of San Diego is the second most populous 


county in the California, in 1988 it ranked 51st of the 58 


28 counties in terms of property tax share. 


The evidence also showed that the actual result of the A.B. 


8 system is that the previously low-taxing counties like the 


County of San Diego are subsidizing the previously high-taxing 


counties. Through the device of the Serrano school funding 


mechanism by which the State must make up all short-falls in 


funding of schools, the A.B. 8 school allocations have the effect 


of causing the previously low-taxing counties to subsidize the 


previously high-taxing counties. 


Mr. Brennan, an expert called by the State, testified that 


the A.B. 8 interplay of the school dollar into the property tax 


u See Exhibit 185. 


27 See Exhibits 182 and 185. 


28 Testimony of Peter Shaafsma [RT 222:9-11]. 
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dollar effectively transfers dollars between counties and, by 


using State general funds to pay for schools and property tax 


dollars to pay for local non-school needs, the property tax 


29 dollars would stay within each county. 


Another State witness, Mr. Helmke, testified at his 


deposition that, while it would be illegal for the state to take 


property tax from one county and give it to another, the State 


30 
could still "jimmy it around" through the school formula. 


Dr. Kirlin, an expert for the County plaintiffs, testified 


that, by varying among the counties the percentage of property 


taxes which goes to schools and having the State "back-fill" 


school revenues, the A.B. 8 property tax allocation scheme 


violates Proposition 13 by effectively shifting property tax 


revenues beyond the borders of · counties. 31 


The California Senate Commission on Property Tax Equity and 


Revenue in its June 1991 report on A.B. 8 found that the A.B. 8 


formula penalizes "in perpetuity" those citizens residing in 


jurisdictions maintaining low levels of property taxation in the 


pre-Proposition 13 period by allocating to those jurisdictions 


relatively low levels of property tax revenue. 32 


The County of San Diego Plaintiffs showed that the under-


funding of property tax revenue for the County of San Diego is 


29 Testimony of William Brennan (RT 921:21- 922:2). 


30 
Exhibit 274, pg. 135, lines 2-8; see also RT 54:2 - 55:17. 


31 
Testimony of Dr. John Kirlin [RT 729:16- 730:1]. 


32 See Exhibit No. 28, pp. 15 and 49; see also Exhibits Nos. 
192-194, and Trial Exhibit No. 273, p. 260, line 18, to p. 261, 
line 6. 
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not compensated for by higher off-setting revenues from other 


sources, nor by over-funding of other local agencies, The 


County Plaintiffs also showed that the disparities in the 


allocation of property tax revenues under A.B. 8 were not based 


on differences in need for that revenue. 


The evidence further established that, while the need for 


local governmental services has been increasing in San Diego 


County along with its above-average increase in population,n the 


disparities in the allocations of property tax revenues 


perpetuated by A.B. 8 have not been significantly reduced since 


34 Fiscal Year 1979-1980 (the first year A.B. 8 went into effect). 


The State 's expert, Mr. Schaafsma, conceded that the A.B. 


allocation system is not responsive to growth and changes in~he 


level of need, and that one of the legitimate criticisms of A.B. 


8 is that it allocates property tax dollars by "looking at a 


I I I 


33
· Manuel Lopez, the County of San Diego Director of 


Financial Management, testified that, between 1978 and 1988, the 
population in the County of San Diego region grew faster than the 
statewide average. In fact, it has been one of the fastest 
growing regions in the United States: while in 1980 the county of 
San Diego was eighth in the nation in terms of population, 
according to the 1990 census it is the fourth largest county in 
the nation in terms of population. The population in the County 
region has increased from 1.6 million people at the time 
Proposition 13 passed to 2.5 million - an increase of 900,000 
people. Mr. Lopez further testified that, "with a shrinking 
revenue base, the County simply has not been able to keep up with 
the service demands that come with that increase in population." 
See testimony of Manuel Lopez (RT 550:18 - 551:6]. During this 
same period of time {1978-1988), the county's total per capita 
revenues, in constant dollars, have decreased by 24%. Testimony 
of Manuel Lopez [RT 553:1-25]; see also Exhibit 178, pg. 9. 


34 The State's expert, Peter Schaafsma, acknowledged in his 
deposition that the property tax inequities under the A.B. 8 
system "are frozen and made almost impossible to remedy with A.B. 
8 in place .... " See Exhibit 273 at 153:16-23. 
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1 period of time before 1978, which has no relationship to the 


2 current situation. n 35 


3 Although the State argues that the decision about whether to 


4 repeal A.B. 8 should be left to the Legislature, the Legislature 


5 has not acted to significantly reduce the allocation disparities 


6 under the A.B. 8 scheme despite knowledge of the problem, and the 


7 Legislature will not change A.B. 8 without an order from this 


8 Court because the majority vote in the Legislature is made up of 


9 "winners' under the A.B. 8 system who will not vote to decrease 


10 their own allocations. 36 


11 The following summary of the effects of the A.B. 8 property 


12 tax allocation system graphically illustrates the severe penalty 


13 that the A.B. 8 scheme permanently imposes on those local L 


14 jurisdictions like the County of San Diego . which had been 


15 fiscally prudent by maintaining low property tax rates prior to 


16 the passage of Proposition 13. 


17 IV. 


18 THE DEVASTATING EFFECTS OF A.B. 8 ON THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


19 Property tax revenues are the fiscal "life blood" of local 


20 governmental agencies which provide the essential public services 


21 which are not funded by the State, and upon which the residents 


22 of the 58 counties rely. However, since its inception, the 


23 unfair and discriminatory A.B. 8 property tax allocation scheme 


24 has caused the County of San Diego government, and the other non-


25 


26 


27 


28 


35 
Testimony of Peter Shaafsma (RT 273:1-21]. 


~The State's expert, Mr. Schaafsma, testified that, because 
of this balance in the Legislature, the "losers" are not go i ng t o 
win. RT 263:1-23. See also the discussion in the Pla i ntiff ' s 
"Post-Trial Brief" filed November 1, 1991, at pp. 32:13- 36:7 ] . 
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1 school local agencies in the San Diego County region, to suffer 


2 not only a massive "hemorrhage" in the supply of property tax 


3 revenue, but a massive twelve-year "transfusion" of this revenue 


4 to those county regions which had not been as fiscally prudent as 


5 the County of San Diego prior to the passage of Proposition 13. 


6 The evidence presented at trial was very compelling with 


7 respect to the severe damage that the A.B. 8 scheme has inflicted 


8 on the County of San Diego and its residents. 


9 A. A.B. 8 is a Principal Cause of San Diego County's Severe 


10 
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Fiscal crisis: 


Property tax revenue is the single largest source of revenue 


for the San Diego County government. It accounts for over sixty 


percent 


37 revenue. 


(60%) of the County government's annual general 


As a direct result of the inequities caused by A.B. 8, the 


County of San Diego government alone has suffered the loss of 


between seven hundred and twenty million dollars ($720 million) 


and one billion dollars ($1 billion) over the last ten (10) 


38 years. 


The A.B. 8 scheme continues to cost the County of San Diego 


government somewhere between eighty seven million dollars ($87 
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37 t. f . d Tes 1mony o Dav1 Janssen [RT 1058:2-9]. 


~ Dr. Kirlin testified that, in his opinion, A.B. 8 has cost 
the County of San Diego government seven hundred and twenty 
million dollars ($721 million) in the last ten (10) years [RT 
476:25-28]; David Janssen testified that, as a result of A.B. 8, 
about one billion dollars ($1 billion) in services have not been 
provided in San Diego County [RT 1055:20- 1057:1]. 
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1 million) and ninety four million dollars ( $94 million) per 
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39 year. 


The discrimination inherent in A.B. 8 collectively costs all 


of the non-school agencies in the County of San Diego region 


(including the County government, the cities, and the special 


districts) between one hundred fifty seven million dollars ($157 


7 million) and one hundred sixty eight million dollars ($168 


8 million) 40 per year. 


9 Although San Diego County is the second largest county in 


10 California in .terms of population, it is among the very poorest 


11 in terms of property tax revenues. The evidence at trial clearly 


12 established that, as a direct consequence of the discriminatory 


13 effects of A.B. 8, the County of San Diego government is among 


14 those county governments in California that are the least able to 


15 provide needed services to its residents, and this crisis in 


f . 1 . t . t. . t t 41 16 1sca capac1 y 1s cop 1nu1ng o ge worse. 
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39 These figures represent the additional property tax 
revenue that the County government would have received had it 
been allowed to allocate the statewide average of 36 percent of 
its property tax revenues to . schools. See Exhibit No. 195 
(comparing for FY 1989-90 the County's actual property tax 
revenues to the amount it would have received if all of the non
school local agencies in San Diego County had been allocated the 
state average share of 62 percent of the total property tax 
revenues instead of the 48 percent they did receive); and Exhibit 
197 (comparing actual property tax revenues to the amount the 
County would have received if all the non-school agencies in the 
county had been allocated the state average of $276 in property 
tax revenues per capita instead of the $209 they did receive). 


40 Testimony of Dr. John Kirlin (RT 474:5 - 476:10; see also 
Exhibits Nos. 196 (percentage equalization) and 198 (per capita 
equalization). 


41 Testimony of Peter Schaafsma [RT 337:17 338:16]; 
testimony of Anthony Pascal (RT 389:10-17]. Manuel Lopez, the 
County of San Diego's Director of Financial Management, also 
testified that the County of San Diego's expenditures for local 
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During the ten-year period between 1979 (the first year of 


A.B. 8) and 1989, San Diego County was consistently below the 


'd . d . 42 statew1 e average 1n revenues an serv1ces. 


In the current fiscal year alone,. over two hundred million 


dollars ($200 million) in justified County government general 


43 fund expenditures are not being funded. 


The county's property tax revenues are far less than the 


statewide average, and extremely far below the property tax 


revenues of the 11 advantaged 11 counties. The discriminatory 


effects of the A.B. 8 allocation scheme are clearly illustrated 


by. comparing the per capita property tax revenues allocated to 


San Diego County ·to both the statewide average and the per capita 


property tax revenues allocated to two ( 2) of the advantaged 


counties, Los Angeles and San Francisco. 


For example, the evidence showed tha~ in Fiscal Year 1989-


1990, the average amount of per capita property tax revenue 


allocated under A.B. 8 to all of the non-school agencies in the 


County of San Diego was two hundred and thirteen dollars ($213), 


compared to the statewide per capita average of $280 for all the 


counties. The non-school agencies in Los Angeles County received 


(Footnote continued from previous page) 
programs including public protection, health, and public 
assistance, is below the statewide average. RT 590:2-5, 
referring Exhibit 179, Chart L. Also, Chart R of Exhibit 179 
shows that San Diego County has less revenue for local programs 
(after funding state mandated programs) than other counties due 
to its low share of property tax and its low amount of state 
program funding. See testimony of Manuel Lopez [RT 600:15-602:9). 


42 t. th Tes 1mony of An any Pascal [RT 410:3-19, and 386:11 -
387:5]. 


43 • 'd Test1mony of Dav1 Janssen [RT 1054:6- 1055:1); see also 
testimony of Manuel Lopez [RT 572:10-13]. 
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$315 per capita, which was more than $100 per capita above the 


amount allocated under A.B. 8 to the non-school agencies in San 


Diego county. In San Francisco, the non-school agencies received 


$569 per capita, which was more than $300 above the per capita 


amount allocated to the non-school agencies in San Diego 


44 County! 


In the same fiscal year (1989-1990), property tax revenues 


allocated to the county government alone amounted to only one 


hundred and nineteen dollars ($119) per capita in the County of 


San Diego, compared to the statewide average of $170 for all the 


counties. The county government in Los Angeles county received 


$199 per capita, while the county government . in San Francisco 


t . d $ . 45 coun y rece1ve 564 per cap1ta. 


The San Diego County government ranks among the lowest in 


California in terms of per capita annual receipts of general 


purpose revenues, which are defined as all of the receipts 


collected by a county government, from whatever source, over 


which the Board of Supervisors has some discretion in determining 


46 how those funds will be spent. 


In Fiscal Year 1988-1989, the County of san Diego ranked 


next to Butte County as the lowest in terms of per capita general 


47 purpose revenues. In that year, the San Diego County 


government received only $195 per capita in general purposes 


44 See Exhibit No. 187. 


~ See Exhibit No. 190. 


46 Testimony of Peter Schaafsma [RT 248:3-6]. 


47 Testimony of Peter Schaafsma [RT 249:18-23]; see also 
Exhibit 33, pg. 334. 
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1 revenues compared to the average of $270 for the other 12 largest 


2 comparable counties (excluding the City and County of San 


3 Francisco), and $261 for all 56 other comparable counties. 


4 The San Diego County government also ranks among the lowest 


5 in California in terms of per capita annual receipts of local 


6 purpose revenue, which is another key indicator of the fiscal 


7 well-being of a county government. The term "local purpose 


8 revenue" is defined as the amount of general purpose revenue, 


9 less the amount of money that must be spent on State-mandated 


10 programs. What is left is the amount of money available to the 


11 county government for the actual exercise of discretion in 


12 


13 


14 


15 


determining spending priorities. 48 


In Fiscal Year 1988-1989, the County o f San Diego ranked 


49 fourth lowest in terms of per capita local purpose revenue. 


As discussed earlier, these low allocations of property tax 


16 revenues to the County of San Diego on a per capita basis, are 


17 due to the discriminatory allocation, required by A.B. 8, of 


18 fifty percent (50%) of the County's local property tax revenues 


19 to schools, compared to the statewide average of only thirty six 


20 percent (36%) for all 58 counties. 50 


21 The Court notes that, although the property tax allocation 


22 inequities inherent in A.B. 8 are responsible to a large extent 


23 for the worsening fiscal crisis in San Diego County, they are not 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


48 Testimony of Peter Schaafsma (RT 248:7-13]. 


49 Testimony of Peter Schaafsma [RT 250:5-21]; see also 
Exhibit 33, Figure 1, pg. 338. 


50 These figures are for Fiscal Year 1989-1990; see Exhibit 
185. 
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the only cause. A contributing factor has been the consistently 


low amounts of State assistance that have been allocated to San 


. t 51 DJ.ego Coun y. 


In summary, the evidence produced at trial clearly showed 


that the A.B. 8 property tax allocation scheme is responsible to 


a large extent for the severe and worsening fiscal crisis in the 


county of San Diego. 


B. A.B. 8 Renders Virtuallv Impossible the Task of 
Adequately Protecting Public Safety in San Diego County: 


Frustrated with rising crime rates in California and a 


criminal justice system seemingly unresponsive to the needs of 


crime victims, the voters in this State passed the "Crime 


Victim's Bill of Rights" on June 8, 1982, four (4) years after 


the passage of Proposition 13, and three (3) years after the 


enactment of A.B. 8. 


This ballot initiative, known as "Proposition 8," added 


Article I, section 28, to the California Constitution with the 


52 express purpose of strengthening the criminal justice system. 


Paragraph (a) of Article I, section 28, expressly states, in 


pertinent part, as follows: 


"The People of the State of California find and declare that 


the enactment of comprehensive provisions and laws ensuring 


a bill of rights for victims of crime, including safeguards 


in the criminal justice system to fully protect those 


51 San Diego County has consistently been among the lowest 
in terms of per capita state assistance in almost all categories. 
See testimony of Peter Schaafsma (RT 216:9- 221:27]. 


52 Clausing v. San Francisco Unified School District (1990 ) 
221 C.A.3d 1224, 1236. 
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1 rights, is a matter of grave statewide concern." 


2 This same constitutional provision further states as follows: 


3 "The rights of victims pervade the criminal justice system, 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


encompassing .•. the ... basic expectation that persons who 


commit felonious acts causing injury to innocent victims 


will be appropriately detained in custody, tried by the 


courts, and sufficiently punished so that the public safety 


is protected and encouraged as a goal of highest 


9 importance . " 53 


10 The evidence presented at trial in the case at bar clearly 


11 established that the property tax allocation inequities created 


12 by A.B. 8 have also caused inequities in the- State's criminal 


justice system, 54 including the probation system. 55 


The evidence also showed that the criminal justice system in 


San Diego County, and therefore the principle of rule of law 


itself, is crumbling due to a lack of adequate funding. 56 The 


principal source of revenue for the San Diego county Sheriff's 


Department is county general "57 
funds, and the County's 


58 programs are primarily funded with property tax revenue. 
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Specific evidence of the damage inflicted by the A.B. 
I 


s I 


property tax allocation scheme on the ability of San Diego County 


53 Emphasis added. 


54 Testimony of Peter Schaafsma [RT 277:27 278:9]. -
55 Testimony of Peter Schaafsma [RT 277:9-26]. 


56 Testimony of Sheriff Jim Roache ('RT 996:19 997:12]. -
57 Testimony of Sheriff Jim Roache (RT 996:19 - 997:12]. 


58 Testimony of Manuel Lopez [RT 637:13-16]. 
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to adequately protect public safety, was presented by Sheriff Jim 


Roache and Chief Probation Officer Cecil Steppe. 


The evidence clearly showed that the A.B. 8 scheme is 


largely responsible for the lack of adequate funding for criminal 


justice services, and that A.B. 8 has seriously damaged the 


ability of San Diego County to protect its residents' 


constitutionally-recognized right to public safety through 


"appropriate" detention, prosecution and punishment of persons 


who commit crimes in this County. 


The following disturbing facts were established by 


uncontroverted evidence: 


Violent crime has increased in San Diego County by 


approximately eighty seven percent (87%) since 1982, ~while the 


population has increased twenty three percent (23%). 59 


San Diego County has the worst car theft rate in the 


t
. 60 na 1.on. 


Eighty percent {80%) of all persons in jail in San Diego 


County are under the influence of drugs when incarcerated; this 


is the highest rate in the nation. 61 However, there is no money 


to increase narcotics enforcement activities. 62 


In 1990, the County had the most crowded jails in the 


t
. 63 na 1.on. By court order the County can place only 3, 829 


59 t. f . h 1 h' . Tes 1.mony o J1.m Roac [RT 962:23-27]; see a so Ex 1.b1.t 
278, showing the FBI Crime Index for 1988. 


60 Testimony of Jim Roache [RT 968:9 969:1). -
61 Testimony of Jim Roache [RT 9 6 3 : 2:-2 8 ] . 
62 Testimony of Jim Roache [RT 964:10 965:3). -
63 Testimony of Jim Roache [RT 571:1-23). 
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inmates in its jails to avoid over-crowding, yet there is a need 


64 for about 7,000 beds. 


Due to the lack of jail beds for offenders, about sixty five 


to seventy percent (65-70%) of all accused felons brought to jail 


are released before arraignment. 65 


The inability of San Diego County to incarcerate offenders 


allows them to go out and commit another crime.~ 


The standard level of law enforcement is one (1) officer per 


1,000 residents, but the San Diego County Sheriff's Department 


has only 0.48 officers per thousand residents. 67 


There are 680,000 unserved arrest 68 warrants. Sheriff 


Roache testified that this situation sends an implicit message to 


the accused offenders that they need not appear in court beeause 


their failure to appear will merely result in the issuance of 


warrants, but no one is going to try to find and apprehend them 


to hold them accountable in court. 69 Sheriff Roache further 


testified that, for all intents and purposes, this has brought 


the County criminal justice system "to its knees. " 70 


The San Diego County Probation Department also lacks the 


funding to adequately protect public safety. 


64 Testimony of Jim Roache (RT 970:20 971:2]. -
65 Testimony of Jim Roache (RT 973:22 974:12]. -
66 Testimony of Jim Roache [RT 978:8-17]. 


67 Testimony of Jim Roache (RT 965:16 966:18]. -
68 Testimony of Jim Roache [RT 970:6-13]. 


69 Testimony of Jim Roache [RT 972:11-15]. 


70 Testimony of Jim Roache [RT 970:7-9]. 
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1 Of the 19,000 convicted adult criminals who are on probation 


2 and subject to supervision by the Probation Department, 


3 approximately 9,000 have been identified as extremely high-risk 


4 probationers with a seventy five percent (75%) risk of committing 


5 a new crime during the period of probation. 71 These extremely 


6 high-risk probationers typically include violent people convicted 


7 of crimes involving the use of weapons, aggravated assaults, 


8 


9 


10 


n robberies, kidnaps, rapes, child abuse and spousal abuse. 


These high-risk probationers should be supervised by the 


Probation Department in groups of no more than twenty five to 


11 fifty (25-50) probationers per probation officer.~ Given this 


12 case load, adequate supervision of these probationers requires two 


13 (2) face-to-face contacts with each probationer per month r plus 


14 two (2) "collateral contacts" (that is, contact with the 


15 probationer's spouse or a visit to the probationer's job site), 


16 plus at least one (1) monthly urine test for each drug 


17 


18 


74 offender. 


Due to a lack of funding of the Probation Department, only 


19 2,000 of these 9,000 individuals are in caseloads of 50 


20 probationers per officer.~ Most of the other 7,000 high-risk 


21 probationers are in caseloads of 100 probationers per officer, 


22 and some are actually in caseloads of 500-to-one. Those assigned 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


26). 
71 t. Tes 1mony 


72 Testimony 


~ Testimony 


74 Testimony 


75 Testimony 


of Chief Probation Officer Cecil Steppe [RT 21-


of Cecil Steppe [RT 1021:2-7]. 


of Cecil Steppe [RT 1022:9-11]. 


of Cecil Steppe (RT 1022:14-26]. 


of Cecil Steppe (RT 1022:11-13). 
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1 to 100-to-one caseloads are seen face-to-face only once each 


2 month, there are no "collateral" visits on the outside, and urine 


3 testing is administered only randomly. Those assigned to 


4 caseloads of 500-to-one are not seen face-to-face at all, and no 


5 visits are made at all!n 


6 Chief Probation Officer Steppe candidly testified that this 


7 inadequate supervision of convicted criminals out on probation 


8 creates a danger to public 77 safety. In the month before he 


9 testified, four (4) probationers in caseloads of over 500-to-one 


10 probation officer were involved in murders. 78 


11 Every year since Fiscal Year 1979-1980 (which was the first 


12 year of A.B. 8), the Probation Department has experienced an 


13 increase in its workload, but no corresponding increase in 


14 staff.~ The increase in workload is directly linked both to the 


15 increase in population, and to the ·number of superior and 


16 municipal court convictions and probation referrals, which has 


17 been increasing an average of ten to twelve percent (10-12%) each 


18 year since 1980. 80 Although Mr. Steppe brought this problem to 


19 the attention of the Board of Supervisors back in Fiscal Year 


20 1980-1981, the response was that additional funding was not 


21 I I I 


22 I I I 
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76 


77 


78 


79 


80 


Testimony of 


Testimony of 


Testimony of 


Testimony of 


Testimony of 


Cecil Steppe [RT 1022:27-1024:13]. 


Cecil Steppe [RT 1030:20-21]. 


Cecil Steppe· [RT 1032:9-20]. 


Cecil Steppe [RT 1042:24-26]. 


Cecil Steppe (RT 1041:7-17]. 
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3 


available. 81 The Probation Department needs about 150 more staff 


82 for juvenile supervision, and 200 more staff for adult work. 


In sum, the denial under A.B. 8 of a fair share of property 


4 tax revenue to the County of San Diego has made it virtually 


5 impossible for the law enforcement and criminal justice agencies 


6 to adequately protect the constitutionally-recognized right of 


7 the County's residents to public safety. 


8 v. 


9 EQUAL PROTECTION CHALLENGE TO A.B. 8 


10 The Plaintiffs in this lawsuit first argue that the A.B. 8 


11 property tax allocation scheme violates the equal prote~tion 


12 guarantees of the State and Federal Constitutions, because the 


13 discrimination it visits upon the residents of the County of San 


14 Diego is not rationally related to any legitimate state purpose. 


15 Plaintiffs further argue that the A.B. ·a scheme should be found 


16 irrational and unconstitutional under the "rational basis" equal 


17 protection test, because it has frustrated the ability of San 


18 Diego County to protect public safety, which is recognized in 


19 Article I, section 28, subdivision (a) of the California 


20 Constitution as a "goal of highest importance." 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States 


Constitution provides that "[n]o state shall ... deny to any person 


within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the law." 


I I I 


I I I 


81 


82 


Testimony of Cecil Steppe [RT 1042:27- 1043:4]. 


Testimony of Cecil Steppe [RT 1040:7-16]. 
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1 Article I, section 7, subdivision (a) of the California 


2 Constitution expressly prohibits the denial of equal protection 


3 of the laws. 


4 The phrase "equal protection of the laws" means simply that 


5 persons similarly situated with respect to the legitimate purpose 


6 of the law receive like treatment. 83 


7 


8 


The equal 


Constitution go 


protection provisions of the California 


further than the Fourteenth Amendment, 


9 particularly in invalidating legislation where the basis for the 


10 discrimination is wholly unreasonable, although the person 


11 raising the challenge does not show any direct denial of equal 


12 protection as to him or her.~ 


13 But where the allegation is that equal protection is denied, 


14 the effect of both constitutions is the same. 85 


15 Both the United States Supreme Co~t and the · California 


16 Supreme Court have employed two different tests for measuring 


17 legislative classifications against equal protection guarantees: 


18 the "rational basis" test, and the "strict scrutiny" test. 


19 In the area of economic regulation, the high courts have 


20 generally exercised restraint by applying the more deferential 


21 "rational basis" test, which invests legislation with a 


22 presumption of constitutionality and requires merely that 


23 I I I 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


83 People ex rel. Younger v. County of El Dorado (1971) 5 
Cal.3d 480, 502. 


~ Witkin 8 Summary of California Law (9th ed. 1988) 
"Constitutional Law," section 603, pg. 57. 


85 Ibid. 
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distinctions drawn by a challenged statute bear some rational 


relationship to a conceivable legitimate state purpose.u 


However, if the statutory scheme imposes a "suspect 


classification," such as one based on race, or a classification 


which infringes upon a "fundamental interest," the court will 


apply what is called the "strict scrutiny" test. Under this 


test, the State bears the burden of establishing not only that it 


has a compelling interest which j _ustifies the statutory scheme, 


but that the distinctions drawn by the statute are necessary to 


further its purpose.~ 


The court begins by examining the A.B. 8 property tax 


allocation scheme under the "rational basis" test. 


A. THE A.B. 8 ALLOCATION SCHEME DENIES PLAINTIFFS THE EQUAL 
PROTECTION OF THE LAWS, BECAUSE ITS DISCRIMINATION 
AGAINST FORMERLY LOW TAXING/LOW SPENDING COUNTIES IS NOT 
RATIONALLY RELATED TO ANY LEGITIMATE STATE PURPOSE: 


Under the "rational basis" equal protection test, the court 


is required to conduct a "serious and genuine judicial inquiry 


into the correspondence between the classification and the 


legislative goals."M The Court will examine the legislative 


goals of the challenged statute to determine if they are 


legitimate. If the goals are legitimate, the Court will 


determine whether the discriminatory classification involved in 


the statutory scheme is rationally related to the legitimate 


goals of the legislation. 


u 
See Serrano v. Priest {1971) 5 Cal.3d 584, 597 [citations 


omitted]. 


87 
Ibid.; Weber v. City Council (1973) 9 Cal.3d 950, 959. 


M 
Newland v. Board of Governors (1977) 19 Cal.3d 705, 711. 
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1 With respect to the case at bar, the discriminatory 


2 classification that is being challenged on equal protection 


3 grounds is clear: the A.B. 8 property tax allocation scheme 


4 classifies each of the 58 counties in California based on its 


5 pre-Proposition 13 taxing and spending choices. The A.B. 8 


6 scheme permanently favors the formerly "high tax/high spend" 


7 counties by allowing them to shift a greater percentage of the 


8 property tax dollars collected in those counties from schools to . 


9 non-school agencies, then "back-filling" the shortfall in school 


10 funding through correspondingly higher levels of State subsidies, 


11 thereby allowing those counties to allocate more property tax 


12 dollars on a per capita basis to non-school local governmental 


13 services such as police protection, criminal justice, and road 


14 maintenance. Those counties, like the County of San Diego, which 


15 were more fiscally prudent prior to Proposition 13 and were 


16 cutting their tax rates, are now perpetually penalized by having 


17 to allocate more than their fair share of local property taxes to 


18 the schools, resulting in correspondingly lower levels of State 


19 subsidies for their schools, and ending up with 


20 disproportionately low per capita property tax revenues for such 


21 vital non-school services as police protection, incarceration of 


22 suspected criminals, detention of criminal defendants who have 


23 been released on their own recognizance and refuse to appear in 


24 court, and adequate Probation Department supervision of convicted 


25 violent felons. 


26 In defense of A.B. 8, the State of California contends that 


27 this discriminatory scheme is rationally related to a number of 


28 I I I 
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1 legitimate state purposes, and offers the following eight {8) 


2 rationales in an effort to justify the discrimination: 89 


3 1. By allowing local agencies to "get what [they] got last 


4 year [in property tax revenue] plus growth," A.B. 8 promotes the 


5 legitimate statutory purposes of stability and predictability; 


6 2. By allowing the State to provide aid by shifting "school 


7 share (property tax] revenue," A.B. 8 is rationally related to 


8 the statutory purpose of "administration and facilitation of 


9 state assistance;" 


10 3. By limiting increases in property tax revenues to growth, 


11 A.B. 8 is rationally related to the statutory purpose of 


12 "consistency with [the] Proposition 13 limitation which may not 


13 be increased based upon needs;" 


14 4. By incorporating local government choice in the property 


15 tax allocation system, A.B. 8 is rationally related to the 


16 statutory purposes of preserving "local historical choices," and 


17 "minimizing determinations by the state;" 


18 5. By allocating property tax revenues based on "last year • s 


19 revenue plus growth," A.B. 8 is rationally related to the 


20 statutory purpose of minimizing the 11 disruption of existing 


21 programs;" 


22 I I I 


23 I I I 
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89 
The first five ( 5) of these arguments were asserted in the 


State Defendants' closing brief . (entitled "Defendants' Closing 
Arguments") filed on -November 22, 1991, at pg. 7, line 25, 
through pg. 8, line 7. The other three ( 3) arguments were 
asserted pre-trial connection with their motion for summary 
judgment or, alternatively, summary adjudication. It is not 
clear whether Defendants have abandoned these arguments. 
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1 6. A.B. provides more property tax revenue to local 


2 government agencies which, before Proposition 13, relied more 


3 heavily on such revenue; 


4 7. A.B. 8 promotes administrative efficiency, .because the 


5 Legislature need not enact bailout legislation each year; and 


6 8. A.B. 8 is rationally related to the goal of avoiding 


7 sudden disruption of local government services. 


8 Each of these arguments will be examined to determine if the 


9 asserted statutory purposes or goals are legitimate, and whether 


10 the discriminatory classification involved in the A.B. 8 scheme 


11 is rationally related to those goals that are legitimate. 


12 Rationale #1: By allowing local agenc.ies to "get what [they] 
got last year [in property tax revenue] plus growth," A.B. 8 


13 promotes - the legitimate statutory purposes of stability and 
predictability: 


14 


15 
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This argument is based on a false premise: the A.B. 8 scheme 


creates stability and predictability. 


On the contrary, the evidence clearly established that, at 


least for the disadvantaged counties like the County of San 


Diego, A.B. 8 actually creates instability. 


The County's expert, Dr. Kirlin, testified that the system 


actually creates instability because it does not provide a basis 


to help counties cope with changing needs so that the fixed 


nature of the system actually creates financial instability. ~ ' 


He further testified that other more equitable allocation systems 


are available which would meet the goal of stability. 91 


90 Testimony of Dr. John Kirlin (RT 494:7 - 495:26; 508:28-
509:3]. 


91 t. f D h . . Tes 1mony o r. Jon K1rl1n [RT 509:4-9]. 
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As discussed above, the institutionalization of funding 


inequities perpetuated by A.B. 8 has resulted in a fiscal 


capacity crisis for the County of San Diego of such dimension 


that its law enforcement and criminal justice agencies cannot 


adequately protect public safety. 


The destabilizing effects of A.B. 8 on San Diego are shown 


in the plaintiffs' fiscal reports contained in Trial Exhibits 


177, 178, and 179, and further demonstrated in the report of the 


Legislative Analyst in Trial Exhibits 32 to 38. 


The California Counties Foundation, in a 1990 study, 


described San Diego county's fiscal condition as extremely 


serious and paralleling the nearly bankrupt Butte County and 


attributed this to the low A.B. 8 allocation of property taxes. 92 


Even the State's own expert, Mr. Schaafsma, admitted at 


trial that there would be an exception t-o the "stability" concept 


if a consistently applied system could lead to predictable 


disruptive effects which w.ould be of questionable benefit. 93 
. 


To the extent that counties like the County of San Diego, 


which are perpetually disadvantaged under A.B. a, can predict on 


a consistent and permanent basis the inequitable and 


destabilizing property tax allocation they will .. ·be receiving 


under A.B. 8, it is fair to say that this goal of "stability and 


predictability" is not a legitimate goal of the A.B. 8 scheme. 


Furthermore, to the extent that a more equitable property 


tax allocation system could be created and implemented, the 


92 See Exhibit 40, p. 33-37. 


93 Testimony of Peter Schaafsma [RT 335:24- 336:1). 
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discrimination that exists among the counties under A.B. 8 based 


solely on each county's pre-Proposition 13 taxing and spending 


practices, is not rationally related to the goals of stability 


and predictability. A more equitable system would also meet 


those goals, but without the kind of discrimination that is 


destabilizing local government finances in the County of San 


Diego and other, similarly situated counties. 


Rationale #2: By allowing the State to provide aid by 
shifting "school share [property tax] revenue," A.B. 8 is 
rationally related to the statutory purpose of "administration 
and facilitation of state assistance:" 


This argument also fails to provide a rational basis for 


A.B. 8 discrimination, because the discrimination is unrelated to 


achieving the asserted legislative purpose. A more equitable 


property tax allocation system could also shift pre-Proposition 


13 school property tax revenue to the non~school local agencies. 


For example, an allocation system based on per capita 


equalization of non-school revenue could shift pre-Proposition 13 


school revenue to the county governments, cities and special 


districts (that is, the non-school local agencies) so as to 


equalize the per capita non-school allocations of property tax 


dollars. 


Since the discrimination that is a permanent part of the 


A.B. 8 scheme no more furthers the alleged purpose of 


"administration and facilitation of state assistance" than would 


more equitable allocations under a non-discriminatory system, the 


discrimination under A. B. 8 is not rationally related to a 


legitimate state purpose. 


I I I 
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1 Rationale #3: By limiting increases in property tax revenues 
to growth, A.B. 8 is rationally related to the statutory purpose 


2 of "consistency with [the] Proposition 13 limitation which may 
not be increased based upon needs:" 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 
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This argument, too, fails to provide a rational basis for 


the discrimination perpetuated by A.B. 8. 


To begin with, this argument is somewhat ambiguous. The 


State appears to be arguing that the discrimination under A.B. 8 


is rationally related to the goal of allocating property tax 


dollars in a manner that is consistent with those provisions of 


Proposition 13 which limit increases in property tax revenue to 


growth, and prohibit increases in such revenue based on need. 


In challenging A.B. 8 on equal protection grounds, the 


plaintiffs are not arguing tRat the one percent (1%) cap on the 


real property tax rate should be increased based upon needs. 


Plaintiffs are seeking a judicial declaration that the revenue 


from the 1% tax be allocated consistently with constitutional 


requirements. 


However, basing property tax allocations on the pre-


Proposition 13 taxing and spending practices no more furthers the 


alleged statutory purpose of limiting revenue increases to growth 


than would an equitable allocation system. 


Therefore, the Court again finds that the discrimination 


under A. B. 8 is not rationally related to a legitimate state 


purpose. 


Rationale #4: By incorporating local government choice in 
25 the property tax allocation system, A.B. 8 is rationally related 


to the statutory purposes of preserving "local historical 
26 choices," and "minimizing determinations by the state:" 


27 The evidence showed that the historical choices that A.B. 8 


28 maintains are the relative revenue and servi ce levels which 
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existed in each county before Proposition 13 was passed: the 


choice of being a "high tax/high spend" county, or a "low taxflow 


spend" county. 


The alleged statutory purpose of preserving the pre


Prop~sition 13 high taxing/high spending practices of the 


advantaged counties, is inconsistent with the intent of 


Proposition 13, which A.B. 8 seeks to implement, because 


Proposition 13 represented a taxpayer revolt against these very 


same high tax/high spend practices. It would be irrational for 


the Legislature to place at the very heart of A.B. 8 a property 


tax allocation system based upon the property tax system that the 


voters rejected, and effectively outlawed, when they passed 


Proposition 13. 


It is ironic, to say the least, that conservative counties 


like the County of San Diego, which had : been fiscally prudent 


prior to the passage of Proposition by keeping property tax rates 


low, should now be made to suffer permanently under the 


discriminatory A.B. 8 allocation scheme simply because they were 


doing what Proposition 13 was intended to do. 


To maintain the relatively higher revenue and service levels 


for the previously high-taxing counties and the relatively lower 


revenue and service levels for the previously lower taxing 


counties, would be irrational and unfair to the residents of the 


formerly low-taxing counties who, before Proposition 13, received 


the benefit of lower property taxes in exchange for their lower 


levels of revenue and service·-- Under A.B. 8, these people no 


longer receive the benefit of relatively lower taxes. Instead, 


the evidence showed that they receive only the disadvantage of 
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1 lower revenue and service levels, while subsidizing the formerly 


2 high-spending counties. 


3 Thus, the alleged statutory purpose of "preserving local 


4 historical choices" is not a legitimate statutory purpose. 


5 Maintaining the disparities in property tax allocations is 


6 anathema to the essential purpose of Proposition 13. 


7 The State also contends that the A.B. 8 scheme is rational 


8 by "minimizing determinations of the state." 


9 This rationale is also ambiguous. 


10 If the State is saying that the discrimination under A.B. 8 


11 is justified because a new, more equitable allocation scheme 


12 would have to be periodically adjusted by the Legislature, such 


13 a contention is without merit. The county of San Diego 


14 plaintiffs argue that · annual adjustments could be completely 


15 avoided if the allocation scheme were'· remedied by a one-time 


16 readjustment of the. percentage allocations to give the same 


17 percentage of property tax revenue to the non-school local 


18 
• 94 agenc1es. The Court agrees with Plaintiffs. A new, 


19 constitutional allocation system needing no periodic 


20 adjustments by the Legislature would also serve the alleged 


21 purpose of minimizing determinations by the State. 


22 Thus, the A.B. 8 discrimination serves no rational purpose 


23 in promoting the alleged statutory goals. 


24 I I I 


25 I I I 


26 I I I 


27 
94 s ee 28 through 25. 


"Plaintiff's Post-Trial Brief" at pg. 29, lines 21 
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Rationale #S: By allocating property tax revenues based on 
"last year's revenue plus growth," A.B. a is rationally related 
to the statutory purpose of minimizing the "disruption of 
existing programs:" 


This argument also fails for several reasons. 


First, to the extent that this alleged goal of "minimizing 


the disruption of existing programs" simply means maintaining the 


status quo and permanently perpetuating the disparities in 


revenue and service levels based solely on 13-year old taxing 


practices outlawed by Proposition 13, such a goal is not 


legitimate for the reasons stated in the previous discussion of 


the alleged "stability and predictability" goals of A.B. 8. 


Second, the transition from the A.B. 8 scheme to a more 


equitable property tax allocation ~systern could be phased in to 


minimize any disruption of existing programs. If the A.B. 8 


allocation scheme were remedied by a one-time readjustment of the 


percentage allocations, the new system would not disrupt existing 


programs. 


Rationale #6: A.B. provides more property tax revenue to 
local government agencies which, before Proposition 13, relied 
more heavily on such revenue: 


This rationale is similar to the "preserving local 


historical choice" rationale discussed earlier. It too lacks 


merit. 


The purported state purpose of the discrimination 


providing more property tax revenue to local agencies which 


before Proposition 13 relied more heavily on such revenue - is 


not a legitimate state purpose. Plaintiffs argue that, if 


reliance by the governmentally-favored group were justification 


for state discrimination, almost all ongoing state discrimination 
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1 would be immune from equal protection challenges. 
95 


The Court 


2 agrees. 


3 Rationale #7: A.B. 8 promotes administrative efficiency, 
because the Legislature need not enact bailout legislation each 


4 year: 


5 This rationale is similar to the "minimizing determinations 


6 of the state" rationale discussed earlier, and must be rejected 


7 for the same reasons. 


8 This "promotion of administrative efficiency" argument lacks 


9 merit for the further reason that the evidence at trial showed 


10 that A.B. 8 is actually an administrative nightmare, if not for 


11 the Legislature itself, then for the county agencies that apply 


12 the A.B. 8 formulae. 


13 Although this point was discussed above, it is worth 


14 repeating that the A.B. 8 scheme is so complex that it nearly 
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defies comprehension. At trial, the state 1 s expert, William 


Brennan, admitted that the A.B. 8 allocation system is "extremely 


confusing," "extremely complicated," and "tough to follow because 


of the changes that have taken place since the first year [of 


A.B. 8]. 1196 


Mr. Brennan also agreed with criticism directed at A.B. 8 in 


1987 that the property tax allocation legal requirements are 


"cumbersome to administer," and "often contribute to confusions, 


misunderstandings and differences of opinions in implementation 


97 procedures." 


95 See "Plaintiffs 1 Post-Trial Brief" at pg. 27, lines 13 
through 19. 


96 
Testimony of William Brennan (RT 914 13-19]. 


97 
Testimony of William Brennan (RT 927:13-26]. 
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Rationale #8: A.B. 8 is rationally related to the goal of 
avoiding sudden disruption of local government services: 


This rationale is similar to the "minimizing the disruption 


of existing programs" rationale discussed earlier, and must also 


be rejected for the same reasons. 


B. THE A.B. 8 ALLOCATION SCHEME DENIES PLAINTIFFS THE EQUAL 
PROTECTION OF THE LAWS, BECAUSE ITS DISCRIMINATION 
AGAINST FORMERLY LOW TAXING/LOW SPENDING COUNTIES 
INFRINGES ON A COMPELLING CALIFORNIA INTEREST, PUBLIC 
SAFETY, AND ITS DISCRIMINATION IS NOT NECESSARY TO 
FURTHER ANY COMPELLING STATE INTEREST: 


As discussed more fully above, the evidence presented at 


trial clearly established that the property tax allocation 


inequities created by A.B. 8 have also caused severe inequities 


in the State's criminal justice system, 98 including the probation 


99 system. 


In fact, these inequities are so extreme that the criminal 


justice system in San Diego County is crumbling due to a lack of 


adequate funding, to the point where the principle of rule of law 


. t lf . . . d 100 1 se 1s 1n Jeopar y. The non-school per capita property 


tax allocations under A.B. 8 are so disproportionately low in 


this County that, although the crime rate has soared since 1979 


when A.B. 8 went into effect, the Sheriff's Departme~t does not 


have enough jail space to incarcerate sixty five to seventy 


percent ( 65-70%} of all suspected felons, many of whom are 


therefore being released back onto the streets. Many are failing 


to appear in court, and the Sheriff's Department lacks the 


98 Testimony of Peter Schaafsma (RT 277:27- 278:9). 


99 Testimony of Peter Schaafsma (RT 277:9-26]. 


100 
Testimony of Sheriff Jim Roache (RT 996:19- 997:12]. 
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1 resources to find these suspects and execute warrants for their 


2 arrest. Funding is so low that even the Probation Department is 


3 unable to adequately supervise some of the most violent convicted 


4 criminals who are placed on probation. 


5 And the evidence established that this disturbing and 


6 intolerable situation is caused in large part by the A.B. 8 


7 property tax allocation scheme. 


8 When the voters in this state passed the "Crime Victim's 


9 Bill of Rights" on June 8, 1982, they voted for an amendment to 


10 the California Constitution expressly declaring that the criminal 


11 justice system in the State must be reformed so as to ensure "a 


12 bill of rights for victims of crime, including safeguards in the 


13 criminal justice system to fully protect 


14 those rights," and that this reform "is a matter of grave 


i5 


16 


101 statewide concern." 


As mentioned earlier, the ballot initiative, known as 


17 "Proposition 8," added Article I, section 28, to .the California 


18 Constitution with the express purpose of strengthening the 


19 . . 1 . t. t 102 cr1m1na JUS 1ce sys em. As a result of this amendment, the 


20 State Constitution further provides that the rights of victims in 


21 California encompass "the basic expectation that persons who 


22 commit felonious acts causing injury to innocent victims will be 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


101 Paragraph (a) of Article I, section 28, expressly states, 
in pertinent part, as follows: 


"The People of the State of California find and declare that 
the enactment of comprehensive provisions and laws ensuring 
a bill of rights for victims of crime, including safeguards 
in the criminal justice system to fully protect those 
rights, is a matter of grave statewide concern." 


102 
Clausing v. San Francisco Unified School District ( 1990) 


221 C.A.3d 1224, 1236. 
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appropriately detained in custody, tri ed by the courts, and 


sufficiently punished so that the public safety is protected and 


encouraged as a goal of highest importance. " 103 


It is significant that protection of public safety is 


expressly described in the amendment not as a goal of "great 


importance," but as a goal of "the highest importance." 


From the foregoing, it is evident to this court that the 


people of the State of California passed the "Crime Victims Bill 


of Rights, 11 and amended their State Constitution, because they 


consider the protection and encouragement of public safety to be 


a fundamental right of the citizens of this State. 


The Court is aware of no State or Federal court decision 


that recognizes public safety - as a fundamental interest. 


However, under our system of jurisprudence, the law evolves as 


society changes, and the need for a change in the law, including 


the recognition of new rights, becomes apparent. 


For example, there was a time when the right to privacy in 


procreative matters was not judicially recognized as a 


fundamental right. 


such a right. 104 


In time, the Federal courts did recognize 


I I I 


103 Paragraph (a) of Article I, section 28, expressly 
states, in pertinent part, as follows: 


"The rights of victims pervade the criminal justice system, 
encompassing ... the ... basic expectation that persons who 
commit felonious acts causing injury to innocent victims 
will be appropriately detained in custody, tried by the 
courts, and suT~iciently punished so that the public safety 
is protected and encouraged as a goal of highest 
importance." (Emphasis added). 


1~ • t " Grlswold v. Connec lcut (1965) 381 U. S. 479. 
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1 Even where the Federal courts have not recognized a claimed 


2 right as "fundamental" under the United States Constitution, the 


3 courts in California have at times recognized the same claimed 


4 right as fundamental under our State Constitution. For example, 


5 in its landmark 1971 Serrano v. Priest decision, which has been 


6 referred to above, the California Supreme Court first recognized 


7 that the right to an education in our public schools is a 


8 fundamental interest which cannot be conditioned on wealth. 
105 


9 Both the United States supreme Court and the California 


10 Supreme Court have held that, for equal protection purposes, the 


11 rights of criminal defendants are fundamental interests which are 


12 t t d . t d . . . t . b d 1 h 106 pro ec e aga1ns 1scr1m1na 1on ase on wea t . Thus, a 


13 person charged with committing a crime in this State is afforded 


14 the fundamental right to be represented by an attorney, whether 


15 or not that person has the means to pay for that representation, 


16 because the law provides that the accused may not be 


17 discriminated against based solely on whether that person is rich 


18 or poor. 


19 Surely, the. right of the citizens of this state to be safe 


20 in their homes and in their communities must be afforded the same 


21 protection as the rights of those people who commit crimes 


22 against the persons and property of the people of California. 


23 Since the rights of criminal defendants are protected in this 


24 State on the ground that those rights are "fundamental 


25 interests," justice demands that the right of the citizens of 


26 


27 


28 


105 Serrano v. Priest (1971) 5 Cal.3d 584, 608-609. 


106 Douglas v. California (1963) 372 U.S. 353; see discussion 
in Serrano v. Priest (1971) 5 Cal.3d 584, at 604, 607. 
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this State to public safety, which is now expressly recognized in 


Article I, section 28 of the California Constitution, be 


recognized as a fundamental interest deserving equal protection 


of the laws. 


Therefore, within the context of judicial review under the 


equal protection provisions of the California Constitution, and 


pursuant to Article I, section 28, subdivision (a) of the 


California Constitution, this Court finds that the right to 


public safety is a fundamental right, and the interest in 


protecting and encouraging public safety through appropriate 


detention, incarceration, prosecution and punishment of persons 


committing felony offenses is a fundamental interest. 


As noted above, where a statutory scheme challenged on equal 


protection grounds imposes a classification which infringes upon 


a "fundamental interest," the court will apply what is called the 


"strict scrutiny" test. Under this test, the State bears the 


burden of establishing not only that it has a compelling interest 


which justifies the statutory scheme, but that the distinctions 


drawn by the statute are necessary to further its purpose. 1~ 


In the case at bar, this Court has found that the A.B. 8 


property tax allocation scheme classifies counties and their 


local non-school agencies on the basis of their pre-Proposition 


13 taxing and spending practices, and that this scheme 


discriminates against the formerly "low taxllow spend" counties 


like the County of San Diego. 


I I I 


1 ~ b ' d ' I 1 .; Weber v. C1ty Council (1973) 9 Cal.Jd 950, 959. 
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1 This Court now finds that the inequities in property tax 


2 allocations created by A.B. 8 have created severe and permanent 


3· inequities in terms of the ability of counties to provide 


4 essential criminal justice services. These inequities infringe 


5 upon the fundamental interest of the citizens of this State in 


6 protecting public safety. 


7 The Court further finds that the State has failed to meet 


8 its burden of proving that the infringement on this fundamental 


9 interest caused by the discrimination inherent in the A.B. 8 


10 scheme is necessary to further a compelling state interest. 


11 Therefore, since A.B. 8 does not withstand the requisite 


12 "strict scrutiny," the Court finds that it denies to the County 


13 plaintiffs, and others who are similarly situated, the equal 


14 protection of the laws, and is therefore unconstitutional. 1~ 
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108 The state defendants contend that the right to public 
safety is not fundamental, and cite the decisions in Leger v. 
Stockton Unified School District (1988) 202 C.A.3d 1448, 1455, 
and Clausing v. San Francisco Unified School District {1990) 221 
C.A.3d 1224, 1237, for the proposition that "the [Crime) Victim's 
Bill of Rights did not create new rights or impose an affirmative 
duty on any governmental agency to guarantee safety. " See 
"Defendants' Closing Arguments," at pg. 14, lines 18 through 24. 
These decisions are distinguishable. Both cases involved alleged 
violations of section 28(c) of Article I of the State 
Constitution, which pertains to the right to safe schools. The 
narrow holding in Leger is that "section 28 (c) is not self
executing in the sense of supplying a right to sue for damages." 
Leger, 202 C.A.3d at 1456 (emphasis added). The holding in 
Clausing was the same. Clausing, 221 C.A.3d at 1237. However, 
as stated by the court in Clausing at page 1236: 


"[u)nder article I, section 26, of the California 
Constitution, all provisions of the state Constitution are 
'mandatory and prohibitory, unless by express words they 
are declared to be otherwise." Unquestionably, section 28, 
subdivision (c), is mandatory. Thus, all agencies of 
governme·nt are required to comply with it, and are 
prohibited from taking official actions which violate it 
or contravene its provisions." (Emphasis added). 


Here, we are concerned not with a suit for damages as in Leger 
and Clausing, but with a declaratory relief action under 
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1 VI. 


2 THE A.B. 8 SCHEME IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL BECAUSE ITS 
DISCRIMINATION AGAINST FORMERLY LOW-TAXING COUNTIES 


3 VIOLATES BOTH THE INTENT OF PROPOSITION 13 AND THE 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


EXPRESS PROMISES MADE BY ITS PROPONENTS TO THE ELECTORATE 


In its decision in Amador Valley Joint Union High School 


District v. state Board of Equalization, the California Supreme 


Court stated that the legislation enacted to implement 


Proposition 13 is subject to judicial challenge on the basis it 


incorrectly manifests the intent of Proposition 13. 109 


In the case at bar, the Plaintiffs argue that A.B. 8 scheme 


is unconstitutional because it violates the very purpose and 


intent of taxpayer reform in California under Proposition 13. 


The court agrees for the following reasons: 


1. The A.B. 8 scheme violates the intent of Proposition 13 
14 to implement a fair and equal system of real property taxation: 


15 In determining the intent of a ballot measure like 


16 Proposition 13, the ballot arguments presented to the electorate 


7 1 b 'd d 110 1 may proper y e cons1 ere . 


18 I I I 
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(Footnote continued from previous page) 
subdivision (a) of section 28, which is also unquestionably 
mandatory. The California Supreme Court has repeatedly held that 
every constitutional provision is self-executing to the extent 
that everything done in violation of it is void. Oakland Paving 
Co. v. Hilton (1886) 69 Cal. 479, 484; see also Sail'er Inn, Inc. 
v. Kirby (1971) 5 Cal.3d 1, 8. A declaratory relief action is 
the appropriate vehicle for seeking a judicial declaration that 
the rights recognized in Article I, section 28 (a) are being 
violated by a discriminatory statutory scheme which makes it 
virtually impossible for a county like the County of San Diego to 
adequately protect public safety. 


109 
Amador Valley Joint Union High School District v. state 


Board of Equalization (1978) 22 Cal.3d 208, 247. 


110 
Amador Valley Joint Union High School District v. State 


Board of Equalization (1978) 22 Cal.Jd 208, 245-246. 
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In the section of the June 1978 primary election 


"California Voters Pamphlet" which pertains to Proposition 13, 


the proponents of Proposition 13 expressly promised the voters 


that it would "make California taxes FAIR (and] EQUAL.... " 111 


However, the evidence at trial, discussed above, clearly 


showed that A.B. 8 makes the property tax system unfair and 


unequal. 


2. The A.B. 8 perversely discriminates against formerly low 
tax local governments: 


In their ballot rebuttal argument, the proponents stated 


that the target of Proposition 13 was "spendthrift politicians 


. 112 
who "tax us into poverty." 


Thus, although Proposition 13 was clearly a voter 


condemnation of high tax government, the evidence established 


that the A.B. 8 scheme perversely rewards the formerly high tax 


government entities, punishes the formerly low . tax government 


entities, and requires the low tax governments to subsidize the 


high tax governments. Clearly, these aspects of A.B. 8 


incorrectly manifest the intent of Proposition 13. 


I I I 


I I I 


I I I 


I I I 


111 "California Voters Pamphlet, Primary Election, June 6, 
1978," Arguments in Favor of Proposition 13, pg. 58, and Rebutta l 
to Argument Against Proposition 13, pg. 59 (emphas i s in 
original); a copy of th i s pamphlet was introduced i nto evidence 
marked as Exhibit 1. 


112 . h'b ' t Ib1d.; Ex 1 1 1 at pg. 59. 
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3. The A.B. 8 scheme violates the oromise that property tax 
revenues would be sufficient to maintain public safety services: 


In their ballot rebuttal argument, the proponents promised 


voters that "Proposition 13 will NOT cut fire protection (and] 


. t t' ,.113 pol1ce pro ec 1on .... 


This goal has not been achieved. 


The evidence showed that the discriminatory property tax 


allocations under A.B. 8 have caused the County plaintiffs to 


suffer levels of police, fire and other public safety services 


f b 1 th t t . d 114 ar e ow e s a ew1 e averages. The devastating effects of 


A.B. 8 on the law enforcement and criminal justice agencies in 


the County of San Diego were fully discussed above. 


4. The A.B. 8 scheme violates the intent of Prooosition 13 
that the new system of taxation would be within the ability of 
the taxpayers to pay: 


In their ballot argument in favor · Qf Proposition 13, the 


proponents stated that the intent of the initiative was "(t) o 


make California taxes FAIR, EQUAL and WITHIN THE ABILITY OF THE 


TAXPAYERS TO PAY .... " 115 


However, the evidence showed that the taxpayers in the 


County of San Diego must impose on themselves higher rates of 


sales taxes and local fees to attempt to achieve service levels 


enjoyed by other comparable counties. The State's own expert, 


I I I 


113 Ibid.; Exhibit 1 at pg. 59 (emphasis in original). 


114 t. f d . Tes 1mony o Ran econom1st, Anthony Pascal [RT 381:7-
18); testimony of Dr. John Kirlin (RT 505:21- 506:19]; see also 
Exhibit 58, figure 5. 


115 b ' h'b' I 1d.; see Ex 1 1t 1 at pg. 58. 
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1 Mr. Schaafsma, admitted that this situation is fundamentally 


2 f 
. 116 un a1r. 


3 This additional tax burden on the residents of San Diego 


4 County, which is compelled by the unfairness inherent in the A.B. 


h 1 1 . 1 t th . t . t f . t . 117 5 8 sc erne, c ear y v1o a es e 1n en o Propos1 1on 13. 


6 5. By manipulating school property tax allocations so that 
the property taxes of one county subsidize another, the A.B. 8 


7 scheme violates the intent of Proposition 13 to allocate property 
tax revenues within the counties where they are collected: 
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Proposition 13 contained a provision which required the 


Legislature to allocate the one percent (1%) property tax 


revenues "to the districts within the counties." 118 


The simple intent of this provision of Proposition 13 is 


that ~he 1% property tax revenues in each county are to remain in 


each county in such a way that the allocations are fair and equal 


to all citizens on a statewide basis . . 


However, as discussed more fully above in "Section III," the 


evidence showed that this intent has been violated under the A.B. 


8 property tax allocation scheme by the State's admitted 


manipulation of the percentage of property tax revenue that each 


county must allocate to schools, and the use of the Serrano 


school funding mechanism through which the State makes up 


shortfalls in school funding. 


116 t. t Tes 1mony of Peer Schaafsma (RT 211:16- 212:17]. 


117 
The County plaintiffs' expert, Dr. Kirlin, concluded that 


this situation clearly violated the intent of Proposition 13. RT 
502:3 - 504:24; 730:2 - 731:18. 


118 t. 1 I . Ar 1c e X IIA, sect1on 1, subdivision (a) , provides, in 
pertinent part, as follows: 


"The one percent (1%) tax 
and apportioned according 
the counties." 


to be collected by the c~unties 
to law to the districts within 
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1 The evidence established that, through these devices, the 


2 actual result of the A.B. 8 system is that the previously low-


3 taxing counties like the County of San Diego are subsidizing the 


4 previously high-taxing counties. 


5 As noted earlier, Mr. Brennan, an expert called by the 


6 State, testified that the A.B. 8 interplay of the school dollar 


7 into the property tax dollar effectively transfers dollars 


8 between counties and, by using State general funds to pay for 


9 schools and property tax dollars to pay for local non-school 


10 needs, the property tax dollars would stay within each 
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119 county. . 


Another State witness, Mr. Helmke, testified at his 


deposition that, while it would be illegal for the State to take 


property tax from one county and give it to another, the State 


120 could still "jimmy it around" through the school formula. 


Finally. Dr. Kirlin, an expert for the County plaintiffs, 


testified that, . by varying among the counties the percentage of 


property taxes which goes to schools and having the State "back-


fill" school revenues, the A.B. 8 property tax allocation scheme 


violates Proposition 13 by effectively shifting property tax 


revenues beyond the borders of counties. 121 


In conclusion, the A.B. 8 allocation scheme is 


23 unconstitutional and cannot stand because its discrimination 


24 against formerly low-taxing counties violates both the intent of 


25 


26 


27 


28 


119 


120 


55:17. 


121 


Testimony of William Brennan (RT 921:21- 922:2]. 


Exhibit 274, pg. 135, lines 2-8; see also RT 54:2 -


Testimony of Dr. John Kirlin [RT 729:16- 730:1]. 
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Proposition 13 and the express promises made by its proponents to I 
the voters of California. 


VII. 


CONCLUSION AND REMEDY 


For all of the foregoing reasons, the Court finds that the 


A.B. 8 property tax allocation scheme violates the equal 


protection guarantees of the State and Federal Constitutions, 


because (1) its discrimination against formerly low taxing and 


low spending counties like the County of San Diego is not 


rationally related to any legitimate state interest, and (2) this 


discrimination infringes on the San Diego County residents' 


fundamental right to public safety without furthering any 


compelling state interest. 


The Court further finds that the A.B. 8 scheme is 


unconstitutional and cannot stand for the further reason that its 


discrimination against formerly low-taxing counties violates both 


the intent of Proposition 13 and the express promises made by its 


proponents to the voters of California. 


The A.B. 8 scheme was irrational, arbitrary and capricious 


from its inception. It is so complex and confusing that it 


nearly defies comprehension. It was enacted without any 


meaningful analysis of its long-term effects on fiscally 


conservative counties whose populations and crime rates, and 


therefore local government service needs, were to increase 


dramatically. 


Under the guise of "implementing" Proposition 13, the A.B. 


8 system has perpetuated the very inequities which Proposition 13 


sought to abolish. Instead of rewarding fiscally conservative 
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counties like the County of San Diego, which had been prudently 


cutting property tax rates before the passage of Proposition 13, 


the A.B. 8 scheme permanently penalizes them by denying them 


their fair share of property tax revenues, and perversely causing 


them to actually subsidize the higher local government service 


levels in the counties that had previously engaged in the "high 


tax/high _spend" practices that Proposition 13 effectively 


outlawed. 


A.B. 8 has caused the County of San Diego government alone 


to lose somewhere in the neighborhood of one billion dollars ($1 


billion) in property tax revenues during the last ten (10) years. 


When the loss in revenue to the cities and special districts over 


this period of time is factored in, the total loss in revenue to 


the San Diego County region is truly astronomical. 


By denying the County of San Diego government its fair share 


of property tax revenue, the A.B. 8 scheme has brought the County 


government to the brink of fiscal ruin, and has brought the 


County criminal justice system to its knees. 


This allocation scheme lacks any mechanism for self


correction, and the Legislature has failed to enact a more 


equitable allocation system. 


Therefore, the A. B. 8 property tax allocation system is 


declared unconstitutional. 


Defendant State of California is ordered to implement no 


later than yuly 1, 1993, a constitutional system of property tax 


allocation which: 


I I I 


I I I 
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1 (A) Complies with Article XIIIA of the California 


2 Constitution, and the equal protection guarantees of 


3 the State and Federal Constitutions; and 


4 (B) Is not based on the premise that residents of formerly 


5 low taxing counties should be allocated less property 


6 tax revenue for non-school local government services 


7 than residents of formerly high taxing counties. 


8 Defendants are ordered to appear in this Department on April 


9 30, 1993, or on such other date as the Court shall specify, to 


10 report on the status of the new property tax allocation system. 


11 If the Legislature fails to adopt and implement a 


12 constitutional allocation method by July 1, 1993, the Court shall 


13 implement its own plan based on the recommendations of Court-


14 appointed masters. 


15 The existing A. B. 8 allocation schemec shall remain in effect 


16 until the new constitutional system is implemented. 


17 Upon proper noticed motion, Plaintiffs shall be entitled to 
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an award for all 


this matter. 
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reasonable costs and attorney's fees incurred in 
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The Court shall retain jurisdiction to ensure compliance 


with these orders. 


. f th 1 . t. ff 122 
Judgment shall be entered 1n favor o e P a1n 1 s. 


5 Dated: February 10, 1992 
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Court 


122 Defendants contend that the decisions in City of Rancho 
Cucamonga v. Mackzum (1991) 228 Cal.App.3d 929, and Marin 
Hospital District v. Rothman (1983) 139 C.A.3d 495. The court 
finds these decisions are distinguishable for the reasons stated 
in "Plaintiffs' Post-Trial Brief" filed 11/1/91 at pp. 47:16 -
56:2, and in "Plaintiffs' Reply Post-Trial Brief" filed 12/4/91 
at pp. 13:20 - 18:9. 
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January 24, 1992 


KATHLEEN BROWN 
Wrensnrcr of til':~ ~tate of Qiulifonti<t 


Mr. Sherwin Koopmans 
Regjonal ,Director 
Western Region 
Resolution Trust Corporation 
1225 Seventeenth Street, Suite 3200 
Denver, CO 80202 


Dear Mr. Koopmans: 


.OL!I .CD-\ .(.Jf. 


I am writing to request clarification of t~.c Resolution Trust Corporation's (RTC) 
policy regarding the payment of the local · taxes and assessments due on properties 
under RTC receivership and conservatorship. The policy statement outlined in the 
RTC's State and Local Property Taxation Policies Manual (dated June 4, 1991) asserts 
that the RTC reserves the right to invoke federal immunity from taxation with 
respect to non ad valorem property taxes levied on properties under its control. 
Such a policy, if implemented in California, could have serious consequences for 
investors who purchase the debt instruments of California local governments, ·as 
well as for local governments themselves. 


Because of the limitations on ad valorem property taxes imposed by Proposition 13, 
California local governments frequently issue bonds secured by non ad valorem 
taxes and assessments levied on real property. Specifically, th~rc are two such 
revenue sources used extensively in California: 1915 Act !ipccial a.'i!if!S.'iment.'i, which 
legally are not taxes but liens imposed on property to pay for a public 
improvement of direct benefit to that property; and ."ipccial taxe."i. (also called 
Mel!o-Rcos ta.~es for the two. legislative sponsors {l( ttle ~, uthorizi-11g legis.l~tion) 
which are taxes levied on property to finance specific infrastructure it~ms. mostly 
in development projects. Both special assessments and Mcllo-Roos special taxes arc 
apportioned according to similar indices, such as front footage and acreage. 
Insofar as these "taxes" arc levied on real property but arc not apportioned 
according to property values, special assessments and Mello-Roos special taxes 
arguably can be classified as non ad Mlorem property taxes--precisely the type of 
taxes which appear to be the focus of RTC's recent policy statement. 


The prospect of the RTC implementing a nonpayment policy with respect to non 
ad valorem property taxes and assessments is unsettling to investors and local 
government officials in California, given that there arc presently several billion 
dollars of bonds secured by these revenue sources outstand i ng. While we do not 
have data on the exact amount of such indebtedness, we know that $5.4 billion of 
special assessment bonds and $3.6 billion of Mcllo-Roos speci a l tax bonds have been 
issued since 1983. Under current economic condit i o ~s. poorl y performing real 
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estate loans are the cause of many, if not most, determinations of thrift insolvency 
by the Office of Thrift Supervision. Most of the property owners who are 
delinquent on their mortgage payments are also delinquent on their tax bills. If 
the RTC fails to recognize the legitimacy of these prior tax and assessment liens 
when disposing of the assets of an insolvent thrift. the default of outstanding 
bonds supported by these revenue sources could ensue~ 


Moreover, investors and local government officials also find it troubling that the 
RTC Policies Mallual states that the R TC will not comply with any foreclosure 
action initiated by local government, nor will the RTC pay penalties or late 
charges, or authorized attorney's fees for foreclosure. In order to minimize the 
effect of tax delinquencies on local government finance, both the 1915 Act and the 
Mello-Roos Act permit swift institution of judicial foreclosure lawsuits on 
delinquent properties. Furthermore, 1915 Act assessment liens and Mello-Roos 
special tax liens are both superior to private liens under California state law. If 
the RTC prohibits local governments from foreclosing delinquent tax liens on 
properties under RTC receivership or conservatorship, or on which the RTC merely 
holds a junior lien, local governments will not be able to meet the bond · debt 
service and the default of outstanding bonds could result. 


In the event that the RTC seizes a financial institution which (I) either owns 
property subject to substantial 1915 Act assessment and/or Mello-Roos special tax 
liabilities or has a lien on such property, and (2) invokes federal immunity from 
taxation with respect to these obligations, investors would undoubtedly sue to 
enforce their lien rights and to recover the delinquencies on the grounds that their 
contractual rights had been violated or that their property had been taken without 
just compensation. The courts would then determine whether or not the RTC could 
invoke federal immunity from taxation with respect to these liabilities. In 
addition, local governments probably would pursue foreclosure of the delinquent 
1915 Act or Mello-Roos special tax liens, notwithstanding the RTC policy 
prohibiting foreclosures. Once again, the courts would determine the legality of 
the RTC policy prohibiting the foreclosure of these liens by local governments. 


In my view, the necessity for legal action could be avoided by a clear, 
unambiguous statement from the RTC declaring its intentions to recognize the 
prioritization of tax and assessment liens and the validity of the foreclosure 
provisions specified in California state law when dealing with the- -assets of seized 
financial institutions. A clear statement indicating that the RTC intends to honor 
all prior tax and a!:sess'!1ent liens when acting in its official · capacities would cal.in 
the bond market and put this matter to rest. · 


I appreciate your giving prompt attention to this matter, and I look forward to 
receiving a response as soon as possible. 


Sincerely, 


(L~-1--t._t~n·t..- -- -·--
KATHLEEN BROWN 
California State Treasurer 


cc: Scott Sommers 
Resolution Trust Corporation 
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Finance Report 


CALIFORNIA·s l'~r icla Gayman 
HM I< Street, Suite ton 
&n~~t~. CA 95814 GROWING 


TAXPAYER SQUEEZE 


Executive Summary 


Continuing rapid increases in population, primarily in the younger age groups, will ca~s? severe 
budgetary pressures for state and local government throughout the 1990s. The competition for 
available funds will be fierce. While funding for all State programs will be in jeopardy, higher 
education, sta~e ptisons, and state operations will be pa!Jicularly vulnerable to red!lctions in 
levels of fundmg 'because they do not have the constitutional and statutory protection of most 
education, health and welfare programs. 


California has historically enjoyed an economy that was sufficiently robust to provide adequate 
fqnding for education, health, environmental and other public programs. Although we proJect 
that California will enjoy a growing economy during the rematnder of this cen~ and be)'ond, 
the changing relationship between the number of taxpayers and "tax receivers" is jeopardizing 
our ability to maintain funding levels for State programs. Califomia's major tax rece1ver ~oups 
~students, welfare reci.2!_ents. prisoners, and Medi-Cal eligibles- are growing more qutckly 
than its taxpayer group {Figure 1 on page 2). 
Much of this growth is based on increases in 
the n~~r of ~chool age children, re~ulting ••• the changing relationship 
from unnugratton and a recent surge m the 
birth rate. The problem is compounded by a between the number of 
slowdown~ the grow~ of the ~ult, working taxpayers end rttax receivers" 
age. population, reflecting low birth rates is jeopardizing our ability 
dunng the late 1960s and the 1970s, and a net • • 
domestic out-migration in the high earning 45 to maintain funding levels ... 
to 64 age group. 


To the extent that these demographic trends continue, California faces continuing budgetary 
difficulties. No matter how strong its economic recovery, the State will not be able to fund 
existing programs at current levels within projected tax revenues. With rapidly increasing 
caseloads, this imbalance between taxpayers and tax receivers could result1n a $20 billion 
budget gap in the year 2000. 


Although difficult decisions will be required, California can meet this demographic challenge. 
Stimulating economic job growth by improving the business climate. is one key. Another is 
reducing the growth in government spending, while shifting the emphasis from treating prob-
lems to preventing them. · 


California Deportment of Finance November 1991 
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Introduction 


California is literally a "State in Transition." 
In the past, the combination of a str<;>ng 
economy and a diverse population has al
lowed California-to provide services to those 
in need at one of the highest levels in the 
nation. Today, and during the next few years, 
a rapid increase in population- and the mix 
of that population growth - is contributing 
to a growing imbalance between the demand 
for public services and the availability of tax 
dollars to fund those services. 


California's historically robust economy has 
allowed for adequate funding for education, 
health, the environ.ment, highways·and roads, 
and numerous oilier programs. Although 
California is currently feeling the impact of 
the international recession, the economy is 
expected to recover and the State should 
resume economic growth. 


However, even assuming healthy economic 
growth, tax revenue will fall short of the 
amounts needed to fund current and man
dated levels of service. Several important 
statutory, constitutional and judicial require
ments affect State expenditures. 
A long list of Federal mandates 
account for nearly $1.4 billion of 
this year's General Fund spend
ing. Constitutional initiatives 
have, among other things, di
rected the way in which State 
monies are spent (Proposition 
98) and dedicated certain rev
enue sources to specific pro
grams (Proposition 99). Several 
State programs include statutory 
cost of living adjusbnents 
(COLAs), some of which have 
been suspended by recent bud
get reform legtslation. Court 
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Continuing rapid increases In 
population, primarily In the 
younger age groups, will cause 
severe budgetary 
pressures for stale and local 
government during the 1990s. 


decisions have served in some cases to ex
pand the scope of State spending programs. 


In addition, rapid population increases are 
causing concurrent budgetary increases for 
California at the State and local levels. These 
increases are exacerbated by the specific 
composition of the population increases. As a 
result, there is and will continue to be fierce 
competition for tax dollars. 


Figure 1 
Taxpayers and Tax Receivers 
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Underlying the impact of the continuing 
growth in popula~on is .a fundamental 
change in the rel~tionship between the num
ber of taxpayers and tax receivers in 
California. The number of "tax 4500 
receivers"- many of whom are 
children, the elderly and those incar
cerated in state prisons- is growing 
much more rapidly than the 11tax
payer11 group, which is typified by 
people of working age (18 to 64 
years) (Figure 2). 


California policy makers must face 
the challenge of ~imbalance be
tween a rapidly ilicreasing tax re
ceiver group and a slower growing 
taxpayer group. 1his Finance Report 
focuses on the demographic chal
lenges affecting California and be
gins to identify policy issues that will 
confront decision makers well into 
the next century. 


A growing. changing 
population 
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California is currently experiencing a serious 
and widening mismatch between explosive 
growth of its younger population, who are the 
primary users of government services, and a 
slowdown in growth of its adult working age 
population who pay for those services (Figure 
2). The Department of Finance estimates that 
nearly 60 percent of State tax dollars are spent 
on services for younger people, who represent 
the fastest growing segment of the State's 
population. These services include education, 
child care and health care. According to 
drivers' license records, the mismatch is 
com pounded by an increase in domestic out
migration of Californians in the high earning 
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Figure 2 
Population Growth by Age Group 


(In thousands) 
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45 to 64 age group over the last two years. 
Additionally, the California Business 
Roundtable has reported that, ''Fourteen 
percent of business leaders have plans to 
relocate their operations to sites outside of 
California, and that another 41 percent plan to 
expand operations outside the State." 


Based on the new Census data, dwing the 
1990s California's population is projected to 
grow by 6.3 million. Fifty-five percent is 
projected Erom natural growth (births I 
deaths), 44 percent from foreign immigration 
and one percent from domestic migration. 


Population shifts are a powerful force in the 
State's economy and a major element in 
shaping the demands for government ser
vices. For example, growth in the State's 
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school age population- ages 5 to 17-
obviously determines the growth in the num
ber of children in Kindergarten through 
Grade 12. 


During the 1980s; foreign born individuals 
accounted for about 75 percent o£ Califomia's 
migrants. (During the 1990s that proportion 
will probably .be even higher.) For the vast 
majority of these new residents, English is a 
second language. Lack of English language 
skills places extra demands on the school 
systems and also limits employment opportu
nities for adult immigrants. 


In addition, Medi-Cal is affected by the State's 
rising £oreign immigrant population. While 
immigrants and :r:~gees accowtted for only 
1.3 percent of the Medi-Cal caseload in 1980, 
those groups accounted for over 4.5 percent of 
the program's beneficiaries in 1990. Based on 
current projections, the number of immigrants 
and refugees served by Medi-Cal will rise by 
nearly 700,000 by the tum of the century, then 
comprising nearly 13 percent of the Medi-cal 
caseload. 


Younger tax receivers and 
older taxpayers 


Just as trends among ~e younger population 
are important to consider when determining 
the demands on the State budget, revenues 
are profoundly influenced by trends in the 
adult, working age population. Changes in 
the number of personal income tax returns 
closely parallel changes in this key working 
age population. The 1990s will bring a sub-
stantial slowdown in the growth of this key 
taxpaying age group, mainly reflecting low 
birth rates of the late 1960s and 1970s, but also 
recent evidence that older working age Cali
fornians ar~ increasingly leaving the State. 


Until the late'1980s, demographic trends were 
generally favorable for financing government 
services. Much o£ California's 6.2 million 
population gro~ during that period was 
among the adult population, reflecting the 
aging of the baby boom generation born in 
the 20 years !allowing World War ll. The 
working age population (age 18 to 64) in
creased nearly twice as fast during the 1980s 
{more than 2:7 percent) as the school age 
population {age 5 to 17), which grew less than 
15 percent. Reflecting these demographic 
trends, during the 1980s the number of chil
dren enrolled in public Kindergarten through 
12th grade increased 23 percent- faster than 
the school age population, but more slowly 
than the working age group. 


... older working age 
Californians are Increasingly 
leaving the State ..•• By con
trast, the school age population 
Is sello explode. 


Based on the 1990 Census and current demo
graphic trends, this situation will change 
dramatically in the 1990s. Lower birth rates 
from the late 1960s through the early 1980s 
are now being reflected in slower growth in 
the working age adult population, which is 
projected to grow only half as rapidly in the 
1990s (13.7 percent) as in the 1980s (27.4 
percent). By contrast, the school age popula· 
tion is set to explode. Between 1990 and the 
turn of the century, the 5- to 17-year-old 
group is projected to jump by 40 percent, and 
public K-12 enrollments eould increase by as 
much as 48 percent- more than three times 
faster than the working age population. 


The accompanying table (Table 1) illustrates 
the changing relationship between the num
ber of taxpayers - defined as the number of 
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Table 1 


H111los of T•l!poyw•• 
to Sol~~ RQ¥tr"" Popi.IIIIIIOOI 
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the number of AFDC children during 
the decade. Medi-cal is also influ
enced by this very young age group, 
and the public assistance eligibility 
group in Medi-Cal increased 38 per
cent in the 1980s. Both of these 
groups are projected to grow even 
faster in the 1990s, with AFDC 
caseloads up 141 percent and Medi
Cal public assistance forecast to gain 
60 percent by th.e year 2000. In terms 
of the taxpayer/tax receiver ratio, in 
1980 there were 6.9 taxpayers for each •• ra r~ are del'o08d u !h. number of people whe~.,.lhe bO~O$ of ll'lo Slale'a 


ma.sl ~lly !I(O;rv.m&. 


AFDC recipient. If these trends con
tinue, by the year 2000 there will be 


·- E.ldll<l41$ pullllc 115&111811C11 MedK;cd. 


single taxable personal income tax returns, 
plus twice the number of joint filings- and 
the number of people who are the beneficia· 
ries of the State's most costly programs. For 
example, in 1980 there were 262 taxpayers for 
each K-12 student in public schools, and that 
ratio remained virtually constant through 
1990. However during the 1990s, public 
school enrollment is projected to grow much 
more rapidly than the number of taxpayers, 
with the result that by the year 2000, this ratio 
is expected to fall to 2.02 H projected trends 
materialize, the declining ratio between tax
payers and tax receivers will cause a budget 
shortfall of $20 billion by the year 2000. 


The very young 


The surge in California's population of the 
· very young began in the late 1980s. In fact, 


between 1980 and 1990 the population under 
5 years of age grew by 40 percent, reflecting a 
sharp increase in births after 1985. This 
growth contributed to a 42.5 percent rise in 


only 2.94 taxpayers supporting each AFDC 
recipient -less than half as many as in 1990. 
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Figure 3 
Population Growth by Age 
CA and u.s. excluding CA 
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California and the nation 


California's demographics are markedly 
different from those of most other states. In 
California, the proportion of the population 
age 17 and under Will increase by the year 
2000, while the percentage in the prime work
ing age groups will decrease. In the other 49 
states, there will be a small reduction in the 
proportion under 18 and the working age 
group (18 to 64) will increase slightly as a 
percent of the total (Figure 3 on the previous 
page). 
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Figure 4 
Depend.ency Ratio 
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Thus, California's dependency ratio- the 
ratio of the population under 18 and over 64 
to the working age 18 to 64 group - is pro
jected to rise ten points, from 58 to 68 between 
1990 and 2000, after actually falling slightly 
during the 1980s. In other words, there will 
be relatively fewer working age Californians 
to support growing populations of youth and 
the elderly. In the other 49 states, this depen
dency ratio will decline from 62 to 60, mean
ing there will be slightly ·more people of 
working age supporting the dependent popu
lations in most other states (Figure 4). 


One result o( divergent ~emographic trends 
has been a narrowing of California per capita 


income relative to the United 
States average. In 1980, Califor
nia per capita income was 117 
percent of the U.S. average. By 
t990, thiS gap had narrowed to 
110.6 percent, and by the year 
2000, Californians may earn 
only 6 percent more than the 
national average. For the most 
part, the relative decline in per 
capita income simply reflects 
the fact that the working age 
population will represent a 
d,eclining share of the State's 
total population in the years 
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ahead. This narrowing of 
California's per capita income 
advantage underscores the 
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budget problems facing the 
State in the years ahead. 
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conclusion 


Even with an economic rebpund, California 
will continue to face difficult budget decisions 
throughout the -decade ahead. These prob
lems result not only from legal mandates, but 
equally important, from the demographic 
changes which are occurring in this State. If 
projected trends materialize over the next 
decade, there will be a marked decline in the 
ratio of taxpayers and tax receivers (Figure 1 
on page 2). Rapid gains in the State's youth 
population- primary users of public ser
vices, including education, health and welfare 
-are coming at a time when growth in the 
prime working age population is slowing. 


. ~··'f:~: .. 


This divergence of demographic trends be-
tween California and most other states will 
make solutions all the more difficult. Because 
other states will not experience the same 
explosive growth in the demand for govern
ment services and payments as will Califor
nia, the State will be at a competitive 
disadvantage if it raises taxes in order to meet 
these increased demands. Tax increases may 
well encourage some working age Califor
nians to leave the State, thus further exacer
bating the budget problem. Indeed, there is 
evidence that this may already be occurring. 


What is clear is that the leadership of this 
state must address the changes that are occur
ring. California's General Fund expenditures 
are projected to be nearly $105 billion annu
ally by the year 2000. This growth from the 
$43 billion budget for 1991-92 will be the 
result of increasing educational, health and 
welfare needs and constitutional demands of 
this growing population. If revenues return 
to their historic growth rate of approximately 
seven percent a year and the demand for 
government services continues this explosive 
trend, there will be $85 billion to fund these 
programs, resulting in a $20 billion gap. 
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Although we project that 
California will enjoy a growing 
economy during the remainder 
of this century and beyond, the 
changing relationship between 
the number of taxpayers and 
"lax receivers" is jeopardizing 
our ability to maintain funding 
levels for State programs . 


California is undergoing a transition that will 
affect State and local government for the rest 
o£ this century. In particular, the deteriora
tion .of the ratio between taxpayers and tax 
receivers will cause continuing budgetary 
pressures. Although difficult decisions will 
be required, the State can meet this demo
graphic challenge. Stimulating economic job 
growth by improving the business climate is 
one key. Another is reducing the growth in 
government spending, while shifting the 
emphasis from treating problems to prevent
ing them.lbJ 





